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PREFACE

Tlio Ontario Hiijh ScIhm)! (Jeoinetry is intondcrl to cover

tho courso in Tln'orctical (Jt-omftry, Iwijnn in t'lc Lower

Si'hool and ( piiijilftrd ill tlu; Midillf S(li(»>l, is ilt>fuit>(l in

the Proj^ianinio of Studios t<.r Hij,'li Schools and ^/'ollogiatc

Institutfs of tlit( Provinct' of Ontario.

In deference to tlio wish of tlio teachers of niathemntics

of the Province, this Gecjinetry is divided intct Books with

nunihered propositions.

Wiiile tho theoretical course is complete in itself, it is

assumed that its study has iicen preceded by the usual course

in drawing and measurenit iit. A considerable nunilM>r of

practical problems are j^iven in tlio exercises. These should

be worked out carefully, and, in fact, all diagrams should 1h!

accurately and neatly made.

The lx>ok (('iitains an al)undant supply of carefully .selecte<l

and grai (1 exercist's. 'i'lioso i^iven in sets throughout the

B' 'ks will \m' loui; I s-iitablo for tlio woric of averairt' classes.

.'1 id just n ut shH
i in number to fix the subject-matter

of the propositi!. in liie miiuis of the pupils. All the

problems crmt ui n in tht; miscellaneous collections at the

ends of the Bool

best }nij>ils oii!

as a ,stoi(> from

purposes from tu,.

While the re(|uir. ,

kept in mind in the

Id be udi.-ed through by a few of the

•itld Ix' used also by the teae' rs

1 draw suitable material for review

une.

•nts of class-work have Ijeen constantly

i-e of proofs, it should not Ix? assumed
that other proofs, jusi 'iood, cannot in many cases Im' given.



IV PREFACE

StiulcntM Nhoulfl Im« constimtiv oiuoum'.'i'd to wi»ik out
iiH'thd'lH of tlicir own, nini to kwj* n'coicis of tlm Ik'nI in

tticir note IxNiks.

Symnu'try lias Ijinnj used to an unusual oxtcnt in givinK a
more conciu* form to tin- pi-iHifs of const ructions,

Tlio trratint'fit of jxirallrls, ii. accord witli the niotluKl of

many of tho J)est Kn^'lish text lK<oks, is hascd on Playfair's

Axiom.

•TangentH aro tn>at»'(l Inith by tho mctho«l of limits and a>

linos which meet th'.» cirdo in only one point.

Areas of triangles and paralK'lograins are compared with

rectangles, th; , )y not only giving a simple metlxKl of treat-

ment, but also pnmu-ting facility in numerical computations.

Similarly, the treatment of proportion is correlated with tho

algebraic knowledge of the pupil.

Ottawa, June, 1910.



SYMBOLS AND AiSMltKVI \TT»»Na

Tlio foUoniii^ aytiiliiih nrul alihroviatioii.4 are used:

—

Fij,'. Figure.

Const. C'oiwt ruction.

Hyp. Hypotlii'.sis.

Cor. CoroU.vry.

e.ij. eavmidi (jmlni, l-it o-tar'nle.

i.i\ ill est, tliiit in.

ofciiuMe, Hince.

therefore.

right.

straight.

angle, tingles, angled.

triangle, triangles.

parallel, paralle'».

parallelogram, parallelograms.

square, mpiares.

the Hcjuare on A6.

rectangle.

the rectangle contained hy AB and CD.
AR^" the ratio of AH to CD.

plus, together with.

- minus, dinunislud by.

± is perpendicular to, a perpendicular,

= is equal to, ecjuala.

> is greater than.

< is less than,

EE is congrueiit to, congruent.

Ill is similar to, similar.

V

rt.

St.

., _s, _d

iigm, Ijgma

SI]., HCJ.S.

AB^

rect.

AB.CD

AB : CD, or

+
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THEORETICAL GEOxAIETRY

BOOK I

Preliminary Definitions and Explanations

1. A point is that which has position but no size.

The position of a point on tlie blackboard, or on
paper, is represented by a mark. This mark has
some small size and therefore only roughly represents

the idea of a point.

2. A line is that which has length but neither
breadth nor thickness.

Again, the mark that we use to represent a line

has breadth and some small thickness, and conse-
quently, only roughly represents the idea.

The intersection of Uvo lines is a point.

3. Lines may be either straight or curved.

The following property distinguishes straight lines

from curved lines and may be used as tlio definition

of a straight line:

—

Two straight lines cannot have any two points of
one coincide with two points of the other without
the lines coinciding altogether.

This is sometimes stated as follows:—Joining two
points there is always utiu and only one straight linu

1



2 TIIEOUETICAL GEOMETRY Book I

ill

8.
!,1

It followH from this deHiiition tliat two Straight
lines cannot enclose a space.

Can the circumferences of two equal circles coincide
in two points witliout coincidiuir alto<--ether ''

4. A surface i.s that whicli has k-ngth and l)readth
but no thickness.

A sheet of tissue paper has len<rth and breadth
and very little thickness. It thus rouglily represents
the idea of a surface. In fact the sheet of jmper has
two well-defined surfaces separated by the substance
of the paper.

The boundary between two jmrts of space is a
surface.

5. Surfaces may be either plane or curved.

The followinij property distin<ruishes plane surfaces
from curved surfaces and may be used as the defini-
tion of a plane surface:

—

The straight line joining any two points on a
plane surface lies wholly on that surface.

Give examples of curved surfaces on which straight
lines may be drawn in certain directions. Notice the
force of the word " any " in the definition above.

6. A solid is that which has length, breadth and
thickness.

7. Any combination of points, lines, surfaces and
solids is called a figure.

8. Geometry is the science wliicli itn-estigates the
properties of figures and the relations of figures to
one another.
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9. In Plane Geometry tlie fi(i;nre, or figures, con-
sidered in each propcjsitiou are confined to one plane,

wliile Solid Geometry treats of figures the parts of

which are not all in the sanu; plane.

Plane Geometry is also called Geometry of Two
Dimensions (length and breadth), and Solid Geometry
is called Geometry of Three Dimensions (leno'th,

breadth and thickness).

Geometrical Reasoxing

10. Two general methods of investigating the pro-
perties or relations of figures may be distinguished
as the Practical Method and the TlieQrsiikaI_,Method.

Some properties may be tested by measurement,
paper-folding, etc., while in tlie same or other cases it

may be shown that the property follows as a neces-
sary result from others that are already known to be
true.

The Theoretical Method, has certain advantages over
the Practical method. Measurements, etc., are never
exact, and in many cases cannot be made directly ; but
in the Theoretical Method, startnig from certain simple
statements, called axioms, the truth of which is self-

evident, or, it may be in some cases, assumed, the
consequent statements follow with absolute certainty.

The Practical IMethod is also known as thejmiuc-
tive Method of Reasoning, and the T^ieoretical Method
as the Deductive Method.
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11. Figures may 1)e compared by making a tracing
of one of them and Htting the tracing on the other
In nuiny cases the process may be made a mental
operation and the comparison made witli absolute
certainty by means of the following axiom :—
A figrure may be, actually or mentally, transferred

from one position to another without change of form
or size.

When two figures are shown to be exactly equal in
all respects by supposing one to be nuide to fit exactly
on t!)e otlier, the proof is said to be by the method
of superposition.

Figures which exactly fill the same space are said
to coincide with each other.

12. In general a proposition is that which is stated
or aiErmed for discussion.

In mathematics a proposition is a statement of
either a truth to be demonstrated or of an operation
to be performed. It is called a theorem when it is

something to be proved, and a problem when it is

a construction to be made.

Example of Theorem :—If two straight lines cut
each other, the vertically opposite angles are equal.

Example of Problem:—It is required to bisect a
given straight line.

13. Theorems are commonly stated in two v ys:—
First, the General Enunciation, in which the pro-
perty is stated as true for all figures of a class, but
without naming any particular figure, as in the first

example given in § 12; second, the Particular
Enunciation, in which the theorem is stated to be
true of the particular figure in a certain diagram.
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Similarly general and particular enunciations aro

connnonly given for problems.

Examples of Particular Enunciation :

—

1. Let AB and CD be two .st. lines cutting at E.

It is rcijuired to show that z AEC
that L AED = L BEC.

2. Let AB be a given st. line.

= Z BED, and

i A B

It is required to bisect AB.

14, In general, the enunciation of .i theorem con-
sists of two parts: the hypothesis and the conclusion.

The hypothesis is the formal statement of the
conditions that aro supposed to exist, e.<j., in the first

example of § 12, "If two straight lines cut each
other."

The conclusion is that which is asserted to follow
necessarily from the hypothesis, r,r/., "the vertically

opposite angles are ecpial to each other."

Commonly, the hypothesis of a theorem is stated
fi)-st, introduced by the word " if," and the two parts
hypothesis and conclusion are separated by a comma.
Sometimes, however, the two parts are not so formally
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distinnruishfd, fjj., \n tliu proposition :—Tlio miirles at
the base of hii isoscol.'.s trifui;;le mo ciuul to each
othor. In onK-i- to show the two parts, this statoiiK'iit

may be chaii-od as folL.ws:—If a trian^He has two
sides I'liual to each other, the aiij^lcs opposite these
e(iual sides (or anodes at the base) are e(|ual to each
other.

15. The demonstration of a theorem depends eitlier

on definitions and axioms, or on other theorems that
have been previously shown to be true.

The followinij are sonie of the axioms commonly
used in geometrical reasoning:

—

1. Things that are eijual to the same thing are
equal to each other.

If A = B, B = C, C --. D, D = E and E = F, what
ab<jut A and F?

2. If etpials be add' d to equals the sums are
equal.

i

:''

c

D-

Tlms if A, B, C, D be four st. lines such that
A = B and C - D, then the sum of a and C = the
sum of B and D.

Exercise

:

—Mark four successive points A, B, C, D
on a St. line such that AB = CD. Show that AC =: BD.

3. If equals be taken from eijuals the re-

mainders are equal.

Give example.
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ExercifiP:—Mnik four successive points A, B, C, D
on n st line such that AC BD. Show that AB -^ CD.

4. If e(|uals be added to une(iualH the sums are

uiie(Hial, the jjreater sum Ijeinij obtained from the
greater une<|ual.

Give example. Show also, by example, that if

unequals bo added to unecjuals the sums may Ihj

either ecjunl or uneipial.

5. If equals be taken from iuie<|uals the re-

mainders are un<'(iual, the ijreater remainder l)eini^

obtained from the greater unecjual.

6. Doubles of the same thing, or of ciual
things, are e(jual to each other.

7. Halves of the same thing, or of efjual things,

are ecjual to each other.

8. The whole is greater than its part, and
equal to the sum of all its parts.

Give examples.

9. Magnitudes that coincide with eacli other, are
ecpial to each other.

These simple propositions, and othei-s that are also
plainly true, may be freely used in proving theorems.
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Angles and Thiangles

K). Definitions. — When tvvD straight lines are

drnwn from a j)<)int they are .said to I'orni an ang^le.

The point from which the two lines arc drawn in

called the vertex of the angle.

The two lines are called the arms of the aiude.

The angle in the fij^ure may he called the angle

BAC, or the angle CAB. Tiie letter at the vertex

must be the middle one in reading the angle.

The single letter at the vertex is sometimes used to

denote the angle when there can he no doubt as to

which angle is meant.

17. Supi)ose a straight line OB to be tixed, like a
rigid roil on a pivot at the point O, and be free to

rotate in the plane of the paper.

If the line OB start fi*om any position OA, it may
rotate in either of two directintis—that \n which the

hands of a clock rotate, or in the opposite.
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When OB Htiirts fioiii OA imtl stoj at any position
an an^'lo is forniod with O for its vc u-x and OA uiui
OB for its arms,

18. An nn^'lo is said to Iw positno or negative
accordinif to tho direction in wliicii tliu lino" that
traces out tho angle is supposed to liavo rotated.
Tho direction contrary to that in which tho Jumds of
a clock rotato is connuonly takm as p)si'ive.

19. Tho niaofnitudo of .i

on tho amount of rotation

of tho lengths of its arms.

20. If wo wish to coit

DEF we may suppose tho a;

(Lpcfi,

is 4uit.

altogether

Irpendent

:wo
. ngl.H ABC and

ABC tu be J, laced on

H tthe angle DEF so that B lulls

ED. Tho position of BC rh »i>'

show which of tho ung is t

much it is greater than no otli«-i

21. i-»efinition.—When a rovol

half of a complete revolution fi m
OA tho angle formed is a Straight angle

EF will then

r iuid Ky how

BA along

OB has made
initial position

B o A
Tho arms of a straight angle are thus in the same

straight lino and extend in oppwite directions from
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tho v.Ttrx. At tlio iM.int O, ill tho (lia^rmin, tlicro mo
two Ntmij;lit nii^'L-s on opixwito siMt'H of tho Htruij,'lit

liiH- AOB, tho two stmij^ht au<f\i>H i.mkiiii,' »1> tlio com-
pli'to revolution.

22. Dffinition.~Tf a strai^^ht lino, startincj fn.ni OA,
rotatoM in 8uecf.s.Hiun thi-ough t\V(j (.mal anjrh.s AOB,'

C O ~A
BOC, tho .sum of whic-li i>4 a stiai;;lit an^jlo, oacii of
tho.so angli's is called a right angle.

A ri<,'ht an^'lo i.s thus one-half of a .straight angle,
or one-cjuarter of a conipleto revolution.

Each arm of a right angle is .said to be perpen-
dicular to the other arm.

What is a irrticd line ? a lun-izoi.ful lino ?

An angle which is less than a rigL. angle is called
an acute angle.

An angle which is greater than a right angle is

called an obtuse angle.

2.3. Jf a right /, be divided into ninety equ-^
parts, each of these parts is called a degree.

Tlnis 1 rt. L = 90',

1 St. z. = 180'

1 revolution == 360°.
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24. Lt't jv Nt. linn stiirtiti}; hoiu OA n-volvt! through
two MICCfSMivt' lh

AOB, BOC such that OC is in tho t-iuno nt, lino with
OA, hut in thi) oppitsito diirction from tht' point O,
unci e(jnsi'(juently AOC i.s a st. L.

: Z AOB+ z BOC - tlio st. Z AOC,

.-. Z AOB+ Z BOC - 2 It. Z.s.

Thus the angles which one straight line makes
with another on the same side of that other are
together equal to two right angles.

25. Definition.—When two anj^lcs havo the same
vertex and a cnninion arm, and the n'mainino- arms
on opposite sides o£ the conjmon arm, they are said

to be adjacent angles.

—

B

Thus BAG and CAD are adjacent an<;les having the
same vertex A and tlie connnou arm AC.

But an<rles BAD and CAD, witli tho same vertex

and the connnou arm AD are not adjcicent angles.
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26. Lot the adjacent Ls ABC, ABD be together

equal to two rt. La.

D B C

L ABD + L ABC =^ two rt. AS = a st. L.

That is, L DBC i.s a st. L,

and .'. line DBC i.s a st. line.

Thus, if two adjacent angles are together equal

to two right angles, the exterior arms of the

angles are in the same straight line.

27. Let a st. line OB, starting from tlie position

OA, and rotating in the positive direction, trace out

the successive Z.s: AOC, COD, DOE, EOF, FOA.

The sum of the successive Z.s is a complete revolu-

tion, and therefore equal to four rt. Ls.

Thus, if any number of straight lines meet at

a point, the sum of the successive angles is four

right angles.

1^



angles and triangles

Theorem 1

13

Each of the angles formed by two intersecting

straight lines is equal to the vertically opposite

angle.

Proof.—
'

Hypothe.,i8.—Thc two st. lines AB, CD cut each

other at E.

To 2>rove that (1) /. AEC - L BED,

(2) L AED ^ L BEC.

CED is a st. line,

L AEC + L AED = two it. Zs.

AEB is a st. line,

L AED + L DEB = two rt. Lh.

.-, Z AEC + Z AED = Z AED + L DEB.

From each of these e(|ualH take away the connnon

L AED and tlie reniainders nnist he eiiual to each

other.
,-. L AEC - Z DEB.

In the same manner it may be shown that L AED

= L CEB.

28. Definitions.—When two angles are such that

their sum is two right angles, they are said to he

supplementary angles, or each angle is Maid to be the

supplement of the other.

If two _s are equal, what about their supple-

mentary z. s ?

When two angles are such that their sum is one right

angle, they are said to be complementary angles, or each

an^le'is said to be the complement of the other.
)3

yy <tgwti»si'i"' <wiHw
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29.— Exercises

Book I

I. Tf one of the four _ s ,na,lo hy two intersecting st.

2 Two St. linos ABD. CBE cut at B. and , ABC is a»t.
-. P''ove that the other _ s at B are also rt. s

3 If in the figure of Theoren. 1 the L AEC .
f z. AEDfind the number of degrees in each _ of the figu.;

'

4.

A O B B
Rg. I Fig 2

5. In the diagram,

D03 is a It. _ , and through the
vertex O a si. 'i,,,, AOB is drawn.

Prove that:—
I» Fig. ], Z BOC+ z AOD .= a rt. ^
In Fig. 2, Z BOC - z AOD = a rt.

Z ABC = Z ACB.

Prove that

(1) Z ABD ^ z ACE,
(•2) Z FBC - Z GCB,

(3) Z DBF = z ECG.

6. In tlie (hagrani,

AOB is a St. line,

Z COD =: z DOB and
Z ACE = z EOC.

Prove tliat EOD is a rt. _, and that z AOE is the complement of z BOD.

7. E is a point between A and B in the st. line AB- DE FEare drawn on opposite si.Ies of AB and .such that i DEA

-

Z FEB. Show that DEF is a st. line.



ANGLES AND THIANGLES 15

8. Four St. lines, OA, OB, OC, OD, are drawn in succes-

sion from the point O, and are such tliat Z AOB -. Z COD
and Z BOG = Z DOA. Show that AOC is a st. I'ne, and

also that BOD is a st. line.

9. In the diagram, ABC, DEF,

GBEH are st. lines and Z ABE =

Z BEF.

'rove that

(1) Z CBE = Z BED,

(2) Z GBC = Z DEH,

(3) Z ABG = Z BED,

(4) Zs CBE, BEF are supplementary,

(5) Zs ABE, BED are supplementary.

30. Definitions.—A figure formed by straight lines

is called a rectilineal figure.

The figure formed by three straight lines which

intersect one another is called a triangle.

The three points of intersection are called the

vertices of the triangle.

The lines between the vertices of the triangle are

called the sides of the triangle.

31. Figures that are ecjual in all respects, so that

one may bo made to fit the other exactly, are ''^id to

be congruent.

The siirn :" is used to denote the congruence of

figures.

iph
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FiKsT Cask or nii: CosuRUENCE OK TlJ[AN<!LES

TfTEOUEM 2

anLTn"^"^^''
^^^^ '^° ^^^^^ ^"d the containedangle of one respectively equal to two sides and th^

co~nt.^""^^
°'^'^ °^'^^' ''^ ^- ^-n^'es I':

To ;>rore Unit (1) bc =: EF,

(3) Z. C = z. F,

(4) aiea of A ABC = area of A DEF;
and, hence, A ABC ^ a DEF

vortirATr
"- ^? '^

""'f'^'
'^ ^ ^^^ - thatveittx A tall., on vertex D nnd ab falls alontr de

•.• AB -DE. *

.-. vertex B must fall on vertex E.
'.- L A = L D,

.: AC nuist fall nlong df,
and .-. , as AC = DF,
tlie vrrtex C must fall on the v.utex F.

.-. A ABC coincides -with A DEF.
and .-. A ABC a DEF.
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82. Definitions.—A closed fii,Mire funned by four

siniight liiu'H is called a quadrilateral.

In a quadrilateral a Htrai'Lflit lino joininjf two oppo-

site vertices is called a diagonal.

A quadrilateral having its four sides equal to each

other is called a rhombus.

A circle is a fifjure consistinor of one closed curved

line, called the circumference, and is such that all

straight lines drawn from a certain point within the

figure, called the centre, to the circumference are

equal to each other.

In a circle a st. line dra\\Ti from the centre to the

circumference is called a radius. (Plural—radii.)

A st. line, as AB, joining two points in the circum-

ference is called a chord.

If a chord passes throiigh the centre, as GD, it is

called a diameter.

A part of the circumference, as the curved line

FED, is called an arc.

A line drawn from a point in one arm of an angle

to a point in the other arm is said to subtend the

angle. In the diagram the arc FE subtends the L
FCE; or in any A each side subtends Mie opposite /..
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33.—Exercises

1. Prove Theorem 2 when one A has
to he suppcsed to he turned o>er hefore
It -an he made to coincide with the
otlier.

A8 '/bo^' obT tTc "tr ":, "
" '™ ^"^ «»'ua IS J. AC. Show that any point in Drproduced > either di™e.i„.„ u e,»di«.a.,fC /a„d C

AOD. BOOX^e,,;
'"'" *° ""•' ^°' '"'' P-™ A»

angles at the centre ore equal to each other.

hnes OOB OEC be drawn to meet the circumference, in'*> t, B, C; prove that BE ::. DC.

Ae:-o^Xa^Lr^'!Trrrth::r.oT;r'^-
8. In the diagram, ABC and DEF are Aboth J. BE. Also AB = BC and DE -

EF. Prove that AD = CF.

'•Two St. lines AOB, COD cut one ^ "^T ,
another at rt. / s af n Ar\ •

OD Prove . . fT ^ " '"' ""^ = O^. and CO =OD. Prove that the quadrilateral ACBD is a rhombus.
10. Two quadrilaterals ABCD EFrM l,BC = FG. CD = GH ZB= / F

^° = ^^'

they are congruent.
' ^ ^ C = z G. Prove that
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34. Definitions.—A tri.-inglo Imving its sides all tcjuul

to each other is calleil an equilateral triangle.

A triangle having two sides e(jual to each other is

called an isosceles triangle.

A triangle having no two of its sides eijual to each

other is called a scalene triangle.

35.

If a straight line revolve in the positive direction

about the jjoint O from the position OA to the position

OB, it must pass through some position OC such that
L AOC - L COB.

A straight line which divides an angle into two
equal angles is called the bisector of the angle.

When a construction is represented in a diagram,

although it has not previously been proved that it

can be made, it is called a hypothetical construction.

Thus OC has been drawn to represent the bisector of
L AOB.
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Til EonKM 3

Book I

arJt:rtlach Xr"^ "' « '-«,e, trUn«..

Hypothesis.—f^Rn i^ ,.» ; i
.

ABC is an isosceles A Jiaving AB = ACTo prove that L b = l C.

fe '^^ AC.

Hypothetical Construct ion.-J)rv.^. tl.orepresent the bisector of z. BAG
^-ooZ-In the two AS 'adb, ADC.

AB = AC,

AD is coiiunon,

Z BAD= z CAD.
A ADB - A ADC.

Z B = z c.

Nfc. line AD to

(Hl/p.)

(Const.)

(1—2, page 16.)

36. TJie two As ADB ADC ,-r, fl 1-

rem 3. are congruent and ^f H
"^^"^^"^ "^ T^^^^"

alon. the bisector o;he vel-c'r
."""'" ^ '^ '"'^^'^

on one side of the bise^or wU tZ^^T^^^ ^^''^

«pond,n. parts on tJie other side
^ ' '°'''-

on the other It^; ;;rV:^;-7^ «^^ t,^^

with respect to that line
'^^ symmetrical
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The line along which the fif^nro is folded is called

an axis of symmetry of the figuro.

Hence the bisector of the vertical l of an isos-

celes i--. is an axis of symmetry of the A.

It follows from the above definition of a symmetrical

figure that

—

If a figure is symmetrical with respect to a st.

line, for every point on one side of this axis of

symmetry there is a corresponding point on the

other side.

Show by folding, in the diagi-am of Theorom 3,

that if Z B = Z. C, the side AB = the side AC.

37.—Exercises

1. An equilatersil L^ is equiangular.

2. ABC is an etiuilateral A, and points D, E, F, are

taken in BC, CA, AB respectively, such that BD = CE = AF.

Show that DEF is an equilateral A.

3. Show that the exterior z.s at the base of an isosceles

A are equal to each other.

4. The opposite z.s of a rhombus are equal to each other.

6. ABC is an isosceles A having

AB = AC, and the base BC pro-

duced to D and E such that BO
= CE. Prove that ADE is an

isosceles A.

6. AC, AD are two st. lines on opposite sides of AB.

Prove that if the bisectors of /.s BAC, BAD are at rt. Zs,

AC, AD must be in the same st. line.

7. If a figure be symmetrical with respect to a st. line,

the st. line joining any o corresponding points cuts the

axis at rt. /.s.

mmi
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Second Cam- of thk CoNiJiu'KscE of Tkianoles

TlIEOUEM 4

If two triangles have the three sides of one

respectively equal to the three «"ides of the other,

the two triangles are congruent

X ^

Hypothefiis.—ABC, DEF are two As }uiviii<,' AB - DE,

AC = DF and BC = EF.

To 2'>rove that A ABC . ; A DEF.

Proof.—Let A DEF be applied to A ABC so that the

vertex E falls on the vertex B and EF falls alontj BC.

Then V EF = BC, the vertex F falls on C. Let D take

the position D' on the side of BC remote from A.

Join AD'.

BA - BD',

.-. Z.BAD'- Z BDA. (1—3. p. 20.)

Similarly Z CAD'= Z CD'A.

.-. ABAD' + Z CAD'= Z BD'A+ Z CDA,

i.e., Z BAC = Z BD'C.

( BA = BD',

Then in />s BAC, BDC, CA = CD ,

[ Z BAC = Z BDC,

.-. AABC = ZaBD'C; (i—2, p, 16.)

i.e., A ABC E:A DEF.

4
-u, ^ik.'***'-*.-^ ./>>'*>*< fPfRfl
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,Vo/. -In the proof of this thoorcMn three cases ,nay

/r^, Jnui BC US in FiiT. I. or not cnt BC as in

occur :—AD nmy cut BO »s m * 'h- '•
_

_

Fi;;. 2, or pusH through one end of BC as m Hg. 6.

^
F.0.1 r.0.2

^'-3

The proof given above is that of tlie first case. The

pupil should work out the proofs of the other two cases.

38.—Exercises

1. If the opposite sides of a quadrilateral be equal, the

opposite zs are equal,

2 A diagonal of a rh..mbus bisects each o the Zs

through whk it passes, and consequently, the .hagonal xs

an axis of symmetry in the rhombus.

3 If in a quadrilateral ABCD the si.les AB. CD be e.,-

and Z ABC = Z BCD, prove that Z CDA - / -B.

4. Show that equal chords in a circle subtend equa

at the centre.
.

5. Prove that the diagonals of a rhombus bisect each

other at rt. zs-

ft

•> r _*A. i» ;
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Book I

of symmetry of tic figure and 'J^^f^
'^ ^"/-«

base are corresponding poT„U^
'^' *^"^^ °^ ^^e

C B

ff'/potfiesis.—ABC, DBC Hiv fuv, ;. i

«an.e bise BC.
""'^"''^''^ ^'^ "" the

To prore that AD is ,in axis of
figure.

'•^'' '•'^ Wmrnotry of the

/Voo/:_AD, or AD p.-.,.h,cc<!, v

r AS = AC
In As ABD, ACD, | BD == CD,

(
AD is coniiiiou,

iitH BC at E.

• -^^ BAD /^ CAD.
and ^ BAD z CAD.

(I—-t, p. 22.)

r BA = CA,
In A.s BAE, CAE ' AF Jv ,.

I ^ BAE .. z CAE,

• BAE -A CAE.
Similarly, A BDE "

.
. CDE.

(1—2, p. 16.)

'-:r.: m
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H<!nce, eivrh imit of thn fi^Miro on ono Hule of AD is

contTtifnt to tlio conL'Hpoiidiiij; purt on the other Hide,

and if tho tij^r.ro Iks folded on AD, us crease, the corre-

HjMjndin;^ parts will coincide.

,-. AD is an axis of synunetry of the ti<;ure; antl

B, C are correspondinjj points.

39.—Exercises

1. If two circles ctit at two points, the Ht. line which

joins their centres bisects at rt. zs the st. line joining tho

points of section.

2. A, B, C are three points each of which is oijuidistant

from two fixe<l points P, Q. Show that A, B, C are in a

St. line which bisects the st. line joining P, Q und cuts it

at rt. ^8.

Construction's

40. In Theoretical Geometry the nse of instruni* s

in making con.structions is generally restricted to t u

ungraduated straight edge and a pair of compasses.

With these instruments we can :

—

1. Draw a st. line from one point to another.

2. Produce a .si. line.

3. Descril>e a circle with any point as its centre

and radius ecpial to any given st. line.

4. Cut off from one st. line a part ecpiul to another

st. line.

Note.— All constructions should hf acntratfly and neatly

draivn ^-y the pupil, and, by memis of theorems already

proved, the correctness of the method of construction should

be shown.
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THEORETICAL GEOMETRY

Prohlem 1

To bisect a given angle.

Book I

Let BAG bo tlie given /_.

Construction.-With the compasHos cut off e.,ual
distances AD and AE from the arms of the l.

Witli centre D describe an arc.

With centi-e E and the same radius describe another
arc cuttnig tlie first at F.

Join AF.

Tlien AF is the bisector of l BAG.

Proof.—Join DF, EF, DE.

ADE, FDE are isosceles As on the same base DE,

.-. AF is an axis of symmetry (jf the figure, (1—5, p. 24.)

.•. AF bisects z. BAG.

NoTR.—rAe equal rwlii for the arcs with cmtres D nml E
must be taken long enongh for the arcs to intersect.

11.—Exercises
1. Divide a given z into four equal parts.

2. Prove that the bisectors of a pair of vertically op-
posite zs are in the .same st. line.

3. Bisect a st, z.
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PllOIJLEM 2

27

To draw a perpendicular to a given straight

line from a given point in the line.

)(^

BC t '^

Lot CD 1)C the given st. line and B the given point.

CV>/^9^•HC^io;^-Bisect the st. L CBD hy the st. line

BG.

7>,,,o/.-Tlien each of thi' z.s CBG. DBG is luilf of a

st. L aail .-. each is a rt. L-

.-. BG is ± CD.

4-2.—Exercises

Using rulor and compasses only, construct ^s of (1), 4o
;

43. Definitions.—If oni^ angle of a triangh> he a

nght angle, the triangle is calle.l a right-angled

triangle.

In a right-angled triangle the side opposite the right

angle is called the hypotenuse.

If one angle of a triangle he an ohtnse angle, the

triangle is called an obtuse-angled triangle.

If all three angles of a triangle he acute angles, the

triangle is called an acute-angled triangle.

The altitude of a triangle is the length of the

perpendicular from any vertex to the opposite side.

m
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44.—Exercises

1. Construct a rt.-Zd
. . having one of the arms of the rt

^ three times the oth(>r.

2. Construct u rt.-Zd .1 having the hypotenuse three times
one ot the arms of tlie rt. Z.

3. Given the length of the hypotenuse an.l of one of the
sides of a rt.-Zd zIa, construct the /,.

4. Construct a rhomlius having each of its diagonals
equal to twice a given st. line.

5. Construct a rhombus having one diagonal twice and
the other four times a given st. line.

6 Construct an isosceles A having given its altitude and
the length of one of the equal sides.

7. Construct an isosceles rt.-Zd A.

45. Definitions.-Soniotime.s when a proposition has
been proved the truth of another proposition follows
HS an -fliate conseciuenco of the former; such a
proposr called a corollary.

A straiglit line which bisects a line of given length
at right angles is called the right bisector of the line.
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CONSTRUCTIONS

PUOHLEM 8

To bisect a given straight line.

29

^B

Let AB be the given st. line.

Construction.—With centre A and any radius that is

plainly greater than half of AB, draw two arcs, one

on each side of AB.

With centre B and the same ladius draw two '.ccs

cutting th'^ first two at C and D.

Join CD, cutting AB at E.

E is the middle point of AB.

Proof.—Join CA, AD, DB, BC

CAB, DAB are isosceles As on the same base AB,

•

.-. CD is an axis of symmetry of the figure
;
and

A, B are corresponding points. (J—5, p. 24.)

.-. AE = EB.

Corollary.—From the above proof it follows that

the ^s at E are rt. ^s, and hence, CD is the right

bisector of AB.
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40. Definition.—T)i(> stniui.f i; ,

-.-• -1,. ,s .,,„,.,, ,, median „f „„. uiZ:;!
"" "''"-

J"—Exercises
' l'ivM.3 a giv™ ,t. lino i„,„ f„„, ,.,,„„, ,„,,.,^

y s,J,, ,s o,,„„l,,,u„t f,,„„ ,|,e ,|„-ee
J^ » < I C let's.

^^^^-^^ /• '^'" ''»''* '''--t-"- of the three sides
-B ot 'I ^. l.fiss tli.nugh on, p„i„t.

^A Bisect AC at E. Join EO. Av.r OE j. AC."
^F

7. I)eseril.e a circle through the three
vertices ot' ;i ^\.

8. J)e.scril>o a circle to pass through
three given points that are not in Uh-
same st. line.

9 Show how any n»n,I„.r ,.f circles ni;iv
ho dnuvn through two gi^.en points.

What lino contains the centres of all
these circles ?

disHn/f ' :'"" .'' "'" ^"" '^ P-"' tl'^^t is duallyUistant from two given points.
''^

sun o the two e,ual sides may e.ual a given st line.in what case is this iiiip,,ssilj|e ?

^k-
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12. Construct a rhombus having its diagonals eciual to

two given St. lines.

U. In .\ ABC find in CA, produced if necessary, a point

D so that DC = DB.

It Jn s ABC, DEF, AB = DE. AC - DF and the

medians drawn from B and E are e.jual t<. each other.

Prove that ^. ABC ^ ^^ DEF.

PllOJJLEM 4

To draw a perpendicular to a given straight line

from a given point without the line.

A C v.. ..-."'D B

^-
T.et P oe the given point and AB the given st. line.

Const riivf ion.
-^ scribe im arc witli centre P to cut

AB at C and D.

Witli centres C and D, and e.iual radii, .lescribe two

arcs cutting at E.

Join PE, cutting AB at F.

PF is the rei^uired perpendicuhir.

Proof.—Join PC, CE, ED, DP.

.*. PCD, ECD are isosceles As on the same base CD,

/. PE is an axis of synnaetry of the figure; and

C, D are corresponding points. {* •-'> P-
-*•)

.-. LH at F are rt. Ls, and PF is ± AB. /:

I
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PROULEM 5

Book I

J^o^ construct a triangle with sides of given

Let AB. c and d be tlie given lengths.

Construction.—With ppnf.-o a i

an arc.
^ '"''^ '^'^'"'^ ^ describe

With centre B and radius D describo .... ,

the first arc at E.
'" "'"^ ^""'"^'

Join EA, EB.

AEB i.s the reijuired a.

(.'f.v« ?/'o*,y,^ the above construction fail?

48.—Exercises

I- On „ given st. li„e describe an equilateml A
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-3

3

PUOBLEM 6

To construct an angle equal to a given angle.

A^ fE C P

Lot BAG be the given L.

Construction. — Vnmx AC. AB cut off equal parts

AE. Ar

Dra a line iuid mark a j)<>int P in it.

Cut oti" PQ = AE.

With centre P and radius PQ describe an arc.

With centre Q and radius DE describe an arc cutting

the arc with centre P at R.

Join RP.

RPQ is the required l-

Proof.—Join DE, RQ.

r PQ = AE,

In As PRQ, ADE. PR = AD,

RQ = DE,

Z RPQ = Z BAG. (I_4, p. 22.)
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49—Exercises

BdoK r

si--;::.',:::!;:.,:'"
''"""' "'"•"

> -p.«, ,o „

acute Z. ' " '" ^''« complement of a given

5- Construct an Z ,..,iiil f,. n

altitude e.,.s toV:;::ti:;:/'"
'^^^^^^^^

7- In the si.lc BO .,f „ •=„ „ ,

*',:"
;r;;,rp!;;;:";;":

':„:r7" '; ' ""'»-
symmetrical witi, ,.e.,,,4 ,„

^g"" "'" ° -""I D „.,y. ,„

Slicv tl,at DE X SC.
'" "'"'•"° f"'"' "f Bc!
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Parallel Stuaigiit Lines

50. Definitions. -Two stnii<;lit lines in the K^mf

phinc which do not nn'ct when product-fl for finy

finite distiincc in either direction are said to be

parallel to eucli otlier.

A stniij,dit line which cuts two, or more, otlier

strai^dit lines ih crIIcmI u transversal.

A ([uadrilateral that has both pairs of opposite

aides parallel to each other is called a parallelogram.

Draw a st. line tF cutting two other st. lines AB

and CD at G and H.

Eight Z-S are thus formed, four of which, AGH, BGH,

CHG, DHG, being between AB and CD, are called

interior z.s. The other four are caded exterior z.s.

The interior z.s AGH and GHD, on opposite sides of

the transversal, are called alternate z.s. Thus also,

BGH and GHC are alternate z.s.

Name four pairs of oipial angles in the diagram.

6
it
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«rai«:ht line, arcplZl '"" ""'"• '"e two

t

^-^ 2>ror« Ma< CD
\\ ef.

^'•"'>/:—Detach the n-M-f r.

iiv

*nu,.,vc™/„tii'| I"cl™ to^X'"^ T'"'""'
"'•''" "-

mi '^"*^ point G^hen, rotate r^ ,, ;, / • , .,,
'^

,

^^

«t.

^
about the poh.t G. ' " ^^'^^'^^^"'

^'"•oufe'h a
When the rnf..<^;

Q H.
'^^•^^''^"

''^ complete /, . eoinel 1
•y coincides with

u J h,j ^ ^ CGH.
•• ^^/" coincides witli gq.

Also. V J .1 a h
^ U ti- = ^ GHE,

coincides witJi HE.
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If it Im" possihlc let CD un<l EF when produced meet

towiirds D iiiitl F.

Tht'n A / ami if il imiHt meet townrils /' and //,

/. QC and HE nnist meet towards C and E.

Hence, CD and EF when priMjuced nuist meet in two

points.

This is impossihle by the definition of a st. line.

.'. CD and EF do not meet towards D an<l F, and

hence cannot meet towards c and E.

.-. CD EF.

Note.—// this primf in v<tt at once clear to the

pupil ho should vuike n dniwiixi of the dingnnn, cut

out the jxirt d (j h f, and taniluy it tibout, Jit it to

E H G C.

51.—Exercises

1. Lines whioh are ± to the saiiio st. line are
||

to each

other.

2. Tf l)nth pairs of opposite sides of a quadrilateral are

equal to each other, the quadrilateral is a ||gui.

3. A rhomV)us is a i|g»i.

4. If the diafj;onals of a quadrilateral l)isect each other,

the quadrilateral is llgiu-

5. No two st. lines drawn from two vertices of a A, and

terminated in the opposite sides, can bisect each other.

^»?^^^^!^!?^^^r
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n<MiK I

'" I

If a transversal meeting two straicrhf i-
(I) an exterior angle eouTf !5

' ''"^^ '"^'^^s

opposite angle on the sair „
°

r^^
'"'^"°^ ^nd

or.
(2) the two "tert 'angles on th''

'""^^^^^^'•
the transversal suDDlempr5l

'''^ ^^'"^ ^ide of
two straight lines r'epTraneT' " "''" ^^^^ '^^

( 1 ) J/}/lt(,f/i <;s is. — AC, ,„ . • _
V< ^L»i EF liiiikes ^ AQD ^

^ GHF.
^'^ P'-or.._ CD

,1 EF.

Proof.— / rru/ CGH . . AGO. (I__, ,.

• ^ CGH z GHR '
'^'^^'^

CD
i EF ,1 ,.

+ ^ GHF = tn-., rt. ^,s.

'"''''-'
^ °^»

To pmrr.—cD
li EF.

^^•o.>/:-A CGH + Z DGH tu'ort ^s
butz.DGH-f ZGHF tu„ ,.t. ^s'

, ,, ,

Fro... ?rr """ ^ ^ °°" +" --

•^°^^^
(i-o,i>. lie.)

ij
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52. The ('(.iliiwiii;,' stiit.'im'iit «.r ,i fiinilniiirnlnl pro-

pfity of i)!irall.-l .stniin;lit lines is cillrd Playfair's
axiom :

—

Through any point one, and only one, straight
line can be drawn parallel to a given straight line.

From tluH iixIdiu it I'ollows thiit:—
No two intersecting straight lines can be parallel

to the same straight line.

.-. .s(mi;,'ht lilies which are pjimllcl t<» tlu; sjuno
strai;,'ht lino arc not intcrsoctin;; line.s, ii'.-.

Straight lines which are parallel to the same
straight line are parallel to each other.

n

if

m m

"-J
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Theorem 8

If a transversal cuts two parallel straight lines,
the alternate angles are equal to each other.

Hypothesis.—The transversal AB cuts the
\\ st lines

CD, EF at G, H.

To prove that z CGH = z GHF.

Froof.-U z CGH be not equal to z GHF. make the
^ KGH = z GHF, and produce KG to L.

Then •/ AB cuts KL and EF. making z KGH = the
alternate z GHF.

•'• '<'- '«
II

t'^ EF. (I_6, p. 36.)
But CD is, by hypothesis,

|| to EF.

That is, two intersecting st. lines, KL and CD, are
both

I
EF, which is impossible.

Z CGH . z GHF.

53. Consider the method of proof used in Theorem 8.

To prove that Z CGH = z GHF we began by assuming
that these Zs are not equal, and then showed that
something absurd or contrary to the hypothesis must
tollow, and concluded that Z CGH = z ghf.
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This method of proof, in wliich we begin by assumincr

tliat the conclusion is not true, is called the indirect

method of demonstration.

54. Compare Theorems (j and 8.

In both cases a transversal cuts two straight lines.

In Theorem 6 the hypothesis is that the alternate

angles are ecjual, and the conclusion is that the lines

are parallel.

In Theorem 8 tlie hypothesis is that the lines are
parallel, and the conclusion is that the alternate angles
are e(j[ual.

Thus in these propositions the hypothesis of each is

the conclusion of the other.

When two propositions are such that the liypothesis

of each is the conclusion of the other, they ai-e said to
be converse propositions; or each is said to be the
converse of the other.

The converse of a true proposition may, or may not,

be true. The converse propositions in Theorems and
8 aie lx)th true; but consider the true proposition:

—

All rt. Ls are etpial to each other; and its converse:—
All ecjual La are rt. Lh. The last is easily seen to be
untrue. Consequently proof must in general be given
for each of a pair of converse propositions.

When a proposition is known to be true and we
wish to prove the converse we conunonly use the

indirect method

ll

I

i
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Theorem 9

If a transversal cuts two parallel straight lines, itmakes (i) an exterior angle equal to the interior
and opposite angle on the same side of the trans-
versal, and (2) the interior angles on the same side
of the transversal supplementary.

I
I

Hypothesis.—AB cuts the
|| st. lines CD, EF.

To j)rove that (1) z AGO = z AHF.

(2) Z DGH + Z GHF .^ two rt. z.s.

Proof.—{\) : CD II EF,

• ^ GHF ^ z CGH. (I_8, p. 40.)
but ZCGH= z AGD. (I_i,p. 13)

.-. Z AGD = Z GHF.

(2) V Z GHF = z CGH,
.

.

I GHF + Z DGH = Z CGH + z DGH ;

but Z CGH + Z DGH = a St. Z.

.-. LH GHF, DGH are supplementary.
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Prohlem 7

Through a given point to draw a straight line
parallel to a given straight line.

P ^
iif

A ^ t5

Let P be the given point and AB the jriven st. line

Construction.—Take two points c, D, in AB.

Witli centre P and radius CD describe an arc.

With centre D and ladius CP describe an arc cuttino

the first at Q.

Join PQ.

Then PQ n AB.

Proof.—Join PC, DQ, PD.

r PC = DQ,

In As PCD, DQP, !
^° = QP>

[ PD is common,

.-. Z CDP Z DPQ.

PQ
II AB.

55. -Exercises

(1—4, p. 22.)

(I-G, p. 36.)

1. If a St. line bo J. to one of two
||

st. lines, it is jilso i.

to the other.

2. Prove, by using a tran.sversal, that st lines whicii are
|j

to the same st. line are
||
to each other.

M.

Ill-
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3. Any St. line
|I
to the base of an isosceles /, makes equal

Z8 with the sides, or tiie sides produced.

4. Construct a A having two of its za respectively equal
to two given /s, and the length of the ± from the vertex
of the third z to the opposite side ('(jual to a given st. line.

5. Construct a rt.-zd
. having given one side and the

opposite /.

6. If one I of a ||gm be a rt. z, the other three zs are
also rt. zs.

7. Give a proof for tiie following method of drawing
a line through P

j| AB :—

Place the set-square with the hypotenuse along the st.

line AB.

Place a ruler against another side of the set-square as in
the diagram.

Hold the ruler firmly in position and slide the set-square
along it until the hypotenuse conies to the point P.

A line drawn through P along the set-square is
\\ AB.
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Triangles

Theorem 10

The exterior angle, made by producing one side

of a triangle, equals the sura of the two interior

and opposite angles ; and the three interior angles

are together equal to two right angles-

n

Hypothesis.—ABC Ih a A having BC produced to D.

To prove that (1) l ACD = z. A4- -^^ B.

(2) L A.+ /-. B+ L ACB =: two rt. ^.s.

Construction.—Tlirough C draw CE || AB.

Proof.— .: CEllAB,

and AC is a transversal,

.. L ACE= L A. (1—8, p. 40.)

•.• BD is a transversal,

.-. L ECD = /. B. (1—9, p. 42.)

.. L ACE+ L ECD = Z A+ Z B.

i.e., Z ACD :^ Z A+ Z B.

Hence, Z. A4- ^ B+ Z ACB = z ACD4- z ACB.

But Z ACD+ ^ ACB = two rt. Zs,

.-. Z A+ Z B+ ^ ACB :: two rt. Zs.

Cor.—The exterior angle of a triangle is greater

than either of the interior and opposite angles.

/

Ifo

' 1

. s

si

•fi
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i

ii
it

56.—Exercises
1. Prove Theorem 10 by means of a st. line drawnthrou-h the vertex

|| the base.

2. If two Z.S have two Zb of one respectively eanal to

^3.^ The sum of the Zs of a quadrilateral is equal to four

4. The sum of the zs of a pentagon is six rt. zs.

5. Each z of a equihvteral a is an z of 60".

6. Find a point B in a given st. line CD such that, ifAB be drawn to B frou» a given point A. the z ABC ;illequal a given z.

7. Show that the bisectors of the two acute zs of a
rt.-z<l a contain an z of 135°.

8. If both pairs of opposite zs of a quadrilateral areequal, tlie quadrilateral is a ||gm.

0. C is the middle point of the st. line AB. CD is drawnm any direction and equal to CA or CB. Prove that ADB

10. On AB.AC sides of a Z. ABC. equilateral As aBD.ACE are described externally. Show that DC = BE.

IL AB is any chonl of a circle of which the centre isO AB is produced to C so that BC = BO. CO is joinedeutt^jg the circle at D and is produced to cut it again atE. Show that Z AOE = three times Z BCD.

12. If the exterior zs at B and C of a A ABC bebisected and the bisectors be produced to meet at D the
^ BDC equals half the .sum of zs ABC. ACB
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13. Show that a \ must have at least two acute Ib.

14. In an acute- zd A show that the X from a vertex

to the opposite side cannot fall outside of the A.

15. In an obtuse- zd A show that the ± from the vertex

of the obtuse ^ on the opposite side falls within the A,

but that the X from the vertex of either acute Z on the

opposite side falls outside of the A.

16. In a rt.-Zd A where do the Xs from the vertices

on the opposite sides fall 1

17. Only one X can be drawn from a given point to a

given st. line.

18. Not more than two st. lines each equal to the same

given st. line can be drawn from a given point to a given

st. line.

19. D is a poiiit t'lL-oa within the A ABC. Join DB, DC;
and show, by producing BD to meet AC, that Z BDC > Z

BAC.

20. With compasses and ruler only, construct the follow-

ing /L3:-30°, 15^ 120^ 105°, 75\ 67^, 150°, 195°, 210°,

240°, 255°, 285°, - 30°, - 75^ - 135°"

21. If a transversal cut two st. lines so as to make the

interior z.s on one side of the transversal together less

than two rt. Z.s, the two lines when produced shall meet

on that side of the transversal.

22. The bisector of the exterior vertical L of an isosceles

A is 1 to the base.

23. Give a proof for the follov xg method of drawing a

line through P X AB :—

il
^

.-1

:rf
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First place tl.e set-square in the position shown by thedotted line, with its hypotenuse along AB.

Place a ruler along one of the sides of the set-squareand hold It firmly in that position.

Rotate the set-square through its right L, thus bringing
the other side against the ruler, and slide the .ct-square
along the ruler to the position shown by the shaded A.

A line drawn through P, along the hypotenuse of the
set-square, is perpendicular to AB.

I
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Theorem 11

If one side of a triangle is greater than another
side, the angle opposite the greater side is greater
than the angle opposite the less side.

B c

Hypothesis.—ABC is a A liaviiig AB > AC.

To prove that z ACB > /. ABC.

Construction.—From AB cut oft' AD = AC. Join DC.

Proof.— In A ADC,

AD = AC,

.-. Z ADC = L ACD. (1—3, p. 20.)

But L ACB > Z ACD,

. . / ACB > Z ADC.

In A BDC,

•.• BD i.s produced to A,

.-. exterior z ADC > interior and opposite

Z DBC. (I—10, Cor., p. 45.)

But Z ACB > Z ADC ;

much more .-. is Z ACB > Z ABC.
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Theorem 12

(Converse of Theorem 11)

JLTV?u^^ °^ * *"*"«^^^ ^^ fi^'"*^***^'- '»»*" another
angle of the same triangle, the side opposite the
greater angle is greater than the side opposite the

B c
Hypothesis.—In - abc z. B > ^: c.

To hIiow that AC>AB.
Proof.~U AC bo not > aB,

then either AC = AB,

or AC<AB.
If AC = AB,

then Z B = z C.

But tin's is not so, /. AC is not = AB.

If AC<AB,
then Z B < Z C. (I— 11,

But this also is not so, .-. AC is not .- AB.
Hence •. AC is neither = nor < AB,

AOAB.

57.—Exercises

1. The perpendicular is the shortest st. line
that can be drawn from a given point to a
given straight line

The length r/ th^ ± from a given point to a yicen
is called the distance of the point frorh the line.

(1—3. p. 20.)

r- 49.)

St. line
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2. ABCD is u (|ua(Iriliitoral, of which AD is tho h^ngest

suh\ fuid BC the Kliurteut. Hhow Ihiit Z B > /^ D, and tliut

Z C> Z A.

3. The hypotenuse of a rt.-_d /\ is greater than either

of the other two sid»'s.

4. A St. line drawn from the vertex of an isosceles ^ili to

any point in the base is less than either of the ocjual sides.

5. A St. line drawn from the vertex of an isosceles A to

any point in the base produced is greater than either of

the equal sides.

6. If one side of a A lie less than another, the l
opposite the less side is acute.

7. If D be any point in the sido BC of a
. , ABC, the

greater of the sides AB, AC, is greater tli.in AD.

8. AB is drawn froni A ± CD. E, F are two points in

CD on the same side <f B, iiiid .sucii that BE -
' BF. Show

that AE • ; AF. Prove the same proposition w hfn E, F are

on opposite sides of B.

9. ABC is a /^ having AB : AC. The bisector of Z A
meets BC at D. Show that BD DC. Give a general

statement of this proposition.

10. ABC is a /\ having AB > AC. If the bisectors of

LS B,C meet at D, show that BD> DC.

11. Prove Theorem 11 from the

following construction : Bisect Z A
by AD which meets BC at D ; from

AB cut off AE = AC, and join

^°- 6 D- C

1 2. The ^ s at the ends of the greatest side of a A are

acute.

13. If AB>AD in the- ||gm ABCD, Z ADB > Z BDC.

M

•I

ii.-!
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Theokkm i:}

(CoHverm' of' Theorem .1)

If two angles of a triangle are equal to each
other, the sides opposite these equal angles are
equal to each other.

(I~ll,p. 49.)

B C

Hi/ptAhenin.—Iu ^ abc z B z C.

To prove ihat AB = AC.

Proof.— If AB is not = AC,

It t AB>AC.
Tlien z c> z B.

But tills is not so.

.-. AB is not >AC.
Similarly it may b(5 .shown that

AB i.s not < AC.

AB = AC.

.-,s. —Exercises

1. All eciuiangul.ir £^ is eciuilMtf^ial.

2. BD, CD bisecr the ^ s ABC, ACS at the base of an
isosceles A ABC. 8how that

. , DBC is isosceles.

3. ABC is a \ having AB, AC profJuced tn D £ j-q.

spectively. The - xterior l s DBC, ECB are bisected by
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BF, CF, Nvliicli iiu'ci (it F, Sl.uw thiit, if FB FC, the

£_\ ABC is isost-wlc

.4. Oil tlio siiiiu- side of AB liio twi. ^ ACB, ADB have

AC - BD, AD - BC, iiiitl AD, BC iiu-et .it E. .Show that

AE BE.

ft. On a given Iwise construct a having on« of tho ^s

at tlio ha>o (Mjiial to a <^iv. n _, nud the sum of th" siiles

equal to a given st. line.

6. On a given hiso construct a l^ linving one of the ^s

at the iiase «'<jual to a given l and the difference ol tho

sides C({ual to a given st. line.

7. If the his*>etor of an exterior _ of a J. l)e
||

to the

opposite side, the z\ is is<'-<'eie.s.

^ Through a point on the bisector of an _ a lino is

draw J
i_

to one of the anus. Prove that the . thus formed

is i.so^iele.s.

9. A y^. liito drawn J_ to BC, 'he hase of an isiisceles A
ABC, euts AB at X and CA produced at Y. 8how that

AXY is an isosceles A.

10. ACB is a rt.-_d .\ having the rt. _ at C. Through

X, the middle point of AC, XY is drawn
Ij
CB cutting AB

ot Y. Show tliat Y is tlie iiuddie point of AB.

11. The middle point of t^ e hypoteruse of a rt.-zd l\ is

equidistant from the three vertices.

12. The St. line joir^ ag the middle point of two sides of

a A is 1 to the third side.

13. Construct a rt. _ d ^\, having Use 1 vpot^iiuse equal to

ono given st. line, and the sunt of the other two sides

equal to another piv.>! st. line.

14. If one
' '^"J" '^ tlie other two,

show that the
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Tjiiud Case of the Concjkuexce of Ti{i\ngles

Theorem 14

If two triangles have two angles and a side of
one respectively equal to two angles and the corre-
sponding side of the other, the triangles are
congruent

B '' c E " f
Hijpofhe.si.9.—ABC, DEF are two As having ^ a =

^ D. L B ^. L E, ami BC = EF.

To irrove that l. ABC ~ A DEF.

Proof.— •.• A A :. z D,

and L B = LE,
••

''^ A + Z B = Z D f Z E.

But ^ A+ Z B+ ZC= Z D+ Z E+ Z F. (I-IO,
i>. 45.)

.-. i^ C - Z F.

Apply A ABC to A DEF so that BC coincides with
tho e(|ual .side EF.

•• ^ B = z E,

.-. BA falls along ED. and A is on the line ED.

••
-^ C = z F,

.-. CA falls along FD. and A is on the lino FD.
But D is the oidy point coininon to ED and FD,

.'. A falls on D.

••• A ABC coincides with A DEF.

and .. A ABC e; A DEF.
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59.—Exercises

1. If the bisector of an / of a A be ± to the opposite

side, the A is isosceles.

2. Any point in the bisector of an Z is equidistant from

the arms of the ^.

3. In the base of a .\ find a point that is equidistant

from tlie two sides.

4. In a given st. line find a point that is equidistant

from two other given st. lines.

5. Within a A find a point that is equally distant from

the three sides of the A.

6. "Without a A find three points each of which is equally

distant from the three st. lines that form the A.

7. The ends of the base of an isosceles A are equidistant

from the opposite sides.

8. Two rt.-Zd As are congruent, if the hypotenuse and
an acute ^ of one arc respectively ecjual to the hypote-

nuse and an acute ^ of the other.

9. Construct a A with a side and two ^^s respectively

equal to a given st. line and two given Zs.

10. The ± from the vertex of an isosceles A to the base,

bisects the base and the vertical /-.

11. Prove I—13 by drawing the bisector of the vertical ^,

and using I— 14.

12. A ABC e: a DEF and AX, DY are X to BC, EF
respectively. Prove that AX = DY.

13. A ABC E A DEF and AM, DN bisect Zs A, D and
meet BC, EF at M, N respectively. Prove that AM -- DN.

14. If the diagonal AC of a quadrilateral ABCD bisects

the Zsat A and C, AC is an axis of symmetry of ABCD.
15. The middle point of the base of an isosceles A is

equidistant from the equal sides.
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1 ,

The Ambiguous Case ix the Comparison of

Triangles

Theorem 15

If two triangles have two sides of one respec-
tively equal to two sides of the other and have the
angles opposite one pair of equal sides equal to
each other, the angles opposite the other pair of
equal sides are either equal or supplementary.

Fio. 1 Fio. 2

Hypothesis.—ABC, DEF are two As having AB = DE,

»C = DF and l B = I E.

(Fig. 1.)

To prove that either /.c = z F,

or Z C + Z F = two rt. z s.

Proof.—Case I. Suppose z A = Z D.

Then in the two As ABC, DEF,

• Z A = Z D,

and Z B = Z E,

.-. ZA+ZB=ZD+ZE.
But Z A+ Z B+ Z C = Z D4- ^ E+ Z F. (I— 10, p. 45.)

.-. Z C = Z F.

Case II. Suppose z a not = z D. (Fig. 2.)
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In vs ABC, DEG,

(1-14, p. 54.)

{Hyp.)

(1-3, p. 20.)

Make Z EDG = Z BAG, and produce its arm to nie.'fc

EF, produced if neces.sary at G.

'
Z- A -= Z. EDG,

L Q = L E,

AB = DE,

.-. Z. C :^ /. G,
)

and AC = DG. J

But DF = AC,

.-. DF -= DG.

.. L DFG = LG.

But Z. C = ^ G.

.. L C == L DFG.

L DFG + L DFE = two rt. / ,

.-. Z. C + Z. DFE = two rt. Z s.

Note.—There are six parts in a triangle, viz., three

sides and three aiudes, and in the cases in which the

congruence of two triaiiiiles has been e.stablished three

parts of one triangle, one at least a side, have been given

respectively equal to the corresponding parts of the

other.

The following general cases occur :

—

1. Two sides and the contained angle

are conjfruent—Theorem 2.

2. Three sides. The triangles ar

Theorem 4.

3. Two angles and a side. The triangles are con-

gruent—Theorem 14.

4. Two sides and an angle opposite one of them.

In this case the triangles are cougnoi^i if ihe angle is

opposite the greater of the two sides—§60, Ex. 3, but

The triangles

c ngi'uent
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if the antrle is opposite the less of the two sides, they
are not necessarily congruent—Theorem 15.

5. Three an<,'les. The triangles are not necessarily
congruent—§G0, Ex. 7.

60.—Exercises

1. If two rt.-Zd As have the hjrpotenuse and a side of
one respectively equal to the hypotenuse and a side of the
other, the As are congruent.

2. If the bisector of the vertical Z of a A also bisects

the base, the A is isosceles.

3. If two As have two sides of one respectively equal
to two sides of the other and the Zs opposite the greater
pair of equal sides equal to each other, the As are
congruent.

4. Construct a A having given two sides and the Z
opposite one of them.

When will tliere be : (a) no solution, (b) two solutions,

(c) oidy one solution ?

5. If two Zs of a A be bisected and the bisectors be
produced to meet, the line joining the point of inteisection

to the vertex of the third Z bisects that third Z. Hence.—
The bisectors of the three Zs of a A pass through one
point-

6. If two exterior /s of a .\ be bisected and the
bisectors be produced to meet, tlie line joining the point
of intersection of the bisectors to the vertex of the third
Z of the A bisects that third Z.

7. Draw diagrams to show that if the three ^s of one
A are respectively equal to the three / s of anothftr " the
two As are not necessarily congruent.
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Inequalities

Theorem 16

Any two sides of a triangle are together greater

than the third side.

B DC
Hypothesis.—ABC is a A.

To prove t/uit AB + AC > BC.

Construction.—Bisect z A and let the bisector meet

BC at D.

Proof.—ADC is an exterior l of A ABD,

.-. I ADO ^ BAD. (I— lO, Cor., p. 45.)

But Z BAD = Z DAC.

.-. Z ADC > Z DAC.

AC> DC. (I—12, p. 50.)

Similarly it may be shown that

AB> BD.

. . AS + AC > BD + DC,

i.e., AB + AOBC.
\i\ th<^ same manner it may be shown that

AB 4- BC > AC and that AC + CB > AB.

-. -(

1

I if

m

Ill
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Cor —The diflference between any two sides of a
triangle is less than the third side.

ABC is a A.

It i.s required to show that AB - AC < BC.

AB<AC+BC. (I—io, p. 59.)
From eucli of tlie.se unequals take AC,

. and AB - AC < BC.

In tlje .same manner it may be shown that AB - BC<AC and that BC - AC < AB

I

61.—Exercises

1. Sliow that tlie sum of any three si.ies of a quadri-
lateral is greater than the fourth side.

2. Tlie sum of the four sides of a quachilateral is greater
than the sum of its diagonals.

3. The .sum of the diagonals of a quadrilateral is greater
than the sum of either pair of opposite sides.

4. The sum of the st. hnes joining any point, except the
interse-jtion of the diagonals, to the four vertices of a
quadrilateral, is greater than the sura of the diagonals.

5. If any point within a A be joined to the ends of a side
of the "

,
the sum of the joining lines is less than the sum

of the other two sides of the A.
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6. If any point within a Zi be joined to the three vertices

of the L, the sum of tlio thieo joining lines is less than

the perimeter of tlie A, hut greater than half the perimeter.

7. The sum of any two sides of a A is greater than twice

the median drawn to the third side.

8. The median of a A divides the vertical l into parts, of

which the greater is adjacent to the less side.

9. The perimeter of a A is greater than the sum of the

three medians.

10. A and B are two fixed points, and CD is a fixed st,

line. Find the point P in CD, such that PA + PB is the

least possible;

(rt) When A and B are on opposite sides of CD;

(b) When A and B are on the same side of CD.

11. A and B are two fixed points, and CD is a fixed st.

line. Find the point P in CD, such that the difierence

between PA and PB is the least possible;

(a) When A and B are on the same side of CD;

(6) When A and B are on opposite sides of CD.

12. Prove Theorem 16 by producing BA to E, making

AE = AC, and joining EC.

13. Prove that the shortest line which can be drawn

with its end- jvi the circumferences of two concentric

circles, will, ;:"n j "oduced, pass through the centre.

14. Prove the Corollary under Theorem If., (Vi) by cutting

off f!om AB a part AD = AC and joining DC ;
(h) by pro-

ducing AC to E making AE - AB and joining BE.
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Theorem 17

If two triangles have two sides of one respec-
tively equal to two sides of the other but the
contained angle in one greater than the contained
angle in the other, the base of the triangle which
has the greater angle is greater than the base of
the other.

Hypothesis.—ABC, DEF are two As having AB = DE,

AC = DF and /L BAC > I EDF.

To show that BC > EF.

Construction.—Make z EDO = z BAC and cut off

DG = AC, or DF. Join EG. Bisect Z FDG and let the

bisector meet EG at H. Join FH.

Proof.—
(AB = DE,

AC = DG,

Z A = Z EDG,

.-. Be = EG. (1—2, p. 16.)

DF = DG,

DH ig conunon,

Z FDH = Z GDH,

.-. FH = HG.

In A EHF, EH 4- HF > EF. (1—16, p. 59.)

In As FDH, GDH,



INEQUALITIES

But HF = HG,

EH 4- HQ > EF.

i.e., EG > EF.

But BC = EG,

.-. BC > EF.

63

H

I
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TlfF.OUF.M 18

(CoiirfrHf iif ThiitVi'm 17

)

If two triangles have two sides of one respec-
tively equal to two sides of the other but the base
of one greater than the base of the other, the
triangle which has the greater base has the greater
vertical angle.

Hi/j)ot/ifftis.—ABC, DEF are two As liavinj.

AC = DF an<I BC > EF.

To prove that Z A 1 > Z D.

Proof.— If z A is not Z D,

t'itlitT Z A - Z D,

or Z A • Z D.

(1) If Z A - Z D.

r AB = DE,

In As ABC, DEF, AC DF,

[ Z A = Z D,

BC = EF.

But this is not so.

.•. Z A is not Z D.

(2) If Z A < Z D.

,' AB = DE,

(1-2, p. 10.)
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AB OE,

III AS ABC. DEF, AC DF.

Z A /. D,

BC : EF.

But this is not so.

z A \h not < Z D.

Tlun Kiiicc Z A is iii'itJu'r nor <
;. Z A > Z D.

(1-17, p (52.)

D.

62.—Exercises

1. ABCO is IV quadrilatPial lifiving AB = CD uiid Z BAD>
Z ADC. Show that Z BCD > Z ABC.

2. Tri /\ ABC, AB > AC and D is the niidcllw point of

BC. If any point P in the nie<liau AD ho joined to B
and C, BP > CP.

If AD be produced to any point Q show that BQ < QC.

3. D is a point in the side AB of tlio /, ABC AC is

produced to E making CE = BD. BE and CD are joined.

Show that BE>CD.

4. If two chords of a circle Im? unequal the greater sub-

tends the greater angle at the centre.

5. Two circles have i\ connnon centre at O. A, B are

two points on the inner circumference and C, D two on

the outer. Z ADC > Z BOD. Show that AC > BD.

6. CD bisects AB at it. zs. A point E is taken not in

CD. Prove that EA, EB are nnequal.

7. In ^, ABC, AB > AC Equal distances BD, CE are cut

off from BA, CA respectively. Prove BE :- CD.

8. In . . ABC, AB ,; AC. AB. AC arc produced to D,

E making BD = CE. Prove CD BE.
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PAKALI.KLOiiH \MS

TllEORKM 19

IV)oK I

Straigrht lines which join the ends of two equal
and parallel straight lines towards the same parts
are themselyes equal and parallel.

D

Hypothesis.— AB, CD nn- itul i.

To j^rove that (1; AC - bd,

(2) AC i; BO.

Construction.—Join AD.

Proof.— AB II CD,

and AD is a transversal,

• Z BAD = Z CDA. (1—8. p. 40.)

( BA - CD,

In AS BAD, CDA, AD is common,

[ Z BAD = Z CDA,
.-. BD = AC,

^

and Z BDA = Z CAD, )
^^—^' P' ^^^

'." transversal AD

makes Z BDA ^^ Z CAD,

. BD 11 AC. (I—G, p. 36.)
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In any parallelogram:

(1) The opposite sides are equal;

(2) The opposite angles are equal

;

(3) The diagonal bisects the area;

(4) The diagonals bisect each other.

ED.

g C

Hypothrsi —ABCD is a ,iii, AC, BO its diajjoimls.

To 2)rove that (]) aD = BC and AB - CO.

(2) Z BAO = / BCD and Z ABC = ^ ADC.

(3^ ,;,ABC = , ACD.

(4) AE - EC and BE
Proof.— . AC cuts 11 lines AD, BC,

Z DAC = Z ACB.

V AC cuts ;! linos DC, AB,

Z OCA ^ Z CAB.
r Z DAC ^ / ACB,

In AS ACD. ACB, ^ DCA = Z CAB,

\ AC is conuuon,

.'. (1) AD = BC, and CD

(1-8, p. 40.)

AB,

(2) also Z ADC = Z ABC,

(3) and /.ADC = /.ABC.

Similarly it may be shown tliat z BAD
r AD = BC,

In As AED, BEC,^ Z DAE = Z BCF,

Z ADE = Z CBL,

(4) .. AE =

and DE

(I-14,p.54.)

Z BCD.

= EC,
]

= EB. j

(1-14, p. 54.)
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63. Definitions.—A paralIelo<.'Tam of wliieli the aii«rles

are riglit angles is called a rectangle-

A rectangle of wliicli all the sides are e(iuul to each
other is called a square.

A figure bounded by more than four straight lines is

called a polygon.

The name polygon is sometimes used f(jr a lio-ure

having any number of sides.

^ pol.vgon in which all the sides are equal to each
other and all the angles are equal to each other is called

a regular polygon.

04.—Exercises

1. The diagonals of a rectangle are equal to eaeli other.

2. If tlie diagonals of a ||gra are e(iual to each otlier, the

llgm is a rectangle.

3. A rectangle has two axes of syrametrv.

4. A square has four axes of symrnetrv.

'). The St. line joining the
middle points of the sides of a
A is II the base, and equal to

half of it.

Note.—D, E ,n-e the viiddle

piniits oj AB, AC. Pniduce DE
f„ F

FC.

innk'niq EF = DE. Joir

r>. Of two medians of a zji

each cuts the other at the point

of trisection remote from the

vertex.

Note.—}f>'dlavn BE, CF ait

at G. Bi!«;-t BG, CG at H, K.

Join FH, HK, KE, EF.B C

7. The medians of a ,'
. pass through one point
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Definition.—Tlie point wliere tlie medians of a /\ inter-

sect is called the CCntroid of the A.

8. A St. line drawn through the middle point of one side
of a S\, 1

to a second side, bisects the third side.

9. In .-my ilgm the diagonal which joins the vertices of the
obtuse zs is shorter than the other diagonal.

10. If two sides of a quadrilateral be ||, and the other

two be equal to each other but not ||, the diagonals of the

quadrilateral are equal.

11. Through a given point draw a st. line, such that

the part of it intercepted between two given
|| st. lines is

equal to a given st. line.

Show that, in general, two such lines can be drawn.

12. Through a given point draw a st. line that shall be
equidistant from two other given points.

Show that, in general, two such lines can be drawn.

13. Draw a st. line
||

to a given st. line, and sucli that
the part of it intercepted between two given intersecting

lines is equal to a given st. line.

14. BAG is a given l, and P is a given point. Draw a
St. line terminated in the st. lines AB, AC and bisected

at P.

1.5. Construct a A having given the midille points of

the three sides.

IG. If the diagonals of a llgm cut each other at rt. ^s,

the llgm is a rhombus.

17. Every st. line drawn through the intersection of the

diagonals of a ||gm, and terminated by a pair of opposite

sides, is bisected, and bisects the ||gm.

18. Bisect a given |!gm by a st. line dr.iwn through a

given point.

19. Divide a given A into four congruent As.

J
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to20. The bisectors of two opposite /_s of a |;"m are

each other.

21. In tlie quaihilateral ABCO, AB
!i CD and AD = EC.

Prove that (1) Z C - /. D ; (2; if E, F are the middle
points of AB, CD respective]}-, EF _l AB.

22. On a given st. line construct a 8Qua.re.

23. Construct a .s«juare liaving its diagonal equal to a

given St. hne.

24. ABC is a .'
.. and DE a st. line. Draw a st. line

= DE, BC and terminated in AB, AC, or in these lines

produced.

25. Inscribe a rhombus in a given |!gm, such tliat one vertex

of the rhombus is at a guen point in a side ot" the |igm.

L'6. ABC is an isosceles A in which AB AC. From P,

any point in BC, PX, PY are drawn j. AB, AC respectively

and BM is J. AC. Prove tiiat PX + PY - BM.

If P is taken on CB pioduced, prove that PY - PX ==

BM.

27. The middle point of the

hypotenuse of a rt.-Ld il_, is

efjuidistant from the three

vertices.

Note.— Tkminjh D, th>; mid-

dle point of tkn hyjitiffiiiixe ABi

dfiw DE li BC. Join DC
28. ABCD is a (juadrilateral

in which AB CD. E, F, G, H
are the miildle points of BC,

BD, AC, AD. Prove that : (I)

th(i st. lino through E || AB, or

DC, passes through F, G and
^ ^ H; (2) HE h.ilf tlie sum of

ABand DC; (3) GF = half the difference of AB and DC.

m
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29. E, F, Q, H are the middle pf)intK of the sides AB, BC.
CD, DA of the qujidrilatt^nd

ABCD. Prove tl»at tFGH is a

llgin. Sliow also that: (1) the

perimeter of EFGH = AC + BD;

(2) if AC - BD, EFGH is a

rhomhus ; (3) if AC ± BD, EFGH
is a rectangle

, (4) if AC - and

J. BD, EFGH is a square.

30. The middle points of a

pair of opposite sides of a

(juadrilateral and the middle points of the diagonals are

the vertices of a ||gm.

31. The St. lines joining the middle points of the oppo.site

sides of a quadrilateral and the st. line joining the middle
points of the diagonals are concurrent.

.. il
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The sum of the interior angles of a polygon of n

sides is (2/7-4) right angles.

Hyiwthesis.—ABODE, etc., is a closed polygon of v

sidea •

To provp. fjiiit t\ut sum of the interior iin<^leH is

(2n — 4) rt. /is.

Gnisfrurtiim.—Take any point P within the polygon

and join P to the vei-tices.

Proiif.—Tlie poly<,'on is divided into v As PAB,

PBC, PCD, etc.

Tile sum of ihe interior Ls of each A is two
rt. Ls. (I— 10, p. 45.)

.•. the Sinn of the ^Ls of the j/ As is 2// rt. Z.s.

But the Z.S of the 11 . s make up the interior ^s of

the poly<;on to>fether with the Ls about the point P.

And the sum of the z.s about P e(|uals 4 rt. Ls.

.•. the sum of the interior Ls of the polygon =
{2n - 4) rt. ^s.
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Cor.—If the sides of a polygon are produced in

order, the sum of the exterior angles thus formed
is four right angles.

If tlu! poly^^on li.is n sides, the sum of Jill the st.

LH at the vertices = 'In it. _s.

But, the sum of the interior lh = (2ti — 4) rt,

^s. ^1-21, p. 72.)

.'. , Hubtractinj;, L a + l h + ete. — 4 rt. l».

C'). - Exercises

1. Find the number of degrees in an exterior _ of an

equiaiiijuiaf polygon of twelve sides.

Hence, tind the number of degrees in eacli interior _ .

2. Find tlie number of ilegrees in eaeh _ of (n) an equi-

angtdar pentagon
;

(A) an 0(pii;uigular hexagon
; (c) an

eipiiangular octagon; ('/) an r(iuiangular decagon.

3. Eacli _ of an ecpiiangular polygon contains 102°.

I''ind the number of side.s.

4. Ivich _ of an ecjiiiatigular polygon contains 170".

Fin<l the numijer of sides.

5. Show that the space around a point may be exactly

filled in by si>c eijuilateivd ".s, four sipiares, or tiiree etjui-

angular liexagons. Drasv the diagram in e;i.eh case.

il
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constkuction

Problem 8

To divide a straight line into any number of equal
parts.

A P "Q R 5 ^
Let AB be the given st. line.

To divide AB into five ecjual parts.

Construction.—From A draw a st. line AC.

From AC cut off five equal parts AD, DE, EF, FG, GH.

Join HB.

Throu<,'h D, E, F, G draw lines
i
HB cutting AB at

P. Q, R. S.

AB is divided into five c(|ual parts at P, Q, R, S.

Proof.—Throw^h D, E, F, G draw DK, EL, FM, GN AB.

'." AE cuts the parallels AP, DK,

.-. L EDK = L DAP.
'." AE cuts the i)urallels DP, EQ,

.-. L ADP = L DEQ.

j' L DAP = L EDK,
InAsADP, DEK, L ADP = Z. DEK,

[ AD - DE,

AP = DK
But PQ = DK.

PQ = AP.

(1-9, p. 42.)

(1-14, p. 54 )

(1-20, p. 67.)
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Similarly it may Ik; sliown tlmt each of QR, RS,
SB = AP.

By this iiietliod a st. line may be divided into any
number of eijual parts.

Loci

66. Example I.—A is a point and from A straij;lit

lines are drawn in different directions in the same
plane.

On each line a distance of one inch is measured
from A and the resulting points arc B, C, D, etc.

Is there any one line that contains all of the points

in the plane that are at a distance of one inch

from A?

To answer this question describe a circle with

centre A and radius one inch. The circumference of

this circle is a line that passes through all the points.

' -J

i 1

I

ii
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Mark any other ])<)int P on tho circiinifereMCo.

Wluit is the dislaiu'i) of P fmni A? From the defini-

tion of a circle the answer to tiiis question is one

incii.

If any point Q be taken within ih"' circle, its

distance from A is less than om< inoli, and if any

point R bo taken without tln' circle, its distance from

A is ^^ruater than one inch.

Thus every point in the circumference satisfies the

condition of beinj^ just one inch fron» A, an<l no [ 'int,

in the plane, that is not on tht* circumference does

satisfy this condition.

This circumference is calleil the locus uf iill points

in the plane that are at a distance of niw, inch

from A.

Example 2:—AB is a struiijlit line of indefinite

lenjjth, to which any number of perpendiculars are

drawn.

!c iD iE !f

+Q
!

G|
I

K
H P IK

B

On each of these porpendiculai.} a distance of one

centimetre is measured from AB, and the resulting

points are C, D, E, etc.

Are there anv lines that contain ail of tiie points,

such as C, D, ete., that are at a distance of one centi-

metre from AB?
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Draw two Htmi<,'lit liiu's pai-ullcl to AB, ouch at a
distance of one ceiitiiiiftro from AB, ami one or otlutr

of thosu liiK-s will pass throu^'h cadi of the points.

Any point P in CF, or in GK, is at a distance of one
continietro from AB; any point Q in the .space between
CF and GK is less than one centimetre from AB, ami
any point R in the plane and iiciihcr Im-i ,\een CF and
GK nor in one of these lines is more than one ci-nti-

luctre from AB.

Thus every jxiint in CF ,uid GK .sati.stirs the con-
dition of iMMn^- just one tM'riiim.-lre from AB, and no
IMjint outside of these lines and in tlie plane does
satisfy this condition.

Tlie two litirs GF, GK make up tiie locus of all

points in the plane that are at a distance of one
centimetre from AB.

Definition.- When a figure consisting of a line

or hnes contains all the points that satisfy a given
condition, and no others, this figure is called the
locus of these points.

Cu. In place of speakintj of the "locus of the points

which satisfy a ijiven condition," the alternative e.\-

pre.ssion "locus of the point which satistios a <iven

condition " nuiy be used.

Suppose a point to move in a plane .« that it

trac'S out a continuous line, but its distance from a
tixKl poii.c A in the plane is always one inch; then it

must move on the circumference of the circle o^ centre

A an 1 radius oi>e inch, and the locus of the point in

ita diiTorent posinox.s is that circumference.

» I

if

*
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The followini; (U'firiilioii of u hx-us may thus Ik-

pviu HM an alternative to that in § (itj.

Definition.—If a point moves on a line, or on lines,

so that it constantly satisfies a given condition, the
figure consisting of the line, or lines, is the locus
of the point.

Theorem 22

The locus of a point which is equidistant from two
given points is the right bisector of the straight
line joining the two given points.

*

px
k C B

Hypothesis.—p is u point equidistant from A and B.

To prove that P is on tlie ri<rht bisector of AB.

Construction.—Bisect AB at C.

Join PC, PA, PB.

Proof.—
/ PA = PB,

In As PAC, PBC,
I

AC = CB,

I PC is common,

.-. A PAC A PCB,

/. L PCA --^ L PCB,

(1-4, p. 22.)

and P is on the right bisector of AB.
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Tmkohkm 23

The locus of a point which is equidistant from two
given intersecting straight lines is the pair of
straight lines which bisect the angles between the
two straight lines.

Hf/poflifisis.— AB, CD are two st. linos cutting at

E; GF, HK are t!»c bisectors of z.s inado by AB, CD.

To prove that the locus of a point e(|uiilistaiit from
AB, and CD consists of QF and HK.

Cmisfrueflon. — Take any point P in GF. Draw
PX ± AB, PY J. CD.

Proof.—

In As PEX, PEY,

Z PEX = z PEY,

Z PXE - Z PYE,

PE is C(jnunon,

PX = PY. (I_U, p. 54.)

.*. every point in GF is cJiuidistant from AB and CD.

Similarly it may be shown that every point in

HK is equidistant from AB and CD.

.-. the locus of points eiiuidistant from AB, CD consists

of GF and HK.

IS
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68. Problem: -To find the point that is equally
distant from three given points, that are not in the
same straight line.

Let A, B, C bo the tliree given points.

It is required to find a point ecjually distant from
A, B and C.

Draw EF the locus of all points that are equally
distant from a and B, (I 99, p. 78.)

Draw GH the locus of all points that are equally
distant from B and C.

Let EF and GH meet at K.

Then K is the recjuired point.

K is on EF, .-. KA = KB.

K is on GH, .. KB = KC.

Consequently K is eijually distant from a, B and c.

69.—Exercises

1. Find tlie locus of the centres of all circles tliat pass
througli two given points.

2. Describe a circle to pass through two given points
and have its centre in a given st. line.

3. Describe a circle to pass through two given points

and have its radias eijual to a given st, line. Siiow that
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generally two such circles may be described. When will

there be only one ? and when none ?

4. Find the locus of a point which is equidistant from

two given
||

st. lines.

5. In a given >t. line find two points each of which is

equally distant from two given inteivsecting st. lines.

When will there be only one solution?

6. Find the locus of the vertices of all Zas on a given

base which have the medians drawn to the base equal to

a given st. line.

7. Find the locus of the . ertices of all /'_iS on a given

base which have one side equal to a given st. line.

8. Construct a A having given the base, the median

drawn to the base, and the length of one side.

9. Find the locus of the vertices of all ZiS on a given

base Avhich have a givgn altitude.

10. Construct a A having given the base, the median

drawn to the base, and the altitude.

11. Construct a A
and one side.

having given the base, the altitude

12. Find the locus of a point such that the sum of its

distances from two given intersecting st. lines is ecjual to

a given st. line.

13. Find the locus of a point such that the difference of

its distances from two given intersecting st. lines is equal

to a given st. line.

14. Find the locus of the vertices of all .' s on a given

base which have the median drawn from one end of the

base equal to a given st. line.

( il
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nap.pis'

15. Show that, if the ends of a st. line of constant
length slide along two st. lines at rt. _s to each other,
the locus of its middle point is a circle.

16. AB is a st. line and C is a point at a distance of 2
cm. from AB. Find a point which is 1 cm. from AB and
4 cm. from C. How many such points can be found?

17. Two St. lines, AB, CD, intersect each other a t an i.

of 45' Find all the points that are 3 cm. from AB and
2 cm. from CD.

18. ABC is a scalene A. Find a point e quidistant from
AB and AC, and also equidistant fro..i B and C.

19. Find a point equidistant from the three vertices of a
given A.

20. Find four points each of which is equidistant from
the three sides of a A.

Note.—Prodicce each side in both directions.

21. Find the locus of a point at which twc equal seg-
ments of a St. line subtend equal _ s.

22. Find the locus of the centre of a circle which ;liall

pass through a given point and have its radius equal to a
given St. line.

23. A St. line of constant length remains always
|| to

itself, while one of its extremities describes the circum-
ference of a fixed circle. Find the locus of the other
extremity.

24. The locus of the middle points of all st lines d i

from a fixed point to the circumference of a fixed circle
is a circle.
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Miscellaneous Exercises

1. If a St. I'ue be terminated by two ||s, all st. lines

drawn through its n.-idilln point and tenuinated by the

same ||s are bisected at that point,

2. If two lines intersecting at A
be respectively

, to two lines inter-

secting at B, each ^ at A is either

equal to or supplementary to each
L at B.

3. If two lines intersecting at
A be respectively J. to two lines

intersecting at B, each z. at A is

either equal to or supplementary
to each L at B.

4. If fiom any point in the

bisector of an _ st. linos be drawn

!| to the aims of tlie l. and

terminated by the arms, these st. lines are equal to each

other.

5. In the base of a A find a point such that the st.

lines drawn from tliat point
||

to the sides of the ,'a and

terminated by the sides are eijual to each other.

6. One L. of an isosceles A is half each of the others.

Calculate the _ s.

7. If the X from the vertex of a A to the base falls

within the A, the segment of the base adjacent to the

greater side of the A is the greater.

8. If a star-shaped figure be formed by producing the

alternate sides of a polygon of n siiles, the sum of the zs
at the points of the star is (2 n - 8) rt. :. s.

9. In a quadrilateral ABCD, Z A = Z B and Z C = Z D.

Prove that AD = BC.
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I'

10 The l.Ksectors of the _s of a |lg,„ forn. a n-.-tangle,
the <ha,^.,„als of which are

||
to the .si.les of the ori-Mnal

llSni ;
and equal to the cliffeionco hetween them.

11. From A. B the ends of a st. line ±s AC, BD aredrawn to any st. line. E is the middle point of ABShow thi EC = ED.

12. If through a point within a A three st. lines bedrawn from the vertices to the opposite sides, the sum of
these St. h^es is greater than half the perimeter of the A.

13 A,
p

are the centres of two circles, and AB, DE are
two

II
radii. EB cuts the circumferences again at C FShow that AC || DF.

14. The bisectors ,.f the interior _ s of a quadrilateral
form a quadrilateral of which the opposite _ s are supple-
mentary. ^

'

15. In a given square inscribe an equilateral
one vertex at a vertex of the square.

16. Through two sriven noints driw f..„ i- i- /• •° o " points (ii.iw two st. lines, forrain"'
an equilateral A with a given st. line.

17. Draw an isosceles A having its base in a given st.
line. Its ahitndo equal to a given st. line, and its equal
sides passing through two given points.

18. If a J. be drawn from one end of the base of an
isosceles A to the opposite side, the _ between the

, and
the base = half the vertical ^ of the A.

19. If any point P in AD the bisector of the Z A of AABC be joined to B and C. the difference between PB andPC IS less than the difference between AB and AC
20. If any point P in the bisector of the exterior atA^n the A ABC be joined to B and C. PB + PC> AB +

laving
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21. BAG is a rt. _ and D is any point. DE is drawn _L

AB and prodiiceil to F, inakiiiLj EF = DE- DG is drawn J_

AC and j)roduced to H, making GH - DG. Sliow tliat

F, A, H are in the sanio st. line.

22. Construct a A liaving its perimeter equal to a given

st. line and its _ s respectively ecjual to tlie _ s of a

given A.

23. In any quadrilateral, tlie sum of the exterior _ s at

one pair of opposite vertices = the sum of the interior _ s

at tha other vertices.

24. If the arms of one _ he respectively
|1

to the arms

of another _, the bisectors of the _s are cither
jj
or JL.

25. In a given A inscribe a |jgm the diagonals of which

intersect at a given point.

26. Show that the X^ from the centre of a circle to two

equal chorils are equal to each other.

27. Construct a quach'ilateral having its sides ecjual to

four given st. lines and one l. ecjiial to a given l. .

28. The bisector of Z A of
. . ABC meets BC at D and

BC is produced to E. Show that Z ABC + ^ ACE - twice

Z ADC.

29. The bisectors of _ s A and B of \. ABC intersect at D.

Show that Z ADB = 00" + half of Z C.

.30. The sides AB, AC of r.
; > AB« are bisected at D, E;

and BE, CD are produced to F, G, so that EF = BE and

DG =CD. Show that F, A, G are in the same st. line, and

that FA = AG.

31. ABC is ar 'sosceles A, lia» ing AB = AC AE, AD
are equal parts . o off from AB, AC respectively. BD, CE

cut at F. Show li-at FBC and FDE are isosceles As.
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32. In a A ABC, the bisector of z A and the right
bisector of BC meet at D. DE, DF are tlruwn ± AB, AC
respectively. Show tlmt tlio point D is not within the A,
that AE = AF and that BE == CF.

33. ABCD is a quadrilateral having Z B = / C and
AB < CD. Prove that Z A > Z D.

34. Through a given point draw a st. line cutting two
intersecting st. lines and forming an isosceles ,„, with them.
Show that two such lines can l)e drawn through the

given point.

35. If ACB be a st. line and ACD, BCD two adjacent
Zs, any

||
to AB will meet the bisectors of these zs in

points equally distant from where it meets CD.

36. Inscribe a square in a given
equilateral A.

Note.—Draw a skcfch as in the

diagram given here. Join AE.

What in the number of degrees in
B D E C z CAE?
37. ABC is a A, AX is ± BC, and AD bisects Z BAG.

Show that L XAD equals half the difference of Zs B r ~

38. Construct a ||gm having its diagonals and ^

respecti\oly equal to three given st. lines.

39. Find a point in ea h of two
||

st. lines such thac tne

two points are eijually distant from a given point and the

St. line joining them subtends a rt. z at the given point.

40. P, Q are two given points on the same side of a
f^iven St. line BC. Find the position of a point A in BC
. ich that L PAB = L QAC.

Note.—// P, Q are two points on a billiard table and
BC the side of the table, a ball starting from P and rejiected

from, BC at A would jxiss through Q.
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41. Fiinl the path of a Milliard hall which, starting ivom
a given point, is roHectnd from the four sides of the tab a

and passes throupih another given point.

42. BAG is a given l and D, E are two given st. linen.

Find a point P such that its distances fn.nv AB, AC eijual

D, E respectively.

43. Find in a aide of a J, a point such that the .sum of
the two St. line.s drawn from the point

||
to tlie other sides

and terminated by them is equal to a given st. line.

44. AEB, CED are two st. lines, and each of the quadri-
laterals CEAF, BEDG is a rhombus. Prove that FEG is a
St. line.

45. F is a point within the A ABC "'li that L FBC =
L FCB. BF, CF produced meet AC, AB at D, E respec-

tively. Prove that if L AFD L AFE, /, ABC is isosceles.

46. D is a point in the base BC c' an equilateral

A ABC. E is the middle point of AD. Prove that
EC > ED.

47. ABC is a Z^ of wliich L BAG is obtuse, O a point
within it; BO, CO meet AG, AB at D, E respectively.

Prove that BD + CE > BE -f ED + DC.

48. D, E, F are points in the sides BC, CA, AB of an
equilateral A and are such that BD = CE = AF. If

AD, BE, CF do not all pass through one point, they form
an equilateral A.

49. The bisector of Z A of A ABC meets BC at D.
DE, DF drawn

i^ AB, AC respectively meet AC, AB at E, F.

Prove that AEDF is a rhombus.

50. Through each angular point of a Z^ a st. line is

drawn
||
the opposite side: prove that the A formed by

these three st. lines is equiangular to the given A.
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f'

u

1 1

11
If;

fil. AD, BE, CF ros|«>('tiv('ly liispct tlin iiitorior / A niul

tlie exterior /s at Bund C of tlio .\ ABC. SIk.w iliat

no two of the lines AD, BE, CF c". ' ho
I'.

rj. DE is
il

to the base AB of tlio isosc<'les ", CAB and
cuts CA, CB, or those sides piodiici I, ut D, E rfs])i-ctively.

AE, BD cut ill F. Prove tliaL DEF is an isosceles ^ ..

5.3. Throntrh A, B the extremities of a diameter of ,i

circle
j|
chords AC, BD are drawn. Prove that AC ^ BD ;

and that CD is a diameter of the circle.

54. The medi.iri drawn from the vertex of a /, is >, =
or < half the hase according a.s the vertical ^ is acute,

right or obtuse.

55. ABC is a i'\, ohtuse-zd at C ; st. li?)es are drawn
bisecting CA, CB at rt. z -, cutting AB in D, E respec-

tively. Prove that Z DCE is equal to tv.ico the e.xcesa of

/L ACB over a rt. /.

56. AVith one extremity C of the base BC of an isosceles

A ABC as centre, and radius CB, a circle is described

cutting AB, AC at D, E res})ectively. Piove that DE
||

to

the bisector of Z B.

57. In ^ ABC side BC is produced to D. Prove that

the Z between the bisectors of zs ABC, ACD - half the

/: A.

58. Tlirough the vertices of ^\ ABC, st. linos falling

within the A are drawn making e<]iiid zh BAL, CBM,
ACN ; if these lines intersect in D, E, F, prove J^ DEF
equiangular to /^^ ABC.

59. If the /. between two adjacent sides of a |!gni be in-

creased, while their lengths do not alter, the diagonal through

the point of intersection will decrease.
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<iO. A, B, C are tl.rpo -iven p.,ints. Find n pcii.t equi-
(hsti.Mt fn.in A. B an.l suci. that its (listance from C ciuals
tt Kiveu St. liiie. Wl.on i. the problem iinpossihie ?

CI. Thn,ugh ft fixod p„i,a draw a st. hno which shall
n X'^ wuh ft giv.,a yx. liuo tulhicent ^s the .liffcrence of
wliicli -^ ft given ^.

62. Construct a
. Imvir.g given one L ami the lengths of

the J.S from the vertices of the other z.s on the oppo..ite
sides.

63. (;..nstruct an isosceles A liaving given the vertical /.
and tlio altitude.

61. Construct an isosceles J. having given the perimeter
and altitude.

65. Prove that the (piadrilaleral forrncl hy joining the
extremities of two diatnet<TH of a circle is a rectangle.

66. In a given ||gm inscrilie a rhoml.us, such that one
diagonal passes through a given point.

67. St. lines are drawn from a given point to a given
St. line. Fiml the locus of the middle points of the st.
lines.

68. St. lines are dniwn from a given point to the cir-
cumference of a given circle. Fin.l the locus of the middlr
points of the st. lines.

60. The sum of the J.s from any point within an equi-
lateral i\ to the three sides is equal to the altitude of
the A.

70. Draw a square which has the sum of a side and a
diagonal e(|ual to 3 inches.

71. Draw a square in which the difference between a
diagor, d and a side is 1 inch.
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72. Draw a iwtunj^le having one side 2 inches in length,

an<l Hubtfiiding an l of 40' »it the point of intersection

of the tliuguimls.

(11»f^ a protractor in Exerciaea 72 to S6.)

7'i. Draw a Hgin witli diagonals 2 inches and 4 inches

and their l <>f intcrtittction 50°.

7K Draw a ||gin witli diagonals 4 inches and 7 inches

and one sjdo 5 inches.

7'). Draw a |jgin with side 3 inches, diagonal 2J inches

and z 35°. Show that there are two solutions.

76. Draw a ||gm with side 2| inches, l 70* and
diagonal opposite ^ of 70" equal to 4 inches.

77. Draw a rectangle having the perimeter 8 inches and
an L between the diagonals 80°.

78. Draw a rectangle having the difference of two sides

1 inch and an z. between the diagonals fiO".

79. Draw a rect'>,ngle which has the perimeter 9 inches

and a diagonal 3^ inches.

80. Draw an l of 55°. Find within the l a point

which is 1 inch from one arm and 2 inches from the

othtr.

iVl

1

81. Construct a . . in which side a

10-6 cm. and L A = 78°.

7 cm., h + c =

S2. Construct a Zi with perimeter 4 inches and Z-S 70*

and 50°.

83. AB, CD are two
||

st. lines; P, Q two fixed points.

Find a point equidistant from AB, CD and also equidistant

from P and Q. When is this impossible?
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84. Tlirou;,'li w<» ;rivpn points (ui the saiim sid.. of a
given Ht. lino diiiw two st. lines so us to form witli the
given St. line an e [uilfiteml .\.

Sf). Construct ii rhonilms with one dijigoniil J inches uiid

the opposite i_
' '*0'.

80. Construct n , in vlii<li a ^- 8 cm., /) - c ---- '1 cm.,

LO ^ 50'.

87. S(iuares ABQE, ACHF iire de.«cril)P(l . -rnaliy (.n

two sides of a
. . ABC. IVove that tlio nit • AD of tlio

L\ is J. EF iind e(|ual to half of EF.

'SoTK.— Rofafi-
. . ABC thruuijh ,i rt. l. mtikitnj AC

coinvUl*! ti'ith AF,

88. Prove also in Kx. «" that EC is ± and = BF.

H9. Tri:iect a rt. L-

90. From any point in the l)ase of an i.soscelcs . , st.

lines are drawn
||

to the cquid sides and terminated by
them. Prove tliat the sum of the.se lines = one of the
eijual sides.

91. ABC is a st. line cli that /^B = BC. ±i>. are
drawn from A, B, O to ai../Llier st. line EF. Prove that
the ± from B - ) H the sum of tiie J.s from A and C,
unless EF '^asses h v, en A and C, an<l then the ± from
B = halt '•• differeu,.3 of the ±s from A and C.

92. AD is the bisector of l A of _ ABC, and M the
middle point of BC. BE and CF are _L AD. Prove that
ME = MF.

93. E, F are the middle points (jf AD, BC respectively

in the ||gra ABCD. Prove that BE, DF trisect AC.

94. Find a point P in the side AC of a . ABC so that
AP may be eij-.-a! to tlie i. from P to BC.
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95. If tlie St. line AB be biseetod ut C and produced to

D, prove that CD is lialf tlie sum of AD, BD.

96. In A ABC side AC > side AB; AX ± BC and AD is

a median. Prove that (1) Z CAX : • Z BAX; (2) Z CAD <
Z DAB; (3) the bisector of Z BAC falls between AX and
AD.

97. The median of a .\ ABC drawn from A is not less

than tlie bisector of Z A.

98. In a quadrilateral ABCD, AB = DC and Z. B = Z. C.
Prove that AD I! BC.

are equal, the A is isosceles.99. If two medians of a

'Note.—Use Ex. 6, § 64.

100. If both pairs of opposite _s of a quadrilateral are

equal, the quadrilateral is a ||gm.

101. Find the point on the base "fa I, such that the
difference of the ±s from it to the sides is equal to a
given st. line.

102. Find the point on the base of a A such that the

sum of the J.s from it to the sides is equal to a given st.

line.

103. Show that the three exterior /.s at A, C, E, in

the hexagon ABCDEF, are together less than the three

interior zs at B, D, F by two rt. ^.s.



BOOK II

Areas of Parallelograms axd Tkiangles

70. A square unit of ami is a s(|uar(>, each side of
which is equal to a unit of leno-tli.

Examples:—A square inch is a square each side of
which is one incli; a scjuare centimetre is a scjuare
each side of Avhich is one centimetre.

The acre is an exceptional case.

71. A numerical measure of any area is the number
of times the area contains some unit of area.

ABCD is a rectangle one centimetre wide and five
centimetres long.

A _ D

B C
This rectangle is a strip divided into five square

centimetres, and consequently the numerical measure
of its area in squai-e centimetres is 5.

72. ABCD is a rectangle 3 cm, wide and 5 cm. lonw

1 1 u
This rectangle is divided into 5 strips of 3 sq. cm.

each, or into 3 strips of 5 scj. cm. each, and consequently
93
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the measure of the ami in siiuare centimetres is 5 x 3
sq. cm., or 3 x 5 sq. cm.

Similarly, if the len^^th of a rectanfifle is 2 34 inches
and its breadth oO of an inch, the one-hundreth of
an inch may be taken as the unit and the rectantjle
can be divided into 234 strips each containin^r 'sG
square one-hundreths of an inch. The measure ol" the
area then is 234 x 5G of these small squares, ten
thousand (100 x 100) of which make one scjuare inch.

This metho<l of expressino; the area of a rectangle
may be parried to any degree of approximation, 'so
that in all cases the numerical measure of its area
is equal to the product of its length by its breadth.

In a rectangle any side may be called the base,
and then either of tlie adjacent sides is the altitude.

A rectangle, as ABCD, is commonly represented by
the symbol AB. BC, where AB and BC may be taken to
represent the number of units in the length and the
breadth respectively.

Or, if II be the measure of tlie base of a rectangle
and h the measure of its altitude, the area is ah.

In the case of a square, the base is equal to the
altitude, and if the measure of each l)e n, the area
is a'-.
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Theorem 1

The area of a parallelogram is equal to that of a
rectangle on the same base and of the same
altitude.

E ^A

B c
Hypothesis.—ABCD is a ||gm and EBCF a rectangle

on the same base BC and of the same altitude eb.
*

To prove that the area of the |!gm ABCD = the
area of rect. EBCF.

Proof.— V ED cuts the |js AB, DC,

L EAB = L FDC.

V ABCD is a gni,

AB = CD.

[L EAB = L FDC,
In As EAB, FDC, J L AEB L DFC,

[ AB = DC,

.. A AEB = FDC,

Figure EBCD - . EAB = |!gm ABCD,
Figure EBCD - j, FDC = rect. EBCF;

and as equal parts have been 'aken from the same
area, the remainders are equal.

Ilgm ABCD = rect. EBCF.

Cor.—If a be the measure of the base of a Ilgm
and 6 the measure of its altitude, the area, being
the same as that of a rect. of the same base and
altitude, = ab.

(1—9, p. 42.)

(1—20, p. 67.)

(1—14, p. 54.)
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73.—Practical Exercises

Book II

1. Draw a ||gm having tvvro adjacent sides 6-4 cm. and
7-3 cm. and the contained l. 30°. Find its area.

2. Draw a ||gm having the two diagonals 4 8 cm. and
6-8 cm. and an i. between the diagonals 75°. Find its

area.

3. The area of a ||gm is 50 sq. cm., one side is 10 cm.
and one ^ is 60°. Construct the ||gm, f.nd measure the
other side.

4. Draw a rectangle of base 7 cm. and height 4 cm.
On the same base construct a |jgm having tlie same area
as the rectangle and two of its sides each 65 mm. Measure
one of the smaller :. s of the ||"m.

5. Make a |igm having sides 10 and 7 cm. and one
1.60°. Make a rhombus ecjual in area to the ||gm and
having each side 10 cm. Measure the shorter diagonal of
the rhombus.

6. Make a rectangle 8 cm. by 5 cm. Construct a ||gm
equal in area to tlie rectangle and having two sides 7 cm.
and 8 cm. Construct a rhombus equal in area to the
llgm and having each side 7 cm. Measure tlie shorter
diagonal of the rhombus.

7. Make a rhombus having each side 8 cm. and its area
50 sq. cm. Measure the shorter diagonal.

Answers:— 1. 23-4 sq. cm. nearly. 2. 15-8 sq. cm. nearly.
3. 57-7 mm. nearly. 4. 38= nearly. 5. 04 mm. nearly.
6. 64 mm. nearly. 7. 69 mm. nearly.
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Tl[EOREM 2

Parallelograms on the same base and between
the same parallels are equal in area.

Hypothesis.—ABCD, ABEF are \\<f\m on tlie same
base AB and between the same |!s AB, DE.

To prove that ||gm ABCD = ||gm ABEF.

Cmistruction.—Draw AK. BH each ± to lx)th AB and
OE.

Proo/.— v ilgm ABCD = rect. ABHK, (II— 1, p. 95.)

and lljrm ABEF = rect. ABHK,

llgni ABCD ijjm ABEF.
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Theorem 3

Parallelograms on equal bases and between the
same parallels are equal in area.

Hypothe.ns.-ABCD, EFGH are ||crins on the equal
bases AB, EF and between the same |!s AF, DG.

To prove that !|fr,n aBCD = |l<rni EFGH.

Construction.—Bvaw AK, BL. EM. FN each ± to both
AF, DG.

Proof.— V AB = EF,

and AK = EM,

:. rect. KB = rect MF.

But |!<rm ABCD = rect. KB,

and llgni EFGH = rect. MF,

.'. Ilgm ABCD = llgni EFGH.

(1-20, p. 67.)

(II-l,p. 95.)
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74. Dniw an acute- ^ d ..ABC. Draw the ± from

A to BC. Draw tlii'out,'h A, a st lino
|| BC. Show that

the J_ (li.stance l)utweon those
|| Hues at any place =

the altitude of A ABC.

Draw an obtuse- l d A ABC, having the obtuse l

at B. Draw the altitude AX.

Show that it falls without

the A. Draw throuirh A, a

St. line
li BC. Show that

the distance between those .

II
lines at any place = the

altitude of the A.

Taking c as the vertex and AB as the base, draw
the altitude.

If a A is between two Is, liaving its base in one
of the lis and its vertex in the other, its altitude is

the distance between the lis.
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h

Theorem 4

The area o'' a triangle is half that of the rect-
angle on the same base and of the same altitude
as the triangle.

8 c
Hypothesis.—^BC is a a and DBCE a rectangle on

the same base and of the same altitude BD.

To prove that area of A ABC = lialf that of rect
DBCE.

Construction.—Througli c draw CF ii BA.

Ptoo/.— V AC is a diagonal of ||gin ABCF,

.'. A ABC = half of jigm ABCF. (1—20, p. G7.)

But llgm ABCF = rect. DBCE, (II.—1, p. 95.)

.'. A ABC = half of rect. DBCE.

Cor.—If a be the measure of the base of a A and
h the measure of its altitude, the measure of its area
is \ah.

75.—Practical Exercises

1. Draw a rt.-i.d A having the sides that contain tlie

right ^ 56 mm, and 72 mm. Find the area of the A.
2. Make a A ABC, having 6 = 6 cm., c = 8 cm., and

L A = 72°. Find its area.

3. Draw a A having its sides 73 mm., 57 mm. and
48 mm. Find its area.
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4. Find the area of the A : « = 10 cm., l B = 42",

^ C = 5S\

6. The sides of a triangular field are 36 chains, 2') chains
and 29 ciiains. Draw a diagram and find the number of
acres in the field. (Scale: 1 mm. to the chain.)

6. Two sides of a triangular field are 41 and 38 chains
and the contoined _ is 70^ Find its area in acres.

Answers:— I. 2016 sq. cm.; 2. 23 sq. cm. nearly;
3. 13-7 sq. cm. nearly; 4. 288 sq. cm.; 6. 36 ac. ; 6. 73
ac. nearly.

Theorem 5

Triangles on the same base and between the
same parallels are equal in area.

)r BY ^c

Hypothesis.—ABC, DBC are As on the same base
BC and between the same ||s AD, BC.

To 2>rove that A ABC = A DBC.

Constructimi.—Draw AX, DY ± BC.

Proof.— A ABC = h red. AX.BC. (II—4, p. 100.)

A DBC - h red. DY.BC.

But, V AX = DY,

.'. rect. AX . BC reet. DY. BC.

and .-. A ABC = A DBC.
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Theorem

Hook II

Triangles on equal bases and between the same
parallels are equal in area.

Hypothesis.—ABC, DEF are As on e<iual bases BC,
EF and between the same lis AD, BF.

To 'prove tlu(t i\ ABC = A DEF.

ConstrucH(m.—J^rn\v AX, DY ± BF.

PrcH)/.— A ABC = h net. AX. BO. a I.—4, p. 100.)

A DEF = \ red. DY.EF.

But, V BC = EF,

ami AX :. DY, (l._20. p. 67.)

.'. rect. AX . BC = rect DY . EF.

Hence, a ABC =: a DEF.

Cor. I.—Triangles on equal bases and of the
same altitude are equal in area.

Cor. 2.—A median bisects the area of the triangle.
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Tmkohem 7

If a parallelogram and a triangle are on the
same base and between the same parallels, the
parallelogram is double the triangle.

Hypntheah.—ABCD is a .gm and E" a A on the
same base BC and between tl>e .same lis At, BC.

To prmv that
|
gtu ABCD = twice A EBC.

Cumtriictim.—Ih'iiw BX, CY, EZ .1. BC and AE.

Proo/.—ligm ABCD -ect. BX . BC. (TI— 1, p. 95.)

A EBC = i i(ot. EZ. BC. (II—4, p. 100.)

But, V BX =: EZ (1—20, p. 67.)

:. rect. BX . BC = rect. EZ . BC.

And /. Ilgm ABCD = twice A EBC.

76.—Exercises

1. Aa ABC, DEF are between tlie same |j,s AD and
BCEF, and BC > EF. Prove that _, ABC > DEF.

2. On the same base with a ||gm construct a rectangle
equal in area to the ||gni.

3. On the same base with a giveii jjgm, construct a ||gm
equal in area to tlie given ||gin, and having one of its

sides equal to a given st. line.

4. Construct a rect. equal in area to a given jjgm, and
having one of its sides equal to a given st. line.
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5. >r,ike a |!s,n with sidos 5 oi... an.l :\ vm., an.l n,,,-
taiM...l _ 12.V. Con.truot an o,,uiv,iIont ..-ct. l,avi„« one
Hide 1 • T) fin.

"

C. On tl.o .same l,as« as a givon \ construct a rect
tHjual ill area to tlie .\.

7. C..r.str,.ct ft rect. e.,ual in an>a t.. a ^ivvn
., an.l

liaving (me of its ni.ies ecjual to a givon Nt. line.

8On the Hu.ne hase with a ||g,n construct a rhomhu.
e<|ual in area to the Ijgni.

9. Construct a rh bus ,M,uaI in arm to a given ||-m
and having each of its si.les equal to a given st. lino.

" '

10. On the same hase with a given /„ construct a
rt.-_d A equal in area to the given Za.

11. On the .same hase with :,, gi.en /,, construct an
isosceles A equal in area to the gi\en A.

12. If, in the llgm ABCD, P ho any point V»etween ABCD prmluced indedniteiy, the sun. of the / s PAB PCD
«'<l"al.-, half the ||gn. ; and if P 1^ a„y p„i„t „„fc j^^,,^^,,^
AB, CD. the difference of the ..s PAB, PCD equals half the
llgm-

Vi. AB and ECD are two
||

st. lines; BF, DF are drawn
il
AD, AE respectively

; pnne that ^.s ABC, DEF are e.iual
to each other.

14. On the same hase with a given A, construct a A
equal ,n area to the given A, and having its vertex in a
given St. line.

15. If two / .8 have two sides of one respectively equal totwo sides of the other and the contained Lb supplementary
the As are equal in area.

"«"jr.

16. ABCD is a ||gm, and P is a point in the di.afonal
AC. Prove that A PAB = A PAD.
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PAC ,..,ualH tl.o rlimuencc lK5twe«n s PAB, PAD.

18. In ABC, BC nwl CA a.o pro,lu.(..I to P an.l OreHp..t.v..Iy, sueh t..,u, CP on.-.wllf of BC. an.l AQ
^

o.K.^.Hlf of CA. S,„.. u.at QCP . three-fourths t.? A

IP. The ......hans BE, CD of tho A ABC intersect at F.Show that A BFC . .,ua,Irilatentl ADFE.

20 On the skies AB. BC of a the
!| «,ns ABDE. CBFQare ,h.cr.U.l external to the ... ED and QF n.-et at Hand BH .« jo.ne.l. On AC the ||gm CAKL is descril>e<l withCL and AK

||
an.l . HB. Prove |ig™ AL = ||gm AD + jigm

P,.?l Tr°. V^
'"''' *'''""' '" "'"' ""•' ^^^««" t''« ««™« l|H.Prove that they are on e.jual ba.s..s.

22. Of all .\H on a given base an.l Ix-tween the .same lis,
the i.sosceJes

. . has the least perimeter.

23. ABCD is a |!gm, an.l E is a p.int such that AE, CEare respectively j. an.l
||

to BD. Show that BE = CD.

24. Tl,e side AB ..f ^.„ aBCD is produced to E a,.d DEcuts BC at F. AK firwl f^cr 1 ^
AFF r^o^

'* ^^ "'« J'^'ne'l- Prove that
L-\ Art =

, ^ CBE.

15. In the qua.lrilateral ABCD, AB II CD. Tf AB = aCD . /, an,l the distance between AB and CD = k, showthat the area of ABCD --
i A (« + /,).

the!: It "'r ,''^; '''' "'"' ^"^ S""^ '" '«"gt»'' findthe L A for winch the area of the . . will be greatest.

CQ
the

27^ The medians AD, BE of A ABC intersect at G, an.l
3 .« joined Prove that the three li„e« AG, BG. CG tn.sect

area of the A.
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28. Bisect the area oi a. ^ hy a st. line drawn through

a vertex.

29. Trisect the area of a .'^ by two st. lines drawn
through a vertex.

30. Bisect the area of a . \ by a st. line drawn through
a given point in one of tlie sides.

31. Trisect tlie area of a A by two st. lines drawn
through a given point in one of the sides.

32. The area of any quadri-

lateral ABCD is equal to that

of a A having two sides and

their included _ respectively

equal to the diagonals of the

quadrilateral and their in-

cluded L .

"Note.—Draw PS and QR || BD, PQ and SR
; AC Join

SQ.

33. Prove that in a rhombus the distance between one

pair of opposite sides equals the distance l)etween the other

pair.

34:. ligms are described on the same base and between

the same ||s. Find the locus of the intersection of their

diagonals.

,

35. Prove that the area of a rhombus is half the pro-

duct of the lengths of its diagonals.

36. ABCD is a quadrilateral in which AB || CD, E is the

middle point of AD. Prove that ^ BEC -
^ quadrilateral

ABCD.

37. Divide a given A into seven equal parts.

S'V)

mmm^r^^
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Theorem H

If two equal triangles are on the same side of acommon base, the straight line joining their vertices
IS parallel to the common base.

B X c Y
Hypofhe.n>^.—ABC, DBC are two equal /,.s on the

same side of the comiiion base BC.

To jyrorr f/taf AD i; BC.

CoiisfrHcfio)K~T>v:ny AX and DY j. BC.

Proof.— ABC -- \ ivct. BC.AX. (II—4, p. 100.)

L DBC =. J, ivct. BC.DY;
hut ;, ABC -. DBC,

.-. irect. BC.AX
I ,vct. BC.DY

fuid lieiicc AX r- DY,
that is, AX a,.d DY are both = and to each otlier

•ADlXY. (I-IO, p. CG.)

77. If. through any point E, in tlie dini^ronal AC of a
paraIlelo;,n,un BD, two strai^rj.t linos FEG HEK be
drawn parallel respectively to the sides DC. DA of the
parallelogram,

^ HO

the iigms FK and HG are .said to be parallelograms
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about the diagonal AC, and the ||ijin.s de, EB are
called the compleiiients of the jlgnis FK, HG, which
are about the diajronal.

Theorem 9

The complements of the parallelograms about
the diagonal of any parallelogram are equal to
each other.

Hypothesis.—FK and HG are ilgnis about the diagonal
AC of the llgm ABCD.

To lyrove that the complements DE, EB are equal to
each other.

Proof.— V AE is ;i diagonal of
,
gm FK,

.-. :\ AFE = AKE. (1—20, p. G7.)

Similarly \ hec =
, EGC.

.-. A AFE + A HEC .\ AKE + A EGC.

But, '. AC is a diagonal of Igm ABCD
.'.

, , ADC = A, ABC.

.-. A ADC - (,, AFE + :, HEC)

= A ABC - (z:, AKE + A EGC).

.-. iigm DE = gni EB.

Vi^^^ffl
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78.—Exercises

1. If two equal As be on equal segments of the same st.
line and on the same side of the line, the st. line joining
their vertices is I to the line containing their bases.

2. Through P, a point witliin the ||gm ABCD, EPF is

drawn
|| AB and GPH is drawn

|| AD. If ||gm AP = ||gni

PC, show that P is on the diagonal BD. (Converse "of
Theorem 9.)

3. Two equal -Is ABC, DBC
are on opposite sides of the

same base. Prove hat AD is

bisected by BC, or BC pro-

duced.

Note.—Produci'. DB making
BE = DB. Join EA, EC.

Give another proof of this proposition using ±s from
A and D to BC and II—4, p. 100.

4. The median drawn to the base of a A bisects all st
nnes drawn II to the base and terminated by the sides, orthe sides produced.

5. P is a point viuiin a A ABC and is such that A PAB
+ A PBC is constant. Prove that the locus of P is a st
line

II
AC.

6. Ilgms about the diagonal of a square are squares.

7. D, E, F are respectively tlie middle points of the sides
BC, CA, AB in the A ABC. Prove A BEF = A CEF and
hence that EF

|| BC.

8. In the diagram of II—9, show that FK \\ KG.
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Constructions

PllOHLEM 1

To construct a parallelogram equal in area to a
given triangle and having one of its angles equal
to a given angle.

^

li:i

s
I.T- ••-

Zd_

Let ABC be the given a .iiul d llie (riven

I^ i-eciuired to construct u <r,a (.(jual in urea to
A ABC find liaving one L 0(iual to l D.

Cou,sfruction. -Through A diaw AF
;i GBC. liisect BC

at E. At E make L CEF l D. Tlu-ou.rh c draw
CG ;i EF.

V

FC is the required ;igni.

Proof.—Dviiw any line HK ± to tlie two st. lines.

HK i.s tlie conniion altitude of the ,:gni FC and the
.ABC.

')gm FC = rect. EC . HK. (Il— 1, p. 95.)

= ^ reet. BC . HK, V EC = i BC,

= A ABC. (.11—4, p. 100.)
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To construct a triangle equal in area to a given
quadrilateral.

Let ABCO be the given (luadrilateral.

It is retjuired t<j construct a A eciual in area to
ABCD.

Constriction.— Join AC. Through D draw OE || AC
and meeting bc produced at E. Join AE.

A ABE = (luadrilateral ABCD.

Proof.— •• DE ij AC,

.-. A EAC = A DAC. (H—5, p. 101.)

To each of these equals add A ABC.

Then A ABE = (juadrilateral ABCO.
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PUORLEM 8

To construct a triangle equal in area to a given
rectilineal fig^ure.

1 ('

uli.

til

m

.

figure ABODE.

(II—5, p. 101.)

B 6
Let the pentagon ABODE be tlie given rectilineal

figure.

Construction.— Join AD, BD. Through E, draw
EFil AD and meeting BA at F. Through O draw OG || BD
and meeting AB at g.

Join DF, DG.

ADFG
Proof.— .. EF

II AD,

A DFA = A DEA.

v OG II DB,

.. A DGB = A DOB.

A DFA+ / . DAB 4- A DBG
= A DEA + /, DAB + A DOB

;

i.e., A DFG = figure ABODE.

By this method a A may be constructed equal in
area to a given rectilineal figure of any number of
sides; e.g., for a figure of seven sides, an equivalent
figure of five sides may be constructed, and then, as
m the construction just given, a A may be con-
structed equal to the figure of five sides.
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Proiu.em 4

To describe a parallelogram equal to a given
rectilineal figure, and having an angle equal to
a given angle.

B t-1

Let ABCDE be the given rectilineal fi;,'ure and f
the given L.

It is required to construct a ||gni = ABCDE, and
having an Z. = z. F.

Comiraction.—Make A DMH equal in area to figure

ABODE. (11—Prob. 3.p. 112.)

Make |igm LGHK = A DMH, and having l LGH =

^ F- (II—Prob. l.p. 110.)

Then ||gm LGHK = figure ABCDE, and has L LGH =
L F.

79.—Exercises

1. Construct a rect. equal in area to a given A.

2. Construct a rect. equal in area to a given quadri-
lateral.

3. Construct a quadrilateral ecjual in area to a given
hexagon.

4. On one side of a given A construct a rhombus equal
in area to tlie given A.

5. Construct a A equal in area to a givr.i
|| gm, and

having one of its ^s = a given _.

^!
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PUOHLKM 5

B(M>K II

To construct a triangle equal in area to a given
triangle and having one of its sides equal to a
given straight line.

B C E

Let ABC be tlie given A iiiid D the given st. line.

It is icMiuired to make a A = A ABC and having
one side = D.

Covstrmtion.—From BC, produced if necessary, cut
off BE = D. Join AE. Through C draw CF ii EA and
meeting ba, or BA produced at F. Join FE.

FBE is the re(|uired A.

Proof.— •: FC i AE,

/. A FCE = A AFC. (II—5, p. 101.)

.-. A FBC + A FCE = A FBC + A AFC,

i.e., A FBC = A ABC,

and side BE was made = D.
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PUOHI.EM (J

On a straight line of given length to make a
parallelogram equal in area to a given triangle
and having an angle equal to a given angle.

B F C
Lot ABC be the <,aveu A, E the given st. line and D

tlie ifiveii _

.

It Is re(|uired to make a gin equal in area to

A ABC, having one side eciual in length to E, and one
L equal to D.

Conslt'itdioi}.—From BC, produced if necessary, cut
off BF E Join AF. Through C <lraw CG;i FA meeting
BA, or BA produced, at G. Join GF. Bisect BG at H.
Through H draw HM

ij BC. At B make L CBL - L D.

Through F draw FM
i; BL.

LBFM is the required jigm.

Proof.—Join HF.

As GAF, AFC are on the same base AF and have
the same altituiie, .-. they are etiual. (II -5, p. 101.)

To eaoh of these erpial As add tlie A ABF, and
A GBF = A ABC.

A GBF = twice A HBF, (II—(J, Cor. 2, p. 102.)

ligm LBFM, (TI—7, p. 103.)

.-. iigm LBFM A ABC.

Also L LBF - Z. D and side BF = E.
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Ahkas of SqI'AHK.S

BiMtK If

80._A rectiinijle is said to hv containod hy two ni.

lines wlieii its leii^rth is equal to ono of tlie st. lines,
and its breadth is e(|uiil to the other.

Tlie synilK)! ab^ should l)e iejMl:-"the s<iuaro on
AB," and not "AB sciuaied."

tli

Theorem 10

The square on the sum of two straight lines
equals the sum of the squares on the two straight
hnes increased by twice the rectangle contained by
the straight lines.

B

HypothcnM.—AB, BC are the two st. lines placed in'
the same st. line so that AC is their smn.

To prove that

AC2 = AB- + BC- + 2.AB.BC.

Algebraic Proof

Proof.—IjQi it, h represent the number of units of
lencfth in AB, BC respectively.

Area of the square on AC
= (<( + hf

- a2 + /r' + 2 ah

= area of square on AB + area of square on BC +
twicf. the area of the rectangle contained by AB,
and BC.

»^^,:'>:• {^'wimts^m.
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D

b

G
Qb

ab

b'

K

A a B b C

Cm\Htrxict\m\.—Vi\\ AC, AB, BC draw wjuiireH ACED,
ABFQ, BCKH. Produce BF to meet DE at L.

Proof.—
QD = AD AG = AC - AB - BC, aii.l QF AB.

.-. GL = rect. AB.BC.

KE = CE - CK = AC - BC = AB, and HK - BC.

/. HE ^ roct. AB.BC.

AC - AE

- AF 4- BK 4- GL + HE
= AB- + BC^ + i AB.BC
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Theorem 11

The square on the difTerence of two straight lines
equals the sum of the squares on the two straight
lines diminished by twice the rectangle contained
by the straight lines.

A 6 B
H>//>oflic>^iM—AB, BC ftio two Ht. lines, of wliicli AB

is tilt! ;,'iviit<T, placed in tlio Hiune st. line, and so that
AC is their diti'erence.

To prove t/idt

AC»-AB»4-BC' 2.AB.BC.

Aft/rhraic Proof

Proof.—Let <(, I) repiesent tiie n»niil)or of units of
lenjjtlj in AB, BC respectively.

Area of scpiare on AC = (<( — h)-

= .,- + //-• _ 2<ih

= the sum of the squares on AB and BC diiuinished hy
twice the area of the rectanj^le contained hy AB and
BC

heomfitric J"roof

G g F

D

Qb,.-''

/(a-bf

a-b

ah'

b

/ b^

Con.9fructiov.—On AC, AB, BC draw the H(in;.res

ACED, ABFG, BCKH. Produce DE to meet BF at L.

:-y^K.Kf&f-,^na^3i
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Proof.—DQ - AG - AD - AB - AC BC, mid DL AB.

.•. DF ^ li'Ct. AB . BC.

KE KC + CE BC + AC AB, and KH - BC.

.'. KL net. AB . BC.

AC -- AE

AF + KB - (DF+ KL)

= AB»+BC» -' AB.BC.

Theoke.m 12

The difTerence of the squares on two straight
lines equals the rectangle of which the length is

the sum of the straight lines and the breadth is
the difference of the straight lines.

A, B are two st. lines, of wliich A > B.

To prove flint tli(i s(jimro on a diniinishcd by the
square on B = tlie reet. contained l»y A+ B Jind A - B.

Proof.- -Li't (I, h represent the nundier <A' units in

A and B respectively.

The difference of tlie .s(juares on A and b
= (I- — Ir

= ('I + J>) ('I. - h)

= the area of the rectangle

contained by A 4- B and A - B.
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81.—Exercises

Book II

1. Draw a diagram illustrative of Theorem 12.

2. The square on the sum of three st. lines equals the

sum of the squares on tlie three st. linos increased hy
twice the sum of the rectangles contained hy each pair of

the St. line.s.

Illustrate by diagram.

3. Tlie sum of the s(juares on two unequal st. lines >
twice the rectangle contained by the two st. lines.

4. The sum of the squares on three unequal st. lines >
the sum of the rectangles contained by each pair of the

St. lines.

5. Construct a rectangle equal to the difference of two
given squares.

6. If there be two st. lines AB and CD, and CD be
divided at E into any two parts, the rect. AB.CD = rect.

AB.CE4- rect. AB . ED.

liCt AB = p units of length

CE = ^ " " "

ED = r " " "

Area of AB.CD = p {q-{-r)

" " AB.CE = pq
" " AB.ED = pr.

But ;) (q + 7-) = pq+p:
. AB . CD = AB . CE + AB . ED.

illustrating the identity (a + b)

'C + 6'/, taking a, b, c, d to be
respectively the number of units in four st. lines.

8. C is the middle point of a . .

B

7. Give a diagram

(c + d) = rtc + ad +

St. line AB, and D is any other

point iu the line. Prove :

B

W.
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(1) AD.DB = AC - CD';

(2) AD^ + DB- = 2 AC^ 4- 2 CD^
(Let AC = CB -- p, CD ^ (/).

t). C is the middle point of

<i St. line AB, and D is any i

121

point in AB produced. Pnive

:

Q ^

(1) AD.DB CD-' AC;
(2) AD»+ DB^' - 2 AC^-f 2 CD'.

10. Draw diagrams to illustrate the four results in
exercises 8 and 9.

11. Draw a diagram illustrating the identity (a + /,)-' _
(a - hf = 4 ah.

12. If A, B, C, D be four points in order in a st. line
AB . CD + AD . BC = AC . BD.

Illu-strate by a diagram.

1.3. AB is a st. line in wliich C is any point. Prove
that AB^ = AB . AC + AB . CB.

14. Construct a A having two sid,.s and the median
drawn to one of these sides equal to three given .st. lines.

15. Construct a A having two sides and the median
drawn to the third side cjual to three given st. lines.

Ifi. In a given ||gm in.scrihe a rhombus having one vertex at
a given point in a side of the ||gm.

I

• -iTLt
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^ Theorem 13

BaoK II

The square described on the hypotenuse of a
right-angled triangle is equal to the sum of the
squares on the other two sides.

HypothesU.—ABC is a A in which L ACB is a
rt. L, and AE, BG, CK are scjuares on AB, BC and CA.

To 2)rove that AB= = AC- 4- BC=.

Gomtrudion.—Through c draw CL n AD.

Join KB. CD.

^s HCA, ACB, BCG are rt. ls,

^s HCB, ACG are st. ^ s.

HCB, ACG are st. lines.

L BAD - L KAC,

to each add L CAB,

then L CAD = L KAB.

Proof.— •

and ,

In As CAD, KAB,

CA
AD

L CAD

KA
AB
L KAB

.•. A CAD = A KAB (1-2, p. 16.)
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.• rect. ADLM and A CAD juv oji the same base
AD and between tlie same ||s CL, AD,

.'. roct. AL - twice A CAD. (II— 7, p. 103.)

Similarly, sij. HA - twice A KAB.

/. rect. AL = scj. HA.

In the same manner, hy joininjr CE and af, it may
be shown that

rect. BL = scj. BG.

.•. rect. AL 4- rect. BL = sc}. HA + s(|. rq,

If., AB^ = AC- + BC-.

82. Many proofs have l)een ^dveri for this important
theorem. Pythaj^roi-as (570 to 500 u.c.) is said by
tradition to have been the first to prove it, and from
that it is commonly called the Theoivm of Pythagoras,
or the Pythagoiean Theorem. The proof given above i.s

attributed to Euclid (about 300 B.C.). An alternative
proof is given in Book IV.

8.?.—Exercises

1. Draw two st. hues 5 em. and 6 cm. in length.
I)escril)e squares on both, and make a square cjuai in
area to the two squares. AFeasure the side of this last
square and cheek your result by calculation.

V- 2. Draw three squires having sides 1 in., 2 in. and
2| in. Make one square equal to the sum of the three.
Check by calculation.

3. Draw two squares liavmg sides 1» in. and 2.V in.
Make a third scjuare equal to the diiference of the"first
two. Cheek by calculation.

4. Draw two scjuares having sides 9 cm. and 6 era.
Make a third square equal to the difference of the first
two. Check your result by calculation.
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5. Dviiw any s(iUiuo and one of its diagonaLs. Draw
a .scjuare on the diag(jnal and sliow tliat it is double
the first square.

6. Draw a sciuare iiavin<,' each side 4 cm. Draw a second
square double the first. Measure a side, and check by
calculation.

7. Draw a s({uaro having one side 45 nun. Draw a
second S(iuare three times the first. Measure its side,

and check by calculatiim.

8. Draw three lines in the ratio l;2:3. Draw sijuares

on the lines, and divide the two larger so as to show that

the squares are in the ratio 1 ; 1 ; 9.

9. Draw a st. line ^ 2 in. in length.

10. Draw a st. line j 3^ia. in length.

11. Draw a st. line y 5 in. iii lengtli.

12. Draw any rt.-.i.d A. Describe equilateral ",s on
the three sides. Find the areas of the .'vs and compare
that on the hypotenuse with tlie sum of those on the
other two sides.

13.

AB is one inch in length, _ B a rt. _ , BC is one inch

BD is cut off = AC, BE = AD, BF = £, BG = AF, etc.

Show that BD = ^Z- i"
, BE |'3 in., BF = y I _ 2

in., BG = |/5 in., etc.
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14. Construct u square equal to lialf a given square.

15. If a ± be drawn from the vertex of a /I to the base,

the difference of the squares on the segments of the base =
the difference of the squares on the other two sides.

Hence, prove that the altitudes of a :\ pass through one
point.

16. A is a given st. lino. Find another st. line B, such

that ti>e difference of the scjiiare on A and B niav be equal

to the difference of two given .S(ju;vres.

17. If the diagonals of a quadrilateral cut at rt. _ s, the

sura of the squares on one pair of opposite sides eijuals the

sum of the squares on tlic; other pair.

18. The sum of the squares on the diagonals of a rhom-
bus equals die sum of the .S(|uares on the four si .es.

19. Five times the square on the hypotenuse of a rt.-.Ld

/\ eijuals four times the sum of the stpiares on tlie medians
drawn to the other two sides.

20. In un isosceles rt.- d . . the sides have the ratios

1 : 1 : 1/ 2.

21. If the angles of a .:. ])e 90°, 30°, CO', tlie sides have
the rati<js 2:1: y/ 3.

22. Divide a st. line into two parts sncli tiiat the sum
of the squares on the parts ecjuals the square on another

given st. line. When is this inipossil)ie ?

23. In the st. line AB produced find a point C such that

the sum of tlie squares on mC, BC ecjuals the squai'C on a
given st. line.

24. Divide a given st. line into two parts such that the

square on one part is double the square on the other part.

"5. ABCD is a rect., and P is any point. Show that
PA- 4- PC- = PB2 4- PD2.

2fi. ABC is a .\ rt.- _ d at A. E is a point on AC and
F is a point on AB. Show that BE- + CF- = EF- -f BC".
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27. If two rt.- d As have the hjrpotenuse and a side ofone respecfvely e.,UHl to the ' ,poten<l,e and a side of theother, the as are congruent.

28. The square on the side opposite aft acute ^ of a A
IS less than the su,n of the squares on the other two si.les.

29. The square on the side opposite an ob%Use ' of a \
is^greater than the su.n of the squares on t)«* o~ther two

30. Construct a square that contains 20 square Inches.

tnat A KAD - ^ ABC.

ActAC + CB"°"'"
"^ ""'"' '^" ^''^"^" ^^ ^ ^-"^

34. ABC is an isosceles rt.- _ d A in wWh C is the

BD at A, D respectively meet at E. Prove th« AE = 2
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Theorem 14

(CoHvernc nf Th'-ornn 1,1)

If the square on one side of a triangle is equal
to the sum of the squares on the other two sides,
the angle contained by these sides is a right angle.

O

B C t F

Hypothesis.—ABC is a A in which BC= = AB= + AC».

To prove that L A is a it. l-

Construct ion.—Make a rt. l D ami cut off DE = AS,
DF = AC.

Join EF.

BC' = AB= + AC (Hyp.)
= DE^ + DF^

= EF^ (V D is a rt. L). (11—13, p. 122.)

.. BC = EF.

Tab = DE,

In As ABC, DEF,« AC- DF,

[ BC =. EF,

.'. L A ^ L D.

.'. L A is a rt. L.

(1-4, p. 22.)
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84.—Exercises

Hook II

••i'-« ^ in., l in. and D in. Prove
1. Tlio .sides of a

that, it is a it.-_,I

v^.ri:t>:[:,::T'
:'"""'* •™'«-^

3. Tn the qua.h-ilateml ABCD. AB-' + CD^ BC^ -i. An,Prove that the Wiagonals AC. BD .ut at ,t. . .s

"""^ "

4 If the .sq. on one .si.Ie of a .-, I,e le.s,s than the sumof the s,ua..e.s on the other two .si.lo, the . contai od bythese s.des ,,s an acute .. (Converse of § 83, Ex. 28)
5. State and prove a converse of § 8.3, Ex. 29.
6. Using a tape-measure, or a knotted cord .„d Ex 1draw a st. line -rt r^ ^ ^ ,

^'iine at rt. _s to a given .st. line.

7. Show that, if tlio sides nf n •

m^ + n- ,«2 ' .> o ,

' ^
'"'' represented hy

the zJis' n.-Jd ' ""' ^^'"" " "''^ '^ '-^^^ '-^"^ -""^-«.

of?rt.''':,r'' '' '"' """'"'^ representing the sides

_

8.5. Definition.-If a perpendicular be drawn from ag.ven pent to a ^.iven straight line, the foot ot h

^^From the point a the j. AX i.s drawn to the line

st^ino^'Ba ""
'' '^" ^'''''''°" '^ ''^' P""' '^ '^'^ ^h«

.•X-!"'-^/*!! ' j^mt:£S!Wsit^:ac-e~i\
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86. Definition.-If fr.,iM the e.i.l.s of a ^rjvon
straicrht liiu" i).iiH-i.(]ic-uIa.vs he WniAvn to another
^ivon strmVht line, the .scj;nient intercepted on the
second Hti-Miijlit h'ne is call...l the projection of the
first straight line on the second straight line.

AB is a St. line of fixed len;rtl, ,u.d CD another st.

line. AE, BF are drawn i. CD.

CE F DC!

EF is tht projection of AB on CD.

F D

87.—Exercises

1. Show that a st. line of fixed length is naver less than
its projection on aimihor st. line. In whi.t case are they
equal? In what case is tlie pi-ojection of one st. line on
another st. line just a point?

2. ABC is a L, having a = 36 mm., ft = 40 mm. and
c - i-) mm. Draw the A and measure the projection of
AB on BC. (Ans. 239 mm. nearly.)

3. A3C is a i\ having n = T) cm., h = 1 cm., c = 10
cm. Draw the A and measure the projection of AB on
BC. {Ans. 76 mm.)
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TmEoHKM IT)

B<MIK II

In an obtuse-angled triangle, the square on the
side opposite the obtuse angle equals the sum of
the squares on the sides that contain the obtuse
angle increased by twice the rectangle contained
by either of these sides and the projection on that
side of the other.

Hypoflicsls.—ABC is a .\ in which z. c is obtuse,
and CD is the projection of CA on CB.

To 2>rove thut AB' =: \C^+BC'+ 2 BCCD.

Proof.— :- ADB is Ji rt. z,

.. AB' - BD^ + AD^ (11—13, p. 122.)

. BD = BC + CD,

•• BD' = BC '4-CD=+ 2 BC.CO. (II_|0, p. 116.)

AB^ BC + CD' + 2 BC. CD + AD'.

ADC is a rt. _
,

CD'+ AD- -= AC.

AB' = AC' + BC^ + 2 BCCD.

But
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TllEOHKM 10

In any triangle, the square on the side opposite
an acute angle is equal to the sum of the squareson the sides which contain the acute angle
diminished by twice the rectangle contained by

!h^^M ? ''^^^ ^"^ ^^^ projection on that
Side of the other.

B D c D B
ir,/,>nfhrsi..-ABC is a A in which z C is acute, andCD IS tlie projection of CA on CB.

To 2>rove thut aB^ = AC + BC^ -
-l BC.CD.

Proof.— -: ADB is u it. Z,

•• ^^^ = BD^ {- AD-'. (Il-l.'i, p. 122.)
.-. BD IS the dift'erenee .ween bC and CD,
.-. BD-' := CD= f BC» - 2 BC.CD. (II—U, p. 118.)
.'. AB^ = CD' -f- BC^ - _> BC.CD + AD».

But, •.• ADC is a It. L,

.'. CD» 4- AD- = AC-.

.'. AB^ = AC- + BC= - 2 BC.CD.

88.—Exercises

1 ABC is a ;\ having C an z of G0\ Show that so
on AB = sq. on BC + ^'l on AG - rect. BC.AC.

2. ABC is a A having Q an / of 1 20°, S!,,,^ t.h;it sqon AB = sq. on EC + sq. on AC + rect. BC.AC.
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3. ABC is a A, CD tlu- pr..J«M'li(.M <if CA on CB, txtul CE
the prnjctioii ,,f CB on CA. Slmw th.it n>rt. BC.CD =
rt'ct. AC.CE.

4. In any i\ the sum of the squares on the sides equals
twice the square on half the base together with twice the
square on the median drawn to the base-

NovK. -DntiK a J. /roiii (/,.' ntir.r („ //„,. /,ase, and iiitfi II -
I't and II -lit.

T). In nuy (lUiidriljiteral tlin sniu (.f tlin squnros on tlio

four sidcH exceeds tlio sum of tlio Hi|M;ir.M on lli(> (li,i.,'Mii;iU

by four timer tlio s(iu.iio on tiio st. lino joining,' Iho middle
p)ints of the diii^jonals.

Whiit docs this proposilion l)ecomo when tiio quudri-
latcral is ji

|
njm ?

6. ABC is a iiav'ii!,' a - 47 miti., h = GL> mm., and
c = 84 nnn. D, E, F are tlie middle points i,f BC, CA,
AB resppctively. Caleulaio llu; lengths of AD, BE and CF.
Test your results hy drawin-,' and nuMsuremeut.

7. The 8(iu;'.re9 on the diagonals of a (juadrilattMal are
togotlier d(Mil)le the sum of the .Sfpiares on the .st. lines

joining the middle points of opposite sides.

8. Tf .0 medians of a , intersect at G,

AB' ) BC- 4- CA' ---- 3 (GA' -\- GB' + GO.
9. C is ilie middle point of a st. line AB. P is any

point on the circumference of a cir< ]c of which C is the
centre. Show that PA- + PB' is eon>tant.

10. Two circles liave the same centre. Pro\e that the
sum of the squares of the distances from any point en the
circumference of either circle to the ends of the diameter
of the other is constant.

11. The squaie on the base of an isosceles A is equal to
twice tlie rect. contained by either of the eijual .sides .and

the projection on it of the base.
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rj. Pruvo II— 13 fVoiii tlic fullowirig constnicli.tn :

—

Draw two squatcs, ABCD,
AEFG, liiiviii;} AD, AE iti

tlio Huino st. lino.

Cut ((IF QH uiid EK each

= AB.

o 11 FH, HC, CK, KF.

13. If two siiii's of u Z\

be uneiiiiiil, the iiietlinn

drawn to the shorter .sitl(?

is greater than the median

drawn to th«^ longer side.

14. If, from any i>"int P with a / ABC, J.- PX, PY, PZ
bo drawn to BC, CA, AB respect ixcly,

BX^ 4- CY^ + AZ^ - CX + AY + BZ .

15. D, E, F ne the iiiiddh- points .,f BC, CA, AB respec-

tively in J_ ABC. Prov(> tluU

•) (AB^ -f- BC- + CA-) I AD + BE- + CF ).

16. G is the centroid of ABC, and P is any point.

Show that

PA- 4- PB- -f- PC^ AG- f BG- + CG^ -f .{ PG'.

17. Find the point P in the plan.' of t!i.' ABC .such

tliJit the sum of the sijuares (.n PA, PB, PC may he the

least possible.

18. Cheek tlio results in Exs. 2 and 3, .^87, by calculation.

19. If, in IF— l.""), tlie obtuse _ lu'comes greater and
greater and finally becomes a st. _, what dues the theorem
become ?

20. If, in tlie diagram of II— IH, the _ C becomes more
and ni!):T; aeulo and liaally the puint A luuic.^ down to the
line BC, what does the theorem Ijecoms ?
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i

Miscellaneous Exercises

1. If a quadrilateral be bisected by each of its diagonals
It IS a llgm.

° '

2. If any point P in the diagonal AC of the ||g,n ABCD
be jonuHl to B and D. the ||gm is divided into two pairs
of equal As.

*^

3 The diagonals of a ||gm divide the ||gm into four
equal parts.

4. If two sides of a quadrilateral are
||

to each other,
the St. line joining their middle points bisects the area of
tne quadrilateral.

6. If two sides of a quadrilateral are
|| to each other, the

St. hne joining their middle points passes through the inter-
section of the diagonals.

6. If P is any point in the side AB of Hgm ABCD, and
PC, PD are joined,

A PAD + i^ PBC = A PDC.
7. Prove that the following method of bisecting a quadri-

latera by a st. line drawn th.^ough one of its vertices is
correct :_Let ABCD be the quadrilateral. Join AC BDB^ect BD at E. Through E draw EF „ AC and n.^etingBC, or CD, at F. Join AF. AF bisects the quadrilateral
^OTE.—Join AE, ami EC.

8. If the diagonals of |!g,„ aBCD cut at Q, and P is
any^point within the A AOB, A CPD = A APB + A APC +
Note.— ./om PO.

9. ABC is an isosceles A having AB - AC, and D is a
point in tl^ base BC. or BC produced. Prove that the
difference between the squares on AD and AC = rootBD.DC. ^^-
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10. P, Q, R, S are respoctively the middle points of the
sides AB, BC, CD, DA in the quadrilateral ABCD. Prove
that AB= + CD'' + 2 PR" = CB- + DA'' + 2 QS^

11. BY J. AC and CZ J. AB in /, ABC. Prove that
BC = rect. AB.BZ + rect. AC.CY.

12. L, M, N are three given points, and PQ a given st.

line. Construct a rhombus ABCD, having its angular points
A, C lying on the line PQ, and its three sides AB, BC, CD
(produced if necessary) passing through L, M, N respectively.

13. Through D the middle point of the side BC of A
ABC a St. line XDY is drawn cutting AB at X and AC
produced through C at Y. Prove A AXY > A ABC.
U. From the vertex A of A ABC draw a st. line

terminated in BC and equal to the average of AB and AC.
15. AB and CD are two equal st. lines that are not in

the same st. line. Find a point P such that A PAB =3 A
PCD.

Show that, in general, two such points may Ije found.

16. EF drawn
||
to the diagonal AC of ||gm ABCD meets

AD, DC, or those sides produced, in E, F respectively.
Prove that A ABE = A BCF.

17. Construct a re.-t. equal to a given square and such
that one side equals a given st. line.

18. Find a point in one of two given intersecting st.
hues such that tlie perpendiculars drawn from it to both
the given lines may cut off from the other a segment of
given length.

19. In the diagram of II—9, if bD, BE and DE be
drawn, ||grn FK - ||gm HG = 2 A EBD.

20. ABC is an isosceles Z\ in whicli C is a rt. _ , and
the bisector of _ A meets BC at D. Prove that CD =
AB - AC.

S

fe
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21. Place a st. line of given length between two given
St. lines so as to he

||
a given st. line.

22. Describe a A = a given ||g,a and such that its base= a given st. line, and one ^ at the base = a given ^ .

23. Construct a ||g,n equal and equiangular to a given
llgm, and such that one side is equal to a given st. line.

24. Construct a |igm equal and equiangular to a ^iven
llgm, and such that its altitude is equal to a given st.'line

25. ABCD is a quadrilateral. On BC as base constructa|gm equal in area to ABCD. and having one side along

26. Squares ABDE. ACFG hav .^mon ^ A andA B. C are in the same st. lii. aH is drawn 1 bqand produced to cut CE at K. Prove that EK = KC
27. Make a rhombus ABCD in which _ A = 100'. A circledescribed with centre A and radius AB cuts BC, CD at EF respectively. Prove that AEF is an e.^uilateral A.
28. A St. line AB is bisected at C and divided into two

unecjual parts at D. Prove that AD^ + DB^ = 2 AD . DB +

29. ABCD is a quadrilateral in which AB
|| CD. Prove

AC- + BD^ = AD^ + BC^ + 2 AB.CD.
30. Trisect a given iigm hy st. lines drawn through oneof Its angular points.

°

31. The base BC of tlip aro ;. + • ^ i

T, ^, ^
^"^

' - ABC IS trisected at D. EProve that ' ^*

AB' + AC = AD^ + AE^ + 4 DE'
32. ACB, ADB are two rt.-_d A, ,, ,,, ^^^„^^ ^.,^^ ^^^

Provn^'' """ ''^' "'^ ''''' ^"^ ""'' ^ ^° P-'l^-d.

XC- + CY= = XD^ + DY».
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33. ABC is an isosceles /„ and XY i\ n bo j .

nated in AB, AC. Prove ' "" ^""^ *'™'-

BY' = CY«+ BC.XY
34. Anyrect. =- half the rect. containe.l by the diagonalsof the squares en two of its adjacent sides.

35. ABCD is a ||gm in which BD = AB Prnv» fi .BD' + 2 BC^ = AC -throve that

36. A rect. BDEC is described on the side BC of a ' AB ^
Prove that

"• ^i mc-,.

AB» + AE^ = AC» + AD'.

AB ^AO^'f°°
''! ''^"*''' ^"'""'^^^ externally on the sidesAB, AC of a Z. ABC. Prove that
BC^ 4- ED'^ = 2 (AB' + AC).

A ABC ,„ rt, ;«,.„„„ ,„ „.,„..;, ^g ^_^.^^_^._^^^ ^^ .^^ ^^

TerAC = °B0 or '
"" "'""" "' "- '^-- «-

39. BO i, the greatest and AB ,l,e lea,t side in A ABO.

and X, Y, Z are the feet of the J., fr„„, A B c to tLoppo.te .ides. Prove that CA.Er . AB.F2 i BC DX
40. ABOD is a rect. in which E is any ,,„i„t i„ BO andF^»_^ «.y ,,o,nt .n CD. Prove that ABOD = .A AEF +

a poi„r;ih'.rt PA° +PBr"'\r /"^ ^''"™ °'

Ao V ""y ^ ^^'^ ^^^^^ possible.
42. From a given point A draw three st. lines AB AC AD

bToI ?::;
*^ ''-'- ''-'' -' '^-' --^ -'^ thatB, C, D are in the same st. line and BC = CD.

43. Find the locus of a point such that the sum of the«<iuares on .ts distances from two given points i^constan:
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44. Find the locus of a point such that the difference of
the squares on its distances from two given points is

constant.

45. ABCD is a ||gra, P any point in BC, and Q any
point in AP. Prove tliat ^ BQC = Z\ PQD.

46. ABCD is a quadrilateral having AB
|| CD, and AB +

CD = BC. Prove that the bisectors of _ s B and C inter-
sect on AD.

47. ABC is a A in which _ A is a rt. _ , and AB >
AC. S(iuares BCDE, CAHF, ABGK are described out-
wardly to the A. Prove that

DG* - EF^ = 3 (AB^ - AC^).

48. In the hypotenuse AB of a rt.-_d •, AC;3, points D
and E are taken such that AD =: AC and BE - BC. Prove
that

DE» = 2 BD.AE.
49. A St. line is 8 cm. in length. Divide it into two

parts such that the difference of the squares on the part
= 5 sq. cm.

50. A and B are two given points and CD is a given st.

line. Find a point P in CD such that the difference of the
squares on PA and PB may be equal to a given rectangle.

51. AD is a median of tlie acute- _ d A ABC; DX i.
AB, DY J. AC. Prove that

BA.AX + CA.AY = 2 AD'.

52. Find a point P within a given quadrilateral KLMN
such that A PLM = A PMN ^ A PNK.

53. ABC is an isosceles A in which AB = AC. AP i\ BC.
Prove that the difference between PB' and PC eciuals
2 AP.BC.

54. If the sum of the squares on the diagonals of a
quadrilateral be ec.ual to the sum of the mjuares on the
sides, the quadrilateral is a ||gm.
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65. D -., a point in tl.e side BC of a /, ABC such tl.at
AB» 4- AC^ = 2 AD» 4- 2 BD->. AX ± BC. Prove that eitherBD = DC, or 2 DX = BC.

56. ABCD is a ||gin, and P is a point such that PA' +PC'^= PB»+ PD^ Prove that ABDC is a rectangle.

57. A, B, C, D are four fixed points. Find the locus of
a point P such that PA' + PB^' + PC + PD' is constant.

58. A, B, C, D are four fixed points. Find the locus of
a point P such that PA' + PB' = PC + PD'

«n
^' c/"l^ """^ *''^'" "' ^^'^ '^'^'^ ^^ "^

'
ABC so thatBD

^
EC. Through D, E st. lines are drawn

|| AB and AC
..rming two ||g.ns with AD. AE as .liagonals. Prove the

II
gins equal in area.

60. A St. line EF drawn
(|

to the diagonal AC of a llgm-ABCD ^e.ts AB in E and BC in F. Prove that BD bisectsthe quadrilateral DEBF.

61 ABC is an isosceles rt.-d A in which AB = AC E
IS taken in AB and D in AC produced such that EB = CDProve that A EAD < A ABC.

62. L and M are respectively the middle points of the
diagonals BD and AC of a qua<lri]ateral ABCD ML
IS produced to meet AD at E. Prove that A EBC =
naif the quadrilateial.

63. DE is
II
BC the base of ., ABC, and meets AB, ACat D E respectively. DE is produced to F making DF =

BC. Prove that A AEF = A BDE.
64. Construct the minimum A which has a fixed

vertical ^, and its base passing through a fixed point
situated between the arms of the ...

65. BE, BD are the bisectors of the interior and exterior^s at B m the A ABC.AE ± BE and CD J. BD AEand CD intersect at F. Prove that rect. BEFD = 'ABC
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ii 1:

I

66. ABCD is a square. St. lines drawn through A and
D make with BC produced in both directions the /\ EFQ.
EX X FQ. Prove that BC(EX + FG) = 2 A EFG.

67. The A ABC is rt.- _ d at C, and the bisectors of ^ s

A and B meet at E. ED j. AB. Prove that rect. AD DB
= A ABC.

68. Calculate the area of an equilateral A of which the
side is 2 inches.

69. If the side of an equilateral A is a inches, show

that its area is —I^^ sq. in.

70. Calculate the side of an equilateral A of which the
area is 10 sq. cm.

71. Construct a A having two sides 4 cm. and 4-5 cm.,
and the area 7 sq. cm.

Show that there are two solutions.

72. M is a point in the side QR of A PQR such that
QM = 2 MR. Prove that PQ^ -^ o PR^ = 3 PW + 6 MR'.

73. The rectangle contained by the two segments of a
St. line is a maximum when the st. line is bisected. (Use
Ex. 8 (1), §81.)

74. The sura of the squares on the two segments of a
St. line is a minimum when the st. line is bisected. (Use
Ex. 8 (2), §81.)



BOOK III

TiiK Circle

80. A definition of a circle was given in § 32, and
froiu the explanation given in § 6G we may take the
following altei-native definition oi it:

—

A circle is the locus of the points that lie at a
fixed distance from a fixed point.

90. As the centre of a circle is a point equally
distant from the two ends of any chord of the circle,

the three following statements follow at once from
1—22, p. 78 :—

(a) The straight line drawn from the centre of a
circle perpendicular to a chord bisects the chord.

(6) The straight line drawn from the centre of a
circle to the middle point of a chord is perpen-
dicular to the chord.

^^The right bisector of a chord of a circle passes
through the centre of the circle.

As an exercise the pupil shoujd give indcpondeut
proofs of theorems (((), (b) and (c),

141
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«

Theorem 1

If from a point within a circle more than twoequal straight lines are drawn to the circumference
that point is the centre.

cumierence,

ffypothe.i..-p is a point within the circle ABC such
that PA = PB = PC.

To prove that P is the centre of the circle.

Construction. - Join AB. BC. and horn P drawPD J. AB and PE ± BC.

Proof.— -/ PA = PB,

.*. P is in the riglit bisector of AB. (1—22, p. 78.)
And

.-. PD produco<l is the locns of the centres ofan circles throu<rh A and b.

.-. the centre of the circle ABC is somewhere in PD.
In the same n.anner it n.ay be shown that the centre

ot the circle ABC is somewhere in pe.

But P is the only point common to PD and pe.
.•• P IS the centre of circle ABC.

L
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Constructions

Pjiohlem 1

To find the centre of a given circle.

143

16;

Let DEF be tlie given circle.

Construction}.—From any point D on the circum-
ference draw two chords DE, DF.

Draw the right bisectors of de, DF meeting at O.

O is tlie centre of circle DEF.

Join OF, OE, OF.

Proof.— •: o is on the right bisector of DE,

•• OE = OD. (1—22. p. 78.)

Similarly OD = OF,
•.• OE =. OD =z OF,

.*. O is the centre of the circle. (Ill— 1, p. 142.)

91. Definitions.—If a circle passes
through all the vertices of a rectilineal

figure, it is said to be circumscribed
about the figure.

Four points so situated that a circle
may be described to pass through all of them are m'u
to be concyclic
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K<H,n in

If the four vertices of a quadrilateral are on tl.o
circun.terem.e of the .sa,... circle, it is .said to k. acyclic quadrilateral. • '>^

a

The centre of a circle circumscribed about atrmn,de >.s called the circumcentre of the triangll.

Problem 2

To circumscribe a circle about a given triangle.

p

Let PQR be the given A.

Con.fruetion.-^ -aw the right bisectors of pq prmeetnig at O ^'

•/ O is on the right bisector of PQ.

••;°" = °* (1-22, ,,. 78.)

Similarly oP = OR.

.-. OP = OQ = OR,

And a circle described with centre O and radius OPwdl^a^s through Q and R, and be circun.scribed about
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92.—Exercises

1. Tlirougli n givon point williiti u circle draw a chord
that is bisected at tho given point.

2. Complete a circle of wliicli an arc only is given.

3. Circumscribe a circle about a given square.

4. Circumscribe a circle about a given rectangle.

5. Describe a circle with a given centre to cut a given
circle at the ends of a diameter.

6. The locus of the middle points of a system of
||
chords

in a circle is a diameter of the circle.

'. If two circles cut each other, the st. line joining their
centres bisects their common chord at rt. Lb.

8. If each of two eijual st. lines has one extremity on
one of two foncentric circles, and tlie other extremity on
the other circle, the st. lines subtend equal _s at the
common centres.

9. A St. line cuts the outer of two concentric circles at
E, F; and the inner at G, H, Prove that EG = FH.

10. A St. line cannot cut a circle at more than two points.

11. Two chords of a circle cannot bisect each other
unless both are diameters.

12. A circle cannot be circum-scribed about a ||gm unless
the

11
gm is a rectangle.

13. A St. line which joins the middle points of two
II
chords in a circle is X to the ciiords.

U. If two circles cut each other, a st. lijie through a
point of intersection,

||
to the line of centres and termi-

natetl in the circumferences, is double the line joining the
centres.

«P ^Bmm
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15. If two circles cut each otl.rr, any two
|| «t. linos

thr..u«l, t}.o points of intersection, an.l tenninato.1 by tho
circun.forencos, uro pq.i.il to each other.

IG. If two circles rut each other, nny two at. lines
througn one of the points of intersect ,.„, n.aking e.,ua!
LH with tl.o line of centres and tcnniimted by the
circmnterences, are equal to each other.

Theorem 2

Chords that are equally distant from the centre
of a circle are equal to each other.

Hypofhesh.—fi,ac is a circle of which P is tJie centre
and AB, CD juo two ciiords sucli tliat the J..s pe, pf
froHi P t(. AB.CD respectively are eciual to each other.

To 2)7'or, t/uif AS = CD.

CituHtradion.—Join AP, OP.

P,-or;f: — Rotiite A RFC about point P makinir PF
fall on PE.

PF = PE,

.'. point F falls on point E.

•.• L PFC = L PEA,
.*. FC falls a\m\g EA.
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lu'iieo. •.' PC is ji nuliuM mul

.". C I't'iiiiiiiiH on tlu' fi renin f(!r«M)ce,

C must fall (in A.

.'. FC (•(.inciflos witli EA,

luul :. FC = EA,

But CD = .i CF,

and AB = 2 AE,

.". CO - AB.

Theorem 3

In a circle any chord which does not pass
through the centre is less than a diameter.

HilpothfHU—In the circle FGH, GH is a chord which
does not pass tl.rough th.- centre and FK is a ,lian.eter.
E is tlie centre.

To jirove fJr if gh ' fk.

Constrncfidii.

Proof.—

Anl

—Join EG, EH.

." GE ^ EF and EH
•. GE -i- EH = FK.
. GEH is a A,

GH GE+ EH.

- GH < FK.

EK,

(I— IG, p. 59.)

WTi
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Theorem 4

Of two chords in a circle the one which is nearer
to the centre is greater than the one which is moreremote from the centre.

A

(11—13, p. 122.)

Hypothe.is.-p is the centre of a circle ABC, and
AB, CD are two chords such th.it PE. the (h'stance ofAB from the centre, is less than PF. the distance ofCD trom the centre.

To 2.-ove that AB > CD.

Construction.—Join pa, Pc.

Proof.— •: PEA is a rt. l,

:. AE' + EP» = AP».

Similarly CF^ -f fp^ = CP'
AP = CP,

AP'= cp^
AE- -f- EP' = CF' 4- FP^

EP < PF,

EP' < PF».

AE'^^CF",

AE > CF.

AB = 2 AE,

CD = 2 CF,

AB > CD.

But

And

And

But

and
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Theorem 5

(Converse of Theorem 4)

If two chords of a circle are unequal, the greater is

nearer to the centre than the less.

(11—13, p. 122.)

Hypothesis.—Chord gh > chord KL, and PE, PF
are respectively perpendiculars from the centre p to
GH, KL.

To prove that PE < PF.

Const nictlon. Join Pg, RK.

;PEG is a rt. _,

GE'4- EP2 ^ GP^

PF- + FK^ = PK'.

.GE'4- EP' = PF^+ FK-',

GH = 2GE and KL =: 2 KF,

GH ;> KL,

GE ; KF.

GE'; KF^

EP» < P7\

EP PF.

Proof.—

Similarly

But

And also

Hence,

And
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93—Exercises
1. If two chords of a circle are equal to each other,

they are equally distant from the centre. (Converse of
Theorem 2.)

2. A chord G cm. iu length is placed in a circle of
radius 4 cm. Calculate the distance of the chord from the
centre.

3. A chord a inches long is placed in a circle of radius
b inclies. Find an algebraic expression for the distance of
the chord from the centre.

4. In a circle of radius 5 cm. a chord is placed at a
distance of 3 cm. from the centre. Calculate the length
of the chord.

5. Through a given point withia a circle draw the
shortest chord.

6. In a circle of radius 4 cm., a point P is taken at
the distance 3 cm. from the centre. Calculate the length
of the shortest cljord throuirh P

7. The length of a chord 2 cm. from the centre of a
circle is 5-5 cm. Find the length of a chord 3 cm. from
the centre. Verify your result by measurement.

8. In a circle of radius 5 cm., two
|i
chords of lengths

8 cm. and 6 cm. are placed. Find tlie distance between
tlie chords. Show that there are two solutions.

9. ACB is a diameter, and C the centre of a circle. D
is any point on AB, or on AB pro.luced, and P is any
point on the circumference except A and B. Show that DP
is intermediate in magnitude between DA and DB.

10. O is the centre of a circle, and P is any point. If
two St. lines be drawn through P, cutting the circle, and
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making equal l s with PO, the chords intercepted on these
lines by the circumference are equal to each other.

11. O is the centre of a circle, and P is any point. On
two lines drawn through P chords AB, CD are intercepted
by the circumference. If the l. nxide by AB with PO >
L made by CD with PO, the chord AB < chord CD.

12. From any point in a circle which is not tlie centre
equal st. lines can be drawn to the circumference only in
pairs.

13. Find the locus of the middle points of chords of a
fixed length in a circle.

U K and L are two fixed points. Find a point P on
a given circle such that KP^ + LP' may be tiie least
possible.

15. Chords equally distant from the centre of a circle
subtend equal _ s at the centre.

16. The nearer to the centre of two chords of a circle
subtends the greater ^ at the centre.

Answers :-2, 265 mm. nearly ; 4, 8 cm.; 6, 53 cm. nearly;
7, 32 mm. nearly ; 8, 1 cm. or 7 cm.
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Angles ix a Circle

Theorem

The angle which an arc of a circle subtends at
the centre is double the angle which it subtends atany point on the remaining part of the circumference.

E

ffijpofh,Ms.-ABC is an ju'c of a circle, D tl.o centre
and E any point on the reuuii.nng- part of the'
circumference.

To prove that L ADC = 2 z AEC.

Construction. - Join ED and produce ED to any
point F.

''

Proof.—
In both fiyurcH:—

In A DAE, •; DA ^ dE
.-. LD^E= L DEA (1—3, p. 20).

'.' ADF is an exterior A of a ADE,
.-. ^ ADF = Z DAE + L DEA (I—10. p. 45.)

= 2 Z DEA.

Similarly z CDF = 2 l DEC.
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la Fill. I —
Z ADF = •! /. DEA
I CDF =: 2 Z DEC,

luklinij, z ADC - 'J(Z DEA + z DEC)

r „. =- ^ AEC.

Z CDF = 2 Z DEC,
Z ADF = 2 Z DEA,

subtnictiii«,r, z ADC = 2(Z DEC - Z DEA).

= 2 Z AEC.

L53

04. Definitions.—The fi<ruru IkjuikUmI by im arc of
a ciicli; uiid tlio clior-l which joins the ends of the arc
is called a segment of a circle.

A CD" r

ABC, DEF arc set^njents of circjf t.

A seiiii-eircle is a particular cas of a segment.

An arc is called a major arc .^r a minor arc
according as it is greater or less than "half the
circumference.

A segment is called a major Segment or a minor
segment accuidi.ig as the arc of the segment is a
major or a minor arc.
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95. Definitions.—If the ends of a chord of a se^.
ment are joined to any point on tlie arc of the se<,nnen*t,

the angle between the joining lines is called an'angle
in the segment.

ABC is an z in tlie segment ABC, and DEF is an
Z in the segment DEF. DGF is also an Z in the
segment DEF.

96. Definitions.—An angle which is greater than
two right angles bnt less than four right angles is

called a reflex anijle.

i

X

A straight line starting from the positi..n OX and
rotating in the direction opposite to that of the hands
of a clock to the position OY, in either diagram,
traces out the reflex angle XQY.
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Tlie tiijiire bounded l)y two radii of a circle, and
either of the ares intercepted by the radii is caHed a

sector of the circle.

ABC, DEFQ are sectors of circles.

BAC is the l of the sectcn- ABC, and the reHex L
EDG is the z of the sector OEFG.
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Angles in the same segment of a circle are equal
to each other.

^

Hi/pofh'sls.-ABC, ADC iire two ^s in the same
segiiant ABOC.

To prove ih,it L ABC - L ADC.

Gon^irxi,r„n,.^-Vu,,\ e the centre of the circle
Join AE, EC.

P,v,o/:-Th,. L AEC at the centre a.ul the ^s ABC
and ADC at the circumference are subtended by the
same arc,

•• L ABC = \ L AFC, (III—(i, p. 152.)
and z ADC \ i AEC,

.'. £ ABC z ADC.

Alternative statement ,.f the precedii.j^r the. .rem :_
The angle in r^ ^,ven segment is constant in

magnitude for all
, ositions of the vertex of the

angle on the arc of che segment.
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Til KOI! KM H

(('inii'irni' of Thinriui 7)

The locus of all points on one side of a straight
line at which the straight line subtends equal
angles is the arc of a segment of which the straight
line i)5 the chord.

HypothemK.—AB is a st. line, aii<l C one of the
points. Circuuiscribe a circle about the /. ACB.

To jyrove that arc ACB is the locns of all jxiints on
tlie same side of AB at which AB subtends zs e(jual

to Z ACB.

Co listTaction.—Take any other point D on arc ACB,
E any point within the .seifnient, and F any point
without the seirnient.

Join AD, DB, AE, EB, AF, FB.

Proo/.—Then l ADB = L ACB. (III_7^ p. i.5(j)

Pnxluce AE to meet are ACB at G. Join BG.
." AEB is an exterior z of i.'^ EGB,

.". ZAEB;ZAGB; (I -10, Cor., p. 4.',.)

but Z AGB Z ACB, (III -7,p. 15G.)
.". L. AEB > Z ACB;

In a .similar manner it m.iy bf .shown that

Z AFB < Z ACB;
and consequently arc ACB is the locu.s.
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f)7. Definition: -If the tl.ive an-h-s of ,mo tiian.rl
are ivspectively eipml t.) the thive unj^h-s (,f auoiL
triun^rle, the triiiii«,H.'H are said to he similar.

OX. Tlien* are two C()n.liti..n.s impli,.,! when ti^rurei
a?-e said to he similar: not only are the an^I.-s oF on,
re.spec-tively e.|ual to the nti^des of the oU.er, luit ii

certain relationship must exist between tlie lenirtlis ol
the .sid,.s of the two H^rnns. For trian^d.-s, Jt "vilj |„
shown in K.M,k IV that, if one of these conditions is

driven, the other is also true. For fi^rures of „,ore
than three sides this is not the case, and a .l.-Hnition
includm^r hoth conditions nnist he ^dven. (See § l.'H.)

The syn.bol may be used for the word sinn'lar. or
for " is similar to."

99—Exercises

1 Pn.ve Theorem 6 when the arc is half the circumference.

2. C(.i..Htruct a circular arc ..ii a chord of ;} inches and
haviuy the upe.x 3 inches from the cIiokI. Calculate the
radius of the circle.

3. Tf the ch..nl of an arc is a i.iches, and the distance
of Its apex from the ch.ml h imhes. show tl.at the radius

of the circle is
"' + ^

''I .

HI,

I. Two chords AOB, COD, intersect at a point O within
the cn-cle. Show that AOC, BOD are similar s. BOG,
AOD are also similar :.s. Kead the segments that contain
the equ:d _ «.

;». ABC is a /, inscril)ed in a circle, and the bisector of
L A meets the cin-umfen nee again at D. Show thai the
St. line drawn from D X BC is a diameter.
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6. A circlo is tlivul»Ml ijitii two scginoiits l»y ii cliord

p<|iuil to tlii^ rmlius. Sliow that thv _ in tin' niiijur

si'gment is .'10° and that in tlu! iiiiiior si<,'inent is IwO .

7. The locus of the vtMticos ()f th« rt. _ s of all it.- _ «1

. s on tin* same hypotenuse is a circle.

y. Prove Theorem 6 when the arc is greater than half

the circumference.

!<. PQR is a A inscribed in a circle. The hiscitor of

_ P cuts QR at O and meets the circle at E. Prove that

A PQD A PER.

10. DPQ and EPQ are two (i.\«'d circles, and D, P and E

are in the same st. line. The bisector of _ DQE meets

DE at F. Show that the locus of F is. an arc of a circle.

11. If the diagonals of a «|uadrilateral inscril)ed in a

circle cut at rt. _ s, the ± from their intersection on any

side bisects the opposite side.

II. If the diagonals of a i|uadrilateral inscribed in a circle

cut at rt. _ s, the distance «»f the centre of the circle from any

side is half the opposite side.

1.'?. 1£ the diagonals of a (]uadri lateral inscribed in a

circle cut each other at rt. _ s, the _ s Nvhicii a pair of

opjMjsito sides of the quadrilateral subtend at the centre of

the circle are supplementary.

14. XYZ, XYV are two ei\nn[ circles, the centre of each

Ijeing on the circumference of the other. 2XV is a st.

line. Prove tluit YZV is Jui ecjiiilaterul . .

1"). EFGH is a (fuadrilateral inscribed la a circle and

EF GH. Prove that EG FH.

16. ABCD is a (iuadrilatcr.tl inscribed in a circle; the

diagonals AC, BD cut at E ; F tlie centre of the circle is

within the <}uadri!atera!. Prove that Z AFB 4- ^ CFD =

2 Z AEB.
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The ang:le in a semicircle is a right an^^ie.

lf>„>of!>^sls.~ABO is an L in the ,H..nu-cirt.U,. abc
of wliicli D is tlif ceiitie.

'

To prixr tinit ABC is a rt.

PriH,f.-'YW' I ABC at tlw, ciicuinf, mico, an.l tl...
St. I ADC at tl.o cvntio. w.ul.l each snhten.l the
Siuno arc. if the circle were complete.

.*• /. ABC :-. i I ADC. (Ill -<;,
J,.

ir,2.)

= a rt. ^.

#
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{a) The angle in a major segment of a cirr'e is
acute.

(6) The angle in a minor segment of a circle is
obtuse.

C

' • .- ADB at

i' <-. p. 152.)

) ir>//>n(/nn...—ACB is :ui Z in a major so^nnent of
a CU.-Ip. (!-!;,'. I.)

I
To 2)r<>rr thuf i acb is .icute.

I C»H«/r«r//o/*._J,,in A aii.l B to tlw vmiv Q
Proof.— A ACB at the {•iiciiii.r. ,i iip. ,,

,

the ci-ntre stand on tlie sani.- aiv,

i .-. / ACB ^ Z ADB.

I
But L ADB is < a St. /

% .*. Z ACB is acuto.

I (/>) Hyj^of/H'sis.—ACB is a .-. in a mn.or sc^nuont of
4 a circle. ( Fi". 2 )

"

§

I To jf))v>ir //<*^^ z ACB is ol)tus(>.

i Const n(cfloiL—.ht],i A and B to th.- c.-ntro D.

Proof.—

^
Z ABC A the nHcx ,1 ADB. (III-O, p. lo2.)

.-. Z. ACB is obtuse.

!1 !
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100.—Exercises

1. A circle described on the hypotenuse of a rt.-Z.d A as
diameter passes through the vertex of the rt. L. (Converse
of lir-9).

2. Circles dpscribed on two sides of a . . as diameters,
intersect on the third side, or the third side prcnJuced.

Where is the point of intersection when the circles are
described on tlie equal sides of an Isosceles A

3. LM is a St. line and L a point from which it is

required to draw a ± to LM,

ConntriirtioH.—With a con-

i
'^ ^D ^ vcnient point P as centre de-

,,'-^' Kcril)e a circle to pass through

,\'p L and cut LM at D. Join DP
and produce DP to cut the

circle at E. Join LE.

Prove LE X LM.

4. EF, EG are diameters of tw< circles FEH, GEH re-

spectively. Show that FHG is a st. line.

5. ST is a diameter of the circle SVT. A circle is

described with centre S and radius ST. Show that any
chord of this latter circle drawn from T is bisected by tlie

circle SVT.

6. Chords of a yiven circle are drawn through a given
point. Find the locus of the middle points of the cht.rds

when the given point is (a) on the circumference, (/;) within
the circle, (r) without the circle.

7. F is any point on the arc of a semi-circle of which
DE is a diameter. The bisectors of _s FED, FDE meet
at P. Find the locus of P.
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re-

8. F is a jK)iiit on the arc of n semicircle (»f wliich DE
is !i <li.iiiieU'r. FG J. DE. Show tiiat the /.s FDG, FEG,
FDE !ire .siinilur.

9. PQRS is a st. lino and circles descrihed on PR, QS
as diameters cut at E. Prove that L PEQ = L RES.

TlIEOKE.M 1

1

If a quadrilateral is inscribed in a circle, its

opposite angles are supplementary.

HypothcHis.—ABCD i.s a quadrilatonil iu.scribt'<l in a

circle.

Ti> jtrori' tliiif L A + L C 2 It. s.

('(riiKtruct'uni. -Find the crntre E. .loin BE, ED.

Proof. -/ BED at the centre and L C at the cir-

cumference are siihtend.-d hy th(( same ;ue BAD.

.". / C \ L BED. (ill- (I, ].. 152.)

Similarly . A }. ivllc\ . BED.

Hfiiee ^ A + z. C :, the sum of th.- two Zs

BED at the cenlre r. \ ,,1' 4 rt. /.,s

-' rt. /.s.

P'^iJ

.1 x\

iji: M

II

i
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If the opposite angles of a quadrilateral are sup-
plementary, its vertices are concyciic.

Hj/pufhrsis. — ABCD is a (luadrilatoral in which
^ A+ /- C = 2 rt. ^s.

To prove that A, B, C, D arc on the ciicuniference
of a circle.

ComtrnrfunK- lh.^^K a c-i.rlc thnm-h (ho tlnvc
points A, B, D. On this vm-xunU'Vi-WM and on the
side of BD ivniote from A take a ooint E Join
BE, ED.

Proo/:—V ABED is a .(ua.lrilateral inscril).".! in a
eircle,

.-. ^ A4- z- E - 2 rt. /s; (III—H, j,. |(i;i.)

»>"t LA+ LC=-1 rt. ^,s. (//^^,)

.-. Z A -) L E L /<+ LC,

and :, L E L c.

Con.so(,uently hs c, E a-v on tho sain.- ,s..h. ..f bd,
the cirel<. BADE j.assrs thron-ii C. (111—8, ).. l.",?.)
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M

101.—Exercises

1. If one bide of an inscribed quadrilateral be produced,

the exterior l thus formed at one vertex

equals the interior L at the opposite

vertex of the quadrilateral.

State and prove the converse.

2. From a point O witliout a cirri.-

two St. lines OAB, OCD aro driiwn

cutting the circuintVrenoe ;it A, B, C, D.

Show tliat As OBC, OAD are similar, and that . ,s OAC,
OBD are similar.

3. If a Igm 1k' iiiscriUed in a circle, the ji,i,Mii is a rect.

4. A, D, C, E, B are iivc succssive points on the cir-

cumfercn<e of a tircle ; and A, B are fixed. Show that

the sum of the _s ADC, CEB i- LJie same for all jiositiims

of D, C, E.

5. A ciicle is circumscriiM-d uhoui an e(|uilateral Z\.

Sliow that the „ in each sc-rnient outside the . is an
of 120=.

6. A scalene A is inserihe.l in a circle. Show that the
.sum of the _s in tie three set,'ments outside the /I, is

.'?G0 .

7. A (juadrilateral is inscril)e<l in a circle. Slu.w that

the sum of the _s in tlie four .segments ciutsidc the tjuadri-

lateral is 540".

8. P is a point on the diagonal KM of the
;

gm KLMN.
Circles are descriln'd ahout PKN and PLM. Show that LN
passes through the other point of intersection of ihecireh's.

I». A circle drawn tlirougli the middle points of the sides

<»f a Z\ passes througli the feet of the J.s from tln^ vertices

to tlie opposite sides.

10. If the opposite sides of a <iua<!rilateral inscriln-d in a
circle be prcnhiced to meet at L and M, and about the A»

i
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so formed oiilsi.lo tlio (jumlri lateral circles l)e (l.scrilxMJ in-
tersecting ayuin at N, th.-n L, M, N are in the same st.

line.

11. In a A DEF, DX X EF a.i.l EY J. DF. Pn.ve that
L XYF L DEF.

12. PQRS, PQTV are circles an.i SPV, RQT are .st. lines.
Prove tliat SR VT.

13. The St. lines that bisect any _ of a -lua.irilateral
inscribed in a circle an.l the ..pj.osite e.vleri.,r _ meet on
the circumference.

14 XYZ is a A I YD J. ZX, and DE ± XY; ZF j. XY
and FG ± ZX. Show that EG !! YZ

15. EGD, FGD are two circles with centres H, K re-

spectively, EGF is a St. line. EH, FK meet at P. Show
that H, K, D, P are concyclic.

16. KL, MN are two
|| chords in a circle; KE. NF two

J. chords in the .same circle. Show that LF J. ME.

17. The bisectors „f the _s formed by j.ro.lucin- the
opposite sides of a (juailrilateral inscribed in a circle are
J. to each otlier.

IS. HKM, LKM are twi> circles, and HKL is a st. line.
HM, LM cnt the circles a-ain at E, F respectively, and
HF cuts LE at G. Show that a circle may be c-ircum-
serilx'd ai)«»ut MEGF.

19. PQRS is a <|ii.idrilateral an.l the bisectors of the _s
Pi Q; Q, R; R, S; S, P meet at f(.ur points. SIk.w that a
cir.-le may Ije circumscribed about the (juadrilateral thus
formed.

20. EF is the diameter <.f a .semi-circle an.i G, H any
tw., points on its arc. EH, FG cut at K and EG, FH cut
at L. Show that KL J. EF.
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two

21. DE is the dijiinetpr, O tlio centn; iiinl P any point

on tlio arc of a sfMni cirelo. PM J. DE. Sliov. tliat the

Idseclor of _ MPO passes ihrougli a fixed point.

22. PQR is a A uiid PDQ, PFQ are two circles cutting

PR at D, F and QR at E, G I'rove that DE || FG.

THEOIJKM l.'{

If two angles at the centre of a circle are equal

to each other, they are subtended by equal arcs.

A E

11jipoflirsh.— are ecjual Z.H at tiie centre

K of tlie circle ACD.

To pnire ihut arc AEC i'(iuals arc DGF.

('irns(i'nrtit)ti. — Draw the diameter HKL bisectin<^

L CKD.

y'/v«;/'.—Suppose tlie circle to be folded aloiij; the

diameter HKL, and the .senii-cirde HFL will coincide

throughout with the semi-circle HAL.
•.• L LKD = L LKC,

.-. KD falls alonjr KC

;

D falls on C.

L DKF L CKA,

KF falls along KA

;

F falls on A.

the arc DGF coincides with tlie arc CEA.

arc DGF = arc CEA.

and

and

'!::i I
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102. -Exercises

IJOOK III

«J; [ r" °' * ""'^^ ^® ''*^*^ *° «a<^^ otl»er. theysubtend equal Ls at the centre. (P.ov., HtluT l.y i^lL-eel
de„u.,.sUpon, or l.y ti.e constructiou and nu-tLod used in

«,ni; l!fi,*'^\u
' ** *^® circumference of a circle be equal toeach other, they are subtended by equal arcs.

3. If two arcs of a circle be equal to each other thevsubtend equal La at the circumference.
^

4. In equal circles e-jual _s at the centres (or circum-
terences) stand on ecjual arcs.

5. In e-iual ci.dr.s e.inal arcs suhte.ul e<,ual _s at ti.e
centres (or circunifereiu-cs).

C. If two arcs of a circle (or of equal circles) be equalthey are cut oflf by equal chords.
^

7. If two chords of a circle be equal to each other, the

ST« t'll ""'"T
^"' '"* °^ ^y °°« *^« respectively equalto the major and mmor arcs cut off by the other

8. If two so.-tors of a circle l.avo e.jual "/. s at the
centre, the sectors are conyrucnt.

9. Bisect a given arc of a circle.

10. Parallel chords of a circle intercept eqnal arcs.
Show itlso that the converse is true.

11. If two e<jual circles cut one another, any st line
drawn thr.,u.,'h one of the points of intersection will „,e,.t
the cncles aj,.tin at two po.nts which are equally disUvnt
from the other point of intersection.

12 The l,iscct<.rs of the opposite _s of a quadrilateral
ins.T.h,-d ,n a cncle n.eet the circumference at the ends of
a diameter.

13. If two _sat the centre of .a circle he supplementary,
the sum ot the arcs on Nvhich they stand is equal to half
the circumference.

14. If any nun.her of _ .s ho in a segment, their l.isec
rors all pass throuu'h one point.
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Ta\(jents and Chouds
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lO.S. Definitions.—Any stiaiijlit lino which cuts a
circio is culled a secant.

A straight lino which, howovor far it may ho pro-
(hu'otl, has ono point on tho circninlVrcnco of a circle,
.iM.l all other points without tho circle is called a
tangent to tho circle.

A tanj^ent is said to tOUCh the circle.

Tho conunon point of a tangent and circle, that is,

tho point whore the tangent touches tho circle, is
called tho point of contact.

A-BC is a secant drawn to tho circle bcf from the
point A.

D^E is a tangent to the circle BCF, Kniching the
circle at the point of contact F.

ir the secant ABC rotate ahout the p„int A until
the two points B. C wliere it cuts the circle coinci.lo
at G, the secant becomes a tangent having G for the
point of contact.
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TllEoHKM 14

R<H>K I

The radius drawn to the point of contact of
tangent is perpendicular to the tangent.

HypotIu'f<iM.—ABF is a tiin^'cnt to tlie ciicl.- CBD a

tlic iK)iiit B, O is tho centre iiiid OB the radiu.s draw:
to the point of contact.

To prove that OB is j. af.

Construct ion. — From any j)oint A, exccjit B, in Al

draw a secant AE cuttin;,^ the circle in C and D. Joii

oc, oo.

Proof.— OD - oc,

.-. L ODC L OCD. (1—3, p. 20.

But, St. /_. EDO St. L DCA,

.• L ODE = L OCA.

Rotate AE ahoiit A until it coincides with AF. A
AE rotates about A the /s ODE, OCA are continuailv

e(|iial to each other and linally L ODE becomes L OBf
and L OCA beconu's /.. OB A.

. . L OBF .^ L OBA.

?vnd .. OB JL AF.
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* Cor. I.—Only one tangent can be drawn at any
point on the circumference of a circle.

V only oiir St. iin»- can be ± to tlu' nulius at that

])()i)it.

lIciH'c, also: The Straight line drawn perpen-
dicular to a radius at the point where it meets
the circumference is a tangent.

Cor. 2. -The perpendicular to a tangent at its

^
point of contact passes throuj^n the centre of the
circle.

.*. only one si. linf can lu: _L to tlic tan^'cnl it tliat

[inirit.

Cor. 3.—The perpendicular from the centre on a
tangent passes through the point of contact.

V oiiiy one J. can bo drawn i'roui a ^iven external

point to a ^iveii st. line.

all

104.—Exercises

1. Draw a tangent to a tjivcii circle from a t^iveii point

on tilt' eirciimfereiuv.

'2. J)e.scfil)'' a circle with its centre on a j;iv:Mi. st. line DE
to jiass tliioiigh a .i:i><ii jxiiiit P in DE ami inucli at.o'lier

given st, lino DF.

.'. Mild ih-- InciH of thi> .•(litres ..f all circles tlial touch
a :,'i\eii St. lint" at a given point.

I Describe a circle to p.iss tli:ouj,'li a given point ami
tniicli a given st. line at a gi\(n point.

;>. TaiigtMits at the entis t>f a dianiolor are |l.

llil
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f i
i

rt. C is iuiy jxtiiit oil till- liiiigciit of whirh A is tin

jKiint <>l .oiitiict. Tilt' St. lino fmiu C to ilio cfiitrc O ••nts

llic lirtMiiiif. ifiico lit B. AD is J. OC. Show tliiit BA

hlMHts tlie _ DAC.

7. Fintl the lo-ii> of llie c .litres of uil fircles whicli touch

two givnn ||
st. liius.

><. Dmvv ii circle to touch two pivon
|!

st. lines aiul jklss

tJn"'»uj,'li a j;iveii \' lint holwceii tlie
]
s. Siiow tluit tw<.

Kiith circles iii.iy In' dniwii.

0. To a given circle draw two tangents, each of whicli

i>«
ij

to a ^iv '11 St. line.

10 To a !.'ivi'ii circle draw two tangents, each of whicli

is J. to a gi^ '-n -i Hue.

11 (five an alteri tiv»« proof for ITI -It l»y siipjM.sin

;

the radius OB di.iwti to ilie point of contact of the tan

gent ABF »iot ± to AF and drawing OG ± AF.

12. Two tangents to a circle meet each other. Prove that

they are equal to each other-

13. EF i; a diameter of a circle and EG is a chord.

EH is a chord hi.socting the L FEG. Prove that th^'

tangent at H is ± EG.

14. Draw a circle to touch a given st. line at a given

point and have its centre on another given ,st. line.

1,"». Draw a tangent to a given circh; uitiking a given „

with a given st. line.

Siiow that, in general, four such tangents may be drawi.



WK III

in till

O iMlts

lit BA

tuucli

it tw<.

whicii

whic'.

II* tan i

(oNsTIM'i TloN'

(JoXsTIMcTloN

I'uoiu.KM :{

i7;i

To draw a tangent to a given circle from a given

point without the circle.

V9 that

'
I.it ABC ln' the ;4;iv('n circli", lunl P tlu- jxivt'ii point.

It is ic<iuiriMl to ilniw m taii;^t'iil from P to tlio

ciioni. ' '••'•l'- ABC.

'^^ '''"
.luiii p to tlu' ci'iitiv 0. I'.Isi'ct OP at D. With

ctiitiv D aii<l radius DO, ili'sciilir a (•ii<li' cuttiiiif the

' S'v«'i'
. ciiL-K' ABC at A and C. J<mii PA, PC.

Kithcr PA or PC is a taimfiil t<> the uivi'ii oirclo.

iveii

A .loin OA.

"*^^"
OAR is an _ in a .sonii - ciirlr, and is .". a

It. _. (lll-!),p. IGO.)

.•. PA is a tanj^eiit. (111-14, Cor. l.p. 171.)

In the same manner it may he sliown tli.it PC is a

tanirent.

I

it.

'4

XmSIJTT^.
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10.5. Definition.- -'Hu. strai^^ht lin. j,.inino- the
po.ntsw.f contact of two tangents to a eir'ele i.s eallc-.I
thr chord of contact of the tanironts.

BC is the chord of contact of the tangent AB, AC.

106.—Exercises

1. Dr.aw a circle of radius 4 cm. Take a point 9 cm
from the centre of the circle. From tliis point dravv two
tangents to the circle. Measure the length of each tangent
and check your result by calculation.

2. Dr.iw a circle of radius 5 cm. Mark a point 7 cm
from the centre. From this point draw two tangents to
the circle and measure the .i between the tangents (91'
nearly.

)

3. Draw a circle with a radius of 3 cm. iMark any
point A on the circumferen.e, and from this point draw a
tangent AB 4 cm. long. Measure the distance of -> from
the centre and check your result.

4. I)i-aw a circle with 43 mm. radius. Draw any st
line through the centre, and find a point, in this line
from which the tangent to the circle will \ye 5 cm in
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length. Measure tlie distance of tlio point fmni llii^ centre

and check your result.

5. Mark two points A and B 7 cm. apart. Draw two

st. lines from A such that the length of the perpendicular

from B to either of them is 4 cm.

6. Draw a circle of radius 6 cm. Mark a point P 4

cm. from the centre. Draw a chord through P such that

the perpendicular from the centre to the chord is 3 cm. in

length. Measure the length of the cliord and check your

result by calculation.

7. Draw a circle of radius 36 mm. Mark any point P
without the circle. Draw a st. line from P such that the

chord cut off on it by the circle is 4 cm. in length.

8. Draw a circle of radius 47 mm. Mark a point P 4

cm. from the centre. Draw two chords through P, each

of which is 05 mm. in length.

9. If firom a point without a circle two tangents be

drawn, the st- line drawn from this point to the centre

bisects the chord of contact and cuts it at rt. La.

10. If a (juadrilateral be circumscribed about a circle,

the sum of one pair of opposite sides equals the sum of

the other pair.

11. Through a given point draw a st. line, such that

the chord intercepted on the line by a given circle is

equal to a given st. line.

12. If a
II
gm be circumscribed ai)Out a circle, the ligm

is a rhombus.

13. If tsvo tangents to a circle be

contact is a diameter.

their cliord of
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14. If two
II

tangents to a circle be ctit l,y a third
tangent to the circle at A. B; show that AB snbten.Is a
rt. _ at the centre.

15. If a quadrilateral he circuinscrihed about a circle
the .,9 subtended at the centre by a pair of opposite sides
are supplementary.

16. To a given circle draw two tangents containing an
I. equal to a given l .

17. Find the locus of the points from which tangents
drawn to a given circle are equal to a given st. line.

18. Find a point P in a given st. line, such that the
tangent from P to a given circle i.s of given length. What
18 the condition that this is possible?

19. E is a point outside a circle the ce.itre of which is
D. In DE produced find a point F, such that the lenc^th
of the tangent from F may be twice that of the tan4t
from E.

*

20. Two tangents, LM, LN are drawn to a circle • p i.s

any point on the circumference outside the > LMN Prove
that Z. LMP 4- ^ LNP is constant.

21. Find the _ between the tangents to a circle from apomt who.se distance from the centre is equal to a
uiaraetcr.

22. Show that all equal chords of a given circle touch
a hxed concentric circle.

23. From a given point without a circle draw a st line
such that the part intercepted by the circle subtends a
rt. .:_ at the centre.
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Theouem 15

If at one end of a chord of a cirrle a tangent is

drawn, each angle between the chord and the tangent

is equal to the angle in the segment on the other side

of the chord.

C

E A D
HypotheKW.—AB is a choi-<l and EAD a taii<;eiit to the

circle ABC.

To prove that Z DAB = Z ACB and tliat /. EAB =

Z AHB.

Covstruct io7i.—From A draw the diameter AOC. -Toin

BC Join any point H in the arc AHB to A and B.

Proof.— V ABC is an z in a somi-circle,

.-. ABC is a rt. _ . (111—9, p. 1 60.)

.-. Z BAC + ^ BCA =: a it. _ (I 10, p. 45.)

= Z CAD. (Ill—14, p. 170.)

Take away the coiiniion Z BAC,

.. Z BAD - Z ACB,

= Z in the .segment ACB.

V AHBC is an insei-ihod (juadrilateral,

.-. Z H + Z C = a St. ^ (III— 1 1 , p. 1 08.)

=- St. 1. DAE.

But Z C - Z BAD.

V / BAE = Z H
= Z in the se(]fment AHB.

P:
~!
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Theokem 15

(AUt'nuifii'c Proof)

Book III

If at one end of a chord of a circle a tano-^^nf

the other side of the cho^.* " '"' "=«^'"' »°

ffypofhe.i.-M i, a chord and EAD u tangent tothe circle ABC. o ' ""

^
Jo J.r.n. //.,, ^ OAB = . ACB and that z. EAB =

CF, and draw the line FAG.

Proof.— :- AFCB is an inscribed quadrilateral,

.-. ^ FOB is supplementary to l FAB,

(III-ll, p. 1(J3.)
cut, z. BAG IN supplementary to z. FAB.

.-. L BAG = /^ FOB.

These zs are equal however near F is to a.

Let F move along the circumference towards a and
nnally couicide with A.

,k^
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The Hue FAG I'ot.'itos jilxnit the point A !iii(l linally

Ci)iiu'i(l<-S with EAD. Thi- L GAB l)L'f<)iii<'.s L DAB iiiul

L FOB bccoiiu's L ACB.

.-. L DAB L ACB.

V L EAB is snppleiiiciitiiry to L DAB,

ami, L AHB is suppli'iiu'iitary to L ACB.

(Ill— 11, p. 103.)

A L EAB L AHB.

m

' i

107.—Exercises

1. AB is a ehoit1 of a cifcio iiiu 1 AC IS ;i ui

is i. to th(* tangent at B.

L DAC.

Show that AB
aineter.

bisects

AD
the

2. Two circles intersect at A and B. Any point P on

tlie circumference of one circle is joined to A and B and

the joining lines are produced to meet the circinnference of

the other circle at C, D. Show that CD is i| to the tangent

at P.

3. LMN is a ^\. Show liow to draw the tangent at L

to the circumscribed circle, witlumt finding the centre of

this circle.

4. If either of the z.3 which a st. line, drawn through one

end of a chord of a circle, makes with the chord is equal to

the L in the segment on the other side of the chord, t'le

St. line is a tangent. (Converse of III—15.)

5. The tangent at a point P on a circle meets the chord

MN produced through N, at Q. Prove L Q = L PNM -

L PMN.

G. A tangent drawn
||

to a chord of a e.:jle bisects the

arc cut off by the cliord.

Hi

i :-•
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7. FQE, HKE an; two citvlos, and FEH, GEK two s(
lim-s. Prove Unit FG, KH meet at an ^ winch = the ^
Ixjtween tiio tangents to the ciiclos at E.

^
8. G is the mi.Idlo point of an arc EGF of a circle.

Show that G is e.|uidistaut from the chord* EF and the
tangent at E.

9. A St. line EF is trisected in G, H, and an Cjuilateral
A PGH IS described on QH. Siiow that the circle FGP
touches EP.

10. D, E, F are respectively the points of contact of the
sides MN, NL, LM of a A circumscrihed ahont a circle
DG, EH are respectively ± EF, DF. Prove GH

i| LM.

11. The tangent at L to the circmnscrihed circle of ALMN meets MN pro.Iuced at D, and the internal and
external bisectors of the _ MLN meet MN at E, F
respectively. Prove that D is the middle point of EF.

'

12. GcF. HEF aro two circles and GEH is a st. line
The tangents at G, H meet at K. Show that K, G, F, H
are concyclic.

13. Points P, Q are taken on two st. lines LM, LN .so

that LP + LQ = a giv.-n st. lino. Prove that the circle
PLQ ])assos through a second fixed point.

14. E, F, G, H aro the points of contact of the sides
XY, YZ, ZV, VX of a quadrilateral circumscribed about a
cn-cle. If X, Y, Z, V are concyclic, show that EG ± FH.

15. XYZV is a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle, and
XZ YV cut at E. J -ove that the tangent at E to the
circie XEY is |l ZV.

16. F is the point of contact of a tangent EF to the
circle FGH. GK drawn H EF meet. FH. or FH produced,

A
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at

at G.

K. Show that tlio firolo Uiroiiyl. G, K, H tuuclu-s FG

'(•III PT iiiid
17. Jf from iiu exluriiiU point P a taiijj

secant PMN be thawn to a circle, tli«! s PTM, PNT are

similar.

18. Uso III— 1'» to jtiovo that tlio tan>,'cnts drawn to a

circle from an external })oint are eijual.

19. From an external point T a tanj,'ent TR ami a

secant TQP tliiough the centre are drawn to a circle. Prove

that LT -\- 2 L TRQ = a rt. _ .

20. The tangents OT, OS from a fixed point O to a

given circle contain an _ of x degrees. A third t,iMgi>nt

ia drawn to the circle at any point on the minor arc TS.

Show that the iiortioii of this tanyent intercepted hy OT

and OS subtends an _ of ('JO-;^) degrees at the centre.

Show that if the moving point he taken on the major

arc TS, the _ at the centre will ])e ('JO + i )
degrees.

'li:

i:
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CONS'I lU'f TIOXS

On a given straight line to construct a segment
containing an angle equal to a given angle.

Let AB l)e the given st. line, aiul c the iriven z.

Construct ion. -Mak.* l BAF l C.

Draw AE J. AF,

Dnuv th,. rioht l,i,s<.ct..r of ab un.1 ,.ro,hu-o it to
cut AE at E.

V E is in ll„. vv.hi bisoetcr of ab, it is ecnuch'stant
fron. A and B. ^^_^ ^^ .^

^

With centre E a„<l ,a(h-us EC deserihe the arc ADB.
ADB is tlie rcijnired arc.

Proof.— V AF is X AE,

.-. AF is a tangent to the circle ADB.
(Ill-U, C(,r. 1, p. 171.)

V AB is a chord chawn from the point of contact
or tlie tangent AF,

:. I in segment ADB l FAB. (Ill— 15, p. 177)
But, L FAB - Z. C, //» , ,' {tunst.)
:. .L \\\ segment ADB -^ LQ.
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From a given circle to cut off a segment con-

taining an angle equal to a given angle.

L«'t LMN bo the ^ivcn circle, ami D tlie jjivcu i.

Conntructio)).— ])i;i\v .i tan;;o!it LE to the t'iven

circle.

At L iimke th- l ELN - L D.

LMN is the recjuired se<,'ineiit.

Proof.— V LE is a tangent, and LN a clioril,

/. Z in segment LMN = L NLE.

(HI— 15, ]). 177.)

But, zL .<lE = i. D. {CoUdt.)

:. Z in seiriniMit LMN L D.

108—"fixercises

1. Ou st. lines ouch 4 crn. in Icnglli, dcscrihe segnionLs

cmtaiiiing _ s of (a) 45^ (h) 15U°, (e) ir, ('/) 116°. (Csc

tJie protractor Jhr (c) uitd \<f).)

2. Ou a given base con ..ruct an i.s<»sfele.s ^ with a

given vertical ._ .

it

it

i!
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3. Divi.l., ,, eirel., i„to tw„ .sogrnoi.t.s H.uh thit the i„
ono Hc.s,no„t Is (.) twi..,, (/,) tl.ne times. (.) fivo ti,„os;(,/)
8cver» times tl,., _ i„ tl,., ..tluT H.-nurit.

1 Construct two As ABC,. ABC, on tl.o ««„.., has,,AB 4 cm, l,avi„jj z. aC,B L AC,B - aO^ un.l AC =
ACj ^ 5 cm.

'

Prove that L ABC, + L ABC, 2 rt. _ a.

C. Construct u A LMN h.uin- LM = 5 cm., z. N = 110°
Hi;'l the niciiitiii fn»m N 2 cm.

'

Measure tl.o greatest .m.l least values the me,liau fromN could have, vith LM 5 cm., and ^ N = HO'.

G. C.mstruct a A Jwin ing its base r, cm., its vertical
<0 , and its altitud*; 3 em.

7. Construct a a XYZ. h.ivini. XY ^ 4 cm
, Z. 2 == 40°

and XZ + ZY 10 cm.

8. Construct a .\ XYZ. having,- XY G c„,., l Z = 50'
and XZ ZY = 4 cm.

9. Through a Riven point draw a st. line t., out off
from a given .ircle a .segment cont<iinin;. an _ equal to a
given _ .
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I'ltom.KM 6

In a given circle to inscribe a triangle simitar to

a given triangle.

E F

T.ft LMN be the given circle, and DEF tlie (;iven A.

Construction.—Draw a radius OL of tlie circle.

Make L LON = 2 ^ E, and /l LOM = Z 2 F.

Join LM, MN, NL.

LMN is the reciuired A-

Join OM, ON.

Proof.— V L LON at the centre and L LMN the

circumference stand on the same arc.

.-. L LON =2 L LMN, (' *T— fi, p. 152.)

But L LON = 2 • l:, (Co»s^^

.-, L LMN == Z. E.

Similarly ^ LNM = L F.

V /L LMN ~ ^ E,

and L LNM ^ L F.

.-. L MLN = Z. D. (I_10, p. 45.

and A LMN A DEF.
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I

109.—Exercises

1. Prove the f.)llowing construction for inscribing a A
simii.ir to a given /'_\ DEF in
the circle LMN.

Draw a tangent HLG. Make
Z GLN = Z E, and Z HLM =
Z F. Join MN.

2. Inscribe an equilateral A
i" a given circle.

3. Inscribe a square in a given circle.

4. Inscribe a regular pentagon in a given circle. (Use
protractor).

5. Inscribe a regular hexagon in a given circle. (Without
protractor).

6. Inscribe a regular octagon in a given circle.

7. Two As LMN, DEF, ea<-h similar to a given Zi GHK,
are inscribed in a given circle. Prove A LMN ^-^ A DEF.

8. In a given circle inscribe a A having its sides 11 to
the sides of a given A.

Prohlem 7

To find the locus of the centres of circles
touching two given intersecting straight lines.

Lot ABC, DBE be tlie two st. lilines.
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A
III AS PMB, PNB,

Covstruct ion.—Draw the bisectors FBG, HBK of the

_s made by AC and DE.

Tliese bisectors make up the required locus.

Proof.—Take a ]K)int P in either FG or HK, and

draw PM ± AC, PN ± DE.

L PBM = L PBN,

L PMB = L PNB,

and PB is connnon,

.-. PM = PN. (1—14, p. 54.)

Hence, a circle described with centre P and radius

PM will pass throuo;h N.

*.*
L. s at M, N are rt. ^ s,

.-. AC, DE are tangents to the circle.

(Ill—14, Cor. 1, p. 171.)

110. Definitions.—When a circle is within a triangle,

and the three sides of the triangle are tangents to the

ciiclo, the circle is said to be inscribed in the triangle,

and is called the inscribed circle of the triangle.

When a circle lies without a triangle, and touches

one side and the other two sides produced, the circle

is called an escribed circle of the triangle.

; t

1
, n •1'- jr- ^^4' »*!"» *m'
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Problem 8

To inscribe a circle in a given triangle.

Book III

B D ^

Let ABC be the given a.

Bisect /.s B and C and produce the bisectors to
meet at I.

Draw ID. IE. IF. j. BC. CA, AB respectively.

r L\BD = L IBF,

In As BID, BIF. ' L\DB = L IFB,

[ IB is coniuion,

•• '° "^- (1—14, p. 54.)

Similarl}^ ID = IE.

.-. a circle described with centre I and radius ID
will pass through E and F.

And •.• the ^s at D, e and f are rt. ^s,

.-. the circle will touch bc, ca and ab.

(III-14, Cor. 1. p. 171.)
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M
i

PUOHLEM 9

To draw an escribed circle of a given triangle.

lA

Let ABC be a given A having AB, AC produced to

G, H.

It is required to describe a circle touching the side

BO and the two sides AB, AC produced.

Bisect z. s GBC, HCB and let the bisectors meet at

L. Draw _Ls LP, LQ, LR to BC, CH, BG respectively.

j L PBL -.r. L RBL,

In As LBP, LBR, - L LPB L LRB,

[ LB is common,

.-. LP = LR. (I—l-i, p. 54.)

Similarly LP = LQ.

.*. a circle described with centre L and radius LP

will pass through R and Q.

.• the ^ s at P, Q and R are rt. l s,

.". the circle will toucli BC, and CA and AB pro-

duced. (Ill—14, Cor. 1, p. 171.)

I

I;
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Problem 10

To describe a circle to touch three given straight
lines.

(a) If two of the lines are || to each other, and
tlie third cuts them, two circles may be drawn to
touch the three lines.

'hrAi

Let ABC, DEF and GBEH be the three lines of which
AC II DF.

Bisect -s ABE, BED, and produce the bisectors to
meet at I.

Draw IL, IM, IN ± DE, EB, BA respectively.

As in problems 8 and 9 it may be shown that a
circle described with centre I and radius IL will touch
DE, EB and BA.

Similarly, a circle may be described on the other
side of BE to touch the three given st. lines.

(b) If the lines intersect each other forming a A,
four circles may be drawn to touch the three lines.
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Let ABC bo the A formed by the lines.

191

Draw tlie insciibed circle and the three escribed

circles of a, ABC.

These four circles touch the three given st. lines

111.—Exercises

1. Make an L YXZ = 45°. Find a point P such that its

distance from XY '\a 3 cm., and its distance from XZ is 4 cm.

2. Make an L YXZ = 60°. Find a point P sucli that its

distance from XY is 4 cm., and its distance from XZ is 5 cm.

3. The bisectors of the ^s of a A are concurrent.

4. The bisectors of the exterior _ s at two vertices of a

A and tlie bisector of the interior _ at the third vertex

are concurrent.

5. If a, 6, c represent the numerical measures of the

sides BC, CA, AB respectively of

(a + 6 + c),

ABC, and s = \

lilt

If
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(a) AF = s - a, BD = J, - 6, CE = , - c, when D. E
and F are the points of contact of BC, CA, AB with the
inscribed circle. (Diagram of Problem 8.)

(b) AR =. s, BP = s-c, CP = s - b, where R and P
are the point 3 of contact of AB produced and of BC with
an escribed circle. (Diagram of Problem 9.)

(c) If r be the radius of the inscribed circle, ra = the
area of a ABC.

(d) If i\ be the radius of the escribed circle touching
BC, 7\ (.« - a) = the area of A ABC.

6. If the base and vertical ^ of a A be given, find the
locus of the inscribed centre.

7. If the base and vertical _ of a A be given, find the
loci of tlie escribed centres.

8. L, M, N are the centres of the escribed circles of
A PQR. Show that the sides of A LMN pass through the
vertices of A PQR.

9. If the centres of the escribed circles be joined, and
the points of contact of the inscribed circle with the sides
be joined, the As thus fornicd are similar.

10. Construct a A having given the base, the vertical
L and the radius of the inscribed circle.

11. Describe a circle cutting off three equal chords of
given length from the sides of a given A.

12. An escnoed circle of A ABC touch BC at D and
also touches AB and AC produced. The inscril,ed circle
touches BC at E. Show that DE equals the difference of
AB and AC.

13. Circumscribe a square about a given circle.

14. Inscribe a circle in a given square.

15. Circumscribe a circle about a given square.
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PiKJIlLEM 11

About a given circle to circumscribe a triangle

similar to a given triangle.

K

L AM
Let ABC be the given circle and DEF the given A.

Construction.—Produce EF to G and H.

Draw any radius OA of the circle, and at O make
L AOB = L DFH, and l AOC = L DEG; and produce

the arms to cut the circle at B, C.

At A, B, C draw tangents to the circle meeting at

K, L and M.

KLM is the required A.

Proof.— -: -s MAO and MBO in the quadrilateral

MBOA are rt. - s,

.-. LM+ L AOB = 2 rt. - s.

= L DFE+ L DFH.
But, L AOB = L DFH,

.". L M = L DFE.

Similarly, L l. = L DEF.

.'. LL+ LM ^ L DEF + L DFE,

and :. L K == L EDF.. (I— 10, p. 45.)

IM

I'N

•-I'

•i i

Ell

KLM DEF.
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112.—Exercises

1. About a given circ'.o circuinscrioe an equilatenil A-

2. If two similar As be circumscribed about the same
circle, the As are congruent.

3. Describe a A LMN similar to a given A and such

that a given circle is touched by MN and by LM and LN
produced.

Problem 12

To inscribe a circle in a given regular polygon.

C H D

Let AB, BC, CD, DE bo four consecutive sides of a

given regular polygon.

It is required to inscribe a circle in the polygon.

Bisect ^ H BCD, CDE and produce the bisectors to

meet at O. Join OB. From O draw J_s OF, OG, OH,

OK to AB, BC, CD, DE respectively.

r BC = CD,

In AsOCB, OCD,] CO is common,

[ L OCB = L OCD,

.-. L. OBC ^ L ODC.

But L ODC -= \ L CDE and L ABC

.. L OBC ^ \ L ABC.

(1-2, p. 16.)

CDE,
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In the siuno manner it may be shown that if O be

joined to all tho vertices of the p<»ly<^on the joining

lines will bisect the Zs at the vertices.

L OCG - L OCH,

In As OCQ, OCH, ! ^ OGC =. L OHC,

1. OC IS connnon,

.-. OQ = OH. (I—U, p. 54.)

In the samo manner it may be shown that the J_s

from O to all of the sides are ecjual to each other,

and as the z.s at F, Q, H, etc., are rt. zs, a circle

described with O as centre and OF as radius will

touch each of the sides and Ixj inscribed in the I'olygon.

'iii
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Contact ok Circles

113. Definition.— If two ciirli's meet each other
at OHO and only one point, they are said to touch
each otlier at that jjonit.

TllEOHEM 16

If two circles touch each other, the straight line
joining their centres passes through the point of
contact.

Let two circles DEF, QEF, of which tlie centres are
H, K respectively, cut each other at E, F.

Jojp HE, HF, KE, KF.

V HEF, KEF are isosceles As on the same base EF,
.. HK is an axis of symmetry of the quadrihitera'l

HEKF and E F are correspond intj points. (I—5, p. 2^.)

.'. HK bisects EF.

Let the circle GEF move so that the points E. F
approach each other and finally coincide.
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V L is tlio iniiMlo point cf EF,

/. L coincides witli E and F, tho circles touch iit

L, and tlio st. line HK passes tliroujjli tho point of

contact L.

Cor. I.—The straight line -rawn from the point
of contact perpendicular to the line of centres is a
common tangent to the two circles.

|||lj!

i

Dennition.—If two circles which touch each other

are on opposite sides of the conunon tan;;ent at their

point of contact, and consequently each cii'cle outside

the other, they are said to touch externally; if they
are on the same side of the conunon tan(,'ent, and con-

ficiintntly one within the other, they are said to touch

internally.

Cor. 2.—If two circles touch externally, the
distance between their centres is equal to the sum
of their radii ; and conversely.

Cor. 3.—If two circles touch internally, the
distance between their centres is equal to the
difference of their radii; and conversely.
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114—Exerciies

1. If the 8t. line joinin^^ tho centreM of two circles paMi

through a point common to tho two circumferoucea, the

circles touch each oilier at that point.

2. Find tho locus of the cj'ritres of all circles which touch

a given circle at a given point.

3. Draw three circles with radii ?.5, .12 and 43 mm. each

of wh.ch touches tho other two externally.

4. Draw a circle of radius 9 cm., and within it draw two
circles of radii 3 cm. and 4 cm., to touch each other exter-

nally, and each of which touches the first circle internally.

6. Draw a circle of radius 85 mm., and within it draw two
circles of radii 25 mm. and 35 mm., to touch each other exter-

nally, and each of which touches the first circle internalh.

6. Draw a A ABC with sides 5, 12 and 13 cm. Draw
three circles, with centres A, B and O respectively, each

of which touches the other two externally.

7. Construct the A ABC, having a = 5 cm., A = 4 cm.,

and c = 3 cm. Draw three circles with centres A, B anrl

C respectively, such that the circles with centres B and C
touch externally, and each touche3 the circle with centre A
internally.

8. Mark two points P and Q 10 cm. apart. With
centres P mid Q, and radii 4 cm. and 3 cm., describe two
circles. Draw a circle of radius 5 cm. which touches each

of the first two circles externally. Find the distance of

the centre from PQ.

9. Descriijo a circle to pass through a given point, and
touch a given circle at a given point.

10. If two circles touch each otl t, any st. line drawn
through tho point of contact will cut off segments that

contain equal ^ s.
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11. Two circled AGO, BDO touch, and through O, 8t.

Vmu'h AOB, cod are drawn. Hhuw that AC II BD.

12. If two
II
diameters bo drawn in two rin-h-s wliich

t*)uch one onotlifr, the point of contact ond an fxtruniity

of each diameter are in the Hume at. line.

13. Descrilw a circle which shall touch a ^ivcn circle,

have its centre in a given st. lino, and pass through a
given point in the st. line.

14. Describe three circles having thfir ci-ntres at three

given points and touching each other in pairs. Show that

there are four solutions.

15. Two circles touch a given st. line at two given points,

and also touch each other; find the locus of tht-rr point of

contact.

IC. If through the point of contact of tw.> touching

circles a st. line be drawn cutting the circles again at two
points, the radii drawn to these points are ||.

17. In a given seini-circlo inscrilje a circle having its

radius equal to a given st. line.

18. In'"'>-ibe a circle in a given sector.

19. A circle of 2-5 cm. radius has its centre at a dis-

tance of 5 cm. from a given st. line. Descril)e four circles

each of i cm. radius to touch both the circle and the st.

line.

20. If DE be drawn
||

to the base GH of a A FGH
to meet FQ, Fl i at D, E respectively, the circles described

about the ^^s FGH, FDE touch each otlier at F.

21. Two circles with centres P, Q touch externally and
a third circle is drawn, with centre R, which both the
first circles touch internally. Prove lliia llie pt-rimeter of

A PQR = the diameter of the circle with centre R.
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Miscellaneous Exercises

Hook III

1. If two chords of a circle intersect at rt. _ s, the

sum of tlie sfjuiires on their segments is (Mjual to the

square on the diameter.

2. Find a point in tlie circumference of a given circle,

the sum of the squares on whose distances from two given

points may be a maximum or minimum.

3. AOB, COD are chords cutting at a point O within

the circle. Show that _ BOC equals an _ at the circum-

ference, subtended by an arc which is ecjual to the sum of

the arcs subtending _ s BOC, AOD.

4. Two chords AB, CD intersect at a point O without

a circle. Show that L AOC e(iualg an _ at the circum-

ference subtended by an arc which is efjual to the

difference of the two arcs BD, AC intercepted between

OBA and ODC.

5. Two circles touch externally at E, and are cut by a

st. line at A, B, C, D. Sliow that Z. AED is sui>p!emeni.iry

to L BEC.

6. Tf at a point of intersection of two circles the

tangents drawn to the circles bo at rt. ^ s, the st. line

joining the points where these tangents meet the circles

again, passes through the other point of intersection of the

circles.

7. Find a point within a given A at which the three

sides subtend equal _ s. When is the solution possible?

8. Tlirough one of the points of intersection of two

given circles draw the greatest possible st. line terminated

in tlie two circumferences.

9. Through one of the points of intersection of two
given circles draw a sh. line tei-inin.ated in the two circum-

ferences and equal to a given st. line.

! itiilriiii
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.[

10. Describe ji circle of given radius to touch two given

circles.

11. DEF is a st. line cutting BC, CA, AB, the sides of

A ABC, at D, E, F respectively. Show that tlie circles

circumscribed about the As AEF, BFD, CDE, ABC, all

pass tlu'ough (jiic point,

12. Two circles touch eacli other at A and BAC is

(hawn terminated iii the circumferences at B, C. Khow
that the tangents at B, C aie {|.

13. D, E, F are any points on the sides BC, CA, AB of

A ABC. Show that the circles circumscribed a))OUt the

ii,s AFE, BDF, CED pass througli a conmion point.

14. Two arcs stand on a common chord AB. P is any
point on one arc and PA, PB cut tlie otlier are at C, D.
Siiow that the length of CD is constant.

1"). ACB is an :. in a segment. The tangent at A is
||

to the bisector of l ACB and meets BC produced at D.
Show that AD = AB.

16. Describe a circle of given radius to touch tw^o given
intersecting st. lines.

17. In the A ABC, the bisector of z. A meets BC at D.
O is the centre of a circle which touches AB at A and
passes through D. Prove that CD 1 AC.

15. The St. line BC of given lengtli moves so tliat B and
C are respectively on two given lixed st. lines AX and AY.
I 'rove that the circumcentre of / ABC lies on the

circumference of a circle with centre A.

10. ABC is an isosceles A in whicli AB AC. D is

any point in BC. Show that tlie centie of the circle

ABD is the s.une distance from AB th.at tlie centre of the
circle ACD is from AC.

• ii!

\\S

i

4'-
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B 20. E, F, G, H are the points of contact of tlie sides of

a quadrilateral ABCD circumscribed about a circle. Prove

that the difference of two opposite z. s of ABCD = twice

the difference of two adjacent ^ s of EFGH.

21. ABC is a A in which AX, BY are ± BC, CA re-

spectively. Prove that the tangent at X to the circle CXY
passes through the middle point of AB ; and the tangent

at C to the same circle
||
AB.

22. The inscribed circle of A ABC touches BC at D.

Prove that the circles inscribed in /.s BAD, CAD touch

each other.

23. O is the ciicumcentre of the A ABC, and AG, BO,

CO produced meet the circumference in D, E, F. Prove

A DEF = n ABC.

24. ABC is a rt.- ^ d A, A being the rt. ^ . Prove that

BC = tlie difference between the radius of the inscribed

circle and the radius of the circle which touches BC and

the other two sides produced.

25. Describe tv circles to touch two given circles, the

point of contact with one of these given circles being

given.

26. Circles through two fixed points A and B intersect

fixed st. lines, which terminate at A and are equally

inclined to AB on opposite sides of it, in the points L, M.

Prove that AL -|- AM is constant.

27. AB is a diameter and CD a chord of a given circle.

AX and BY are both ± CD, Prove that CX = DY.

28. Through a fixed point A on a circle any chord AB is

drawn and produced to C making BC - AB. Find the

locus of C.
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.1

29. Construct a A having given the baso, the vertical Z.,

and the length of the median drawn from one end of the

base.

30. If the sum of one pair of opposite sides of a quadri-

lateral ia e(iual to tlio .sum of the other pair, a circle may
be inscribed in the quadrilateral.

31. Construct a A having given the vertical i_, the

base, and the point where the bisector of the vertical l
cuts the base.

32. From the ends of a diameter BC of a circle,
||

chords BE, CF are drawn, meeting the circle again in E
and F. r'rove that EF is a diameter.

33. ACFB and ADEB are fixed circles
; CAD, CBE and

DBF are st. lines. Prove that CF and DE meet at a
constant i_-

34. A, B, C, D are four points in order on the circum-

ference of a circle, and the arc AB = the arc CD. ]f AC
and BD cub at E, the rliord which bisects /.s AEB,
CED is itself bisected at E.

35. AB, AC are tangents at B, C to a circle, and D is

tlie middle point of the minor arc BC. Prove that D is

the centre of the inscribed circle of the A ABC.

36. Construct an equilateral A whose side is of given
lenj,'th so that its vertices may be on the sides of a given
equilateral A.

37. D, E, F are the points of contact of the sides BC,
CA, AB of a A ABC with its inscribed circle. FK is

1 DE, and EH is i. FD. Prove HK
il BC.

38. Tangents are drawn from a given point to a system
of concentric circles. Find the locus of their points of

contact.

r i

Mi

\^

.1,
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I i5

39. From a yiveu point A without a given circle draw

a secant ABC such that AB = BC.

40. EF is a fixed chord of a given circle, P any point

on its circumference. EM _L FP and FN ± EP. Find tin^

locus of the middle point of MN.

41. K is the middle point of a chord PQ in <a circle

of which O is the centre. LKM is a chord. Tangent;

at L, M meet PQ produced at G, H respectively. Prove

A OGL -j=: A OHM.

42. LM is the diameter of tlie semi-circle LNM in which

arc LN > arc NM, and ND j. LM. A circle inscribed in

the figure bounded by ND, DM and the arc NM touches

DM at E. Show that LE = LN ; and hence give a con-

struction for inscribing the circle.

43. GK is a diameter and O the centre of a circle. A
tangent KD = KO. From O -i ,. OE is drawn to GD. KE
is joined and produced meet the circumference in F.

Prove that FE -= FG.

44. LPM and LQRM are two given segments on tlm

same chord LM. If P moves on the arc LPM such thai

LQP and MRP are st. lines, the length of QR is constant.

45. EFP, EFRS are two circles and PFR, PES are st.

lines. O is tlie centre of the circle EFP. Prove thai

PO ± RS.

46. E, F are fixed points on the ciicles EPD, FQD, aii'l

PDQ is a variable st. line. PE, QF intersect at R. Find

the locus of R.

47. The circle PEGF passes through the centre G of th"

circle QEF, and P, E, Q are in a st. line. Prove that

PQ = PF.

48. Tlirough two points on a diameter equally distant

from the centre of a circle, || chords are drawn, slow that

I

4l
sxims-v'iii sfy !av»*am
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tliose clK)nls {ire tlie opposite sides of a rectangle inscribed

in tlie circle.

49. If through tlie points of intersection of two circles

any two
||

st. lines he drawn and tlie ends joined towards

the .same parts, the figure so formed is a ||gm.

50. Any two
||

tangents are drawn, one to each of two
given circles ; a st. line is drawn through the points of

(•(intact, show that tlie tangents to the circles at the other

points of intersection are also
||.

51. The liypotenuse of a rt.-A<l .\ is fixed and the other

two sides are moved )le, find the locus of the point of

intersection of the bisectors of the acute as of the ...

52. From the middle point L of the arc MLN of a circle

two chords are drawn cutting the cliord MN and the cir-

cumference. Show that the four points of intersection are

coiicyclic.

53. If from one end of a diameter of a circle, two st.

lines l)e drawn to the tangent at the other end of the

(liaiuetcr, the four points of intersection—with the circle,

and with the tangent—are concyclic.

54. ABC is a diameter of a circle, B being the centre.

AD is a chord, and BE J_ to AC cutting tlie chord at E.

Show that BCDE is a cyclic (juadrilateral ; and that the

circles described about ABE and the quadrilateral BCDE,
arc equid.

)5. Two circles intersect at A and B. From A two
cliords AC and AE are drawn ont; in each circle making
('(ual /.s with AB, st. lines CBD and EBF are (hawn to

cut the circles at D and F, prove G, F, D, E concyclic;

also prove J.s FCA and DEA similar.

5G. ABC is a ', and any circle is drawn passing through
B, and cutting BC at D and AB at F; another circle is

U !

i ;

iillil

A
I ij
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drawn passing (hrou-h C and D and intersecting th.-

former circle at E and AC at G. Prove A, F, E, G arc
concyclic.

57. If two equal circles intersect, the four tangents al

the points of intersection form a rhombus.

58. Tf two equal circles cut, ami at G, one of the points
of intersection, chords be drawn in each circle, to t )ucli

the other circle, these chords are equal.

59. Two equal circles, centres O and P, touch externally
at S, SQ and SR are drawn J. to each other cutting th.-

circumferencto at Q and R respectively. Show that O, P, Q
and R are the vertices of a ||gm.

60. AB, CD, and EF are
|| chords in a circle, prove that

the As ACE and BDF are congruent; also ACF and BDE;
also ADF and BCE.

61. On the circumference of a circle are two fixed points
which are joined to a moveable point either inside or

outside the circle. If these lines intercept a constant arc,

find the locus of tlie point.

62. KL is any chord of a circle and H the middle point
of one of the arcs, any st. line HED cuts KL at E and
the circumference at D. Show that HL is a tangent t..

the circle about LED, and HK a tangent to that about
KED.

63. Two circles intersect at E and F. From any point P
on the circumference of one of them st. lines PE and PF
are drawn to meet the circumference of the other at Q an.!

R, show that the length of the straight Hne QR is constant.
[Take P both on the major arc and on the minor arc]

64. HKL is a A having L H acute: on KL .-(s diametc-
a circle, centre O, is described cutting HK at D and HL
at E. Show that L ODE = Z. H.
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65. P is a point external to two conoentric circles whoso

centre is O, PQ is a tan<,'ent to tlio outer circle and PR
and PS are tangents to the inner circle. Show that u

RQS is bisected by QO.

66. I£ the extremities of two
||
diameters in two circles

be joined by a st. line which cuts the circles, the tanyents

at the points of intersection are 1|. Show that this is true

for the four cases that arise.

67. KLMN is a ||gm, through L and N two
||

st. lines

are drawn cutting MN at F and KL at E, show that the

circles described about the ^as KNE and LMF are etjual.

68. EFGH is a quadrilateral having EF j, HG and EH ^ FG.

From E a st. line EK is drawn
|| FG meeting HG at K.

Show that circles described about the Zls EHG, EKG are

equal.

69. From any point P on the circuinference of a circle

PD, PE and PF are perpendiculars to a chord QR, and to

the tangents QT and RT. Show that the As PED and

PFD are similar.

70. A quadrilateral having two
||
sides is described about

a circle. Show that the st. line drawn through the centre

II
to the

II sides and terminated by the nonparallel sides is

one quarter of the perimeter of the quadrilateral.

71. CD is a diameter of a circle centre O; chords CF
and DG intei>.^ct within the circle at E. Show that OF
is a tangent to the circle passing through F, G and E.

72. EF is a chord of a circle and EP a tangent ; jv st.

line PG |! to EF meets the circle at G ;
prove that the

As EFG and EPG are similar.

73. The diagonals of a quadrilutcral arc ± ; show that

the st. lines joining the feet of the perpendiculars from

!
f

:li!

-1' 1
'nJ
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.1 t

tho intoisection of the diagonals on the sides fonu a cyclic

(luadrilateral,

74. Two chords of a circle intersect at rt. ^s and
tany('!itH are drawn to the cir,-io from the extreniities of

the chords; show tliat tho restdting (luadrilateral is cyclic.

75. A quadrilateral is dnscril)od about a circle and its

vertices are joii.cd to the centre cutting the circuinferencp

in f<tur i)oints. 8how tliat the diagonals of tlie quadri-
lateral formed hy joining those four points are ±.

70. DEF is a . . inscribed in a circle whoso centre is O.
On EF any arc of a circle is described and ED, FD, or

these lines p-oduced, meet tlie arc at P, Q. Show that
OD, or OD produced, cuts PQ at rt. z.s.

77. PQRS is a Ijgm and the diagonals intersect at E.

Show that the circles descril)ed about PES and QER touch
each other; and likewise those about PEQ and RES.

78. Two equal circles intersect at E and F; with centre

E and radius EF a circle is described cutting the circles at

G and H. Show that FG and FH are tangents to the
equal circles.

79. If from any point on the circumference of a circle

perpendiculars be drawn to two fixed diameters, the line

joining the-'r feet is of constant length.

80. From tho exti-emities of the diameter of a circl(>

perpendiculars are drawn to any chord. Show that tlie

centre is ((lually distant from the feet of the perpendiculars.

81. EF and GH are
j|
chords in a circle, F and H being

towards the same parts ; a point K is taken on the

circumference such that GF bisects L hGK. Prove GK == EF.

82. Two circles intersect at D and E, and KEL and PEQ
are two cliords terminated by the circumferences. Show that

the L^s DKP and DLQ are sinular.

M

ML^;

ii
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83. M fniin two points outside n circlt', equally distant

fioMi tlio t!»!ntre and sitimtcd on a dianictor produced,

tangents be drawn to the ciiclc, the rcsulling (juadrilateral

is a rhombus.

84. Tf tlio arcs cut off by tho sido.s of a quadrilateral

inscrilxjd in a circle be bisected ami the opposite points be

joined, these two lines shall be ±. (Xoti:— Utie E.<-. ,J.)

85. PQ is a fixed st. lin(> and PM, QN are any two

]| st. lines, M and N beirii,' towards the s ue parts. Tiie

^s MPQ and NQP are bisected by PR and QR. Find the

locus of R.

86. If the Z.S <»f a A iiiseribed in a circle l)e biseeterl

by lines which nu'et the circumference, and a new . . be

formed by joining these points on the circumference, its

sides shall be J. to the bisectors.

87. If two ci'-cles touch eacli other internally, and a st.

line be drawn
||

to the tangent at the point <if contact,

the two intercepts between the circumferences subtend

equal z.s at the point of contact.

88. ABC is a .\ inscribed in a circle and BA is pro-

duced to E; D is any point in AE; circles are described

through B, C, D and thiou'^h B, C, E; CFDG cuts the

cinles ABC, EBC in F and G. Prove that _.s ADF and

DEG are similar.

89. Draw a tangent to a cii'cle which shall bisect a given

I

gni wliicli is outside the circle.

90. In a given circle draw a chord of firced length which

shall be bisected by a given chord.

91. In a given circle draw a chord wliich shall pass

through a gi\en point and })e liisecicd by a give chord.

How many such chords can be drawn?

il'f

riiiSIII

tr '
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92. Descrilie a circle with given radius to touch a given

St. line and have its centre in another given st. line.

93. Describe a circle of given rtidius to pas.s through a
given point and touch a given st. line.

94. Descriljo a circle to touch a given circle at a given

point anil a given st. line.

9r). In a given .st. Hue find a point such that tlie st.

lines joining it to two given points may be (a) ±8, (b)

make a given L with each other.

06. Describe a circle of given radius to touch a given

circle and a given st. line.

97. Describe a circle to touch a given circle and a given

st. line at a gi en point.

98. Inscribe in a given circle a A one of whoso sides

shall be etiual to a given st. line, and such that the other
two may pass through two given points res])ectively.

99. Place a chord PQ in a circle so that it will pass

through a given point O within the circle, and such that

the difference between OP and OQ may be equal to a
given St. line.

100. Find two pcjints on the circumference of a given

circle which .shall be concyclic with two given points P
and Q outside the circle.

101. Describe a stjuare (EFGH) having given the point F
and two points P and Q in the sides FE and EH
respectively.

102. Describe a square (EFGH) having given the point G
sides FE and EHand two points P and Q in the

respectively.

103. Describe a square so that its sides shall pass

respectively through four given points.

-'/•^viV:";-'--*!
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104. If three circles tou'-h externally iit P, Q, R iiiul PQ
and PR iiieot tlio circuinffrenco of QR at D and E, tlieii

DE is a (Humcter, and is
t|

to the line joining the centres

of the other two circles.

105. Two equal circles intersect so that ..ho tan','cnt9 at

one of the pf>ints of intersection are ±3. Hhow that the

s({uare on the diameter is twice the sijuure on the common
chord.

106. LMN is a rt.-Z-d A, L being the rt. l, an<l LD is J.

to MN. Show that LM is a tangent to the circle LDN.

107. PQ is a tangent to a circle and FRS a .secant

passing through the centre, QN is ± to PS. Show that

QR bisects L PQN.

108. LMN is a z\ inscribed in a circle whose centre is

O. Show that the radius OL makes the same L with

LM that the J. from L to MN makes with LN.

109. If two chon'T of a circle be J., the sum of one

pair of opposite intercepted arcs is equal to the sum of the

other pair.

110. On the sides of a quadrilateral as diamet<^rs circles

are described. Show that the common chords of every

adjacent pair of circles is
||

to the common chord of the

remaining pair.

111. Two equal circles are so situated that the distance

between their nearest points is less than the diameter of

either circle. Show how to draw a st. line cutting them so

as to be trisected by the circumferences.

112. LMN is a A and D, E, F are the middle points of

MN, NL and LM respectively ; if LP is the perpendicular

on MN, show that D, P, E, F are concyclic.

If
I

%

:ii

mi
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ll.'l. QR is n fixrd didrd uf ;i ciiclu and P a movrahio
point on tlm circunir'iMcnco. Kind tlio luciis <.f tho inler-

st'ction of tlio tliagonals of tlio |lyn» husiug PQ and QR
for ttdjacf'nt sides.

114. If a <|uadrilatoral liaving two || sides is in,scril)pd in

a circl*', show tliiit the four pcrjuMidiciilars from tlio middlo
point of an aic cut olT hy ono of tiio

|| sides, to the two
diagonals and to the nonparallel sides, aro ecjual.

IIT). ABCD and A BCD' are any rectangles inscribed in

two conc<rilrii! circles resjwctively. P is on tlio circuni

ferenco fif tin; former circle and P on the latter. Prove
PA » + PB- + PC'^ + PD ^ PA- + P B-' + PC + P D-.

116. A i)oint Y is taken in a radius of a circle whose
centre is O ; on OY us Itase an isosceles .", XOY is

described having X on the circumference; XO and XY
are produced to meet the circumference at D and Z
respectively, and E is tho point between D and Z where
the perpendicular from O to OY cuts tho circle. Show
that tho arc DE is one-third of arc EZ,
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Hviio AM) I'liiii'oitrio.v

115. Definitions. —Til.' ra.ao of (hh- iimiinitudo to

ant){]\i'V of f/i" s.iiiif hi ml is tlit( iiuiiil)!'!- of tinics that

tlu! first cout.iiiiH (Ip! sccciii.j; or it is tin; |i;ii't, or

fnu;tioii, that the first iii;i;^qiitii<l<! is of tin; hocoipI.

Thus tho ratio of oin; ma^^iiitudt! to anoth«r js lhi>

saiiu! as till* iiK'.isiiiT of thi' first when tin; s.-cond is

taki'M as tho unit.

If a St. line is 5 cm. in I.-nirtli, the ratio of its

kMi;;th to the l('n;,'th of oiio CTiitinictn! is 5, that is,

the St. Vnw is to o\w ci-ntiiiu'tro as 5 is to I.

If two st. liiK-s A, B arc rcspoctivcly S iiicht's and
3 inches in lent,ah, thm tin- ratio of A to B is 8 ioW.

The ratio of one nia^niitndc. A to anotlier B is
• 1 A

written either _• or A ' B.o
When the form ^ is iis.-d, the \\\^\u^\• niagnitUfh; is

called the numerator, and the lower the denominator;
and when the fo;m A ; B is usi'd, the first niai'nitude

is called the antecedent, and the seooml the conse-
quent. The two nui<,niitudes are called the terms of

tho ratio.

11(5. Definitions. — Proportion is tlu! eciuality of

ratios, i.e., wlien twcj ratios are e(|ual to eaeh other,

the four nianrnitudes are said to be in proportion.

Tho ecpiality of tin; ratios of K to L and of M to

N may be written in any one of the tliiee forms:

M
:
N or K : L :: M ; N; and is readL N "^

K is to L as M is to N."

213
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^^^"^ ^ ' '"'i.- 'I'l'^^ ill a proportion arc called
proportio -;'.'^

Tlie fii'st and last are eall...! tlie extremes, and the
second and third are called the means.

The fii-st two n.M;,nn'tnde8 of a proportion nniat be
of the same kind, and the last two must be of the
same kind; but the first two need not be of the
same kind as the last two. Thus in the proportion
D F
£ - ^. D and E may be len<rths of lines, while F and

H ai(; areas.

117. Definitions.—Three ma^nitud.'s are said to be
in continued proportion, or in geometric progres-
sion, when tli(^ ratio of the first to the second equals
the ratio of the second to the third.

Three magnitudes L, M, N. of the same kind, are in

continued pi-oportion, if |- = '^.

' ^ ' M N

c. g.:— L =4 cm., M .. G cm., N _= 9 cm.

The secon.l mairin'tude of a continued propoi-fion is

called the mean proportional, or geometric mean, of
the other two.

118. Two maonitudes of the same kin<l are com-
mensurable when each contains some common measure
an intei^ral number of times.

Two mairniturh^s of the same kin.l are incommen-
surable wlu'n there is no connnon measure, however
small, contained in eacli of them an integral ninnber
of times.

,11 i:i
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The (liaoronal anil siile of a S(nuiro are incoinmen-
Hurable

;
tlie ratio of the diairoiial to tlie side beiru<-

r 2 : 1.

Tlie side of an ((I'lilatora! ' -iancrle and the per-
pendicular from I vcitex to the opposite side
are inconimensuralL

;
!> rj.tio of a side to the

perpendicular being 2
;

j^.S.

1/2 = 1-414 nearly, and ]/'3~= 1732 nearly, but
while these roots ni.iy be calculated to any re(|uire<l

de,i,'ree of accuracy they cainiot be exactly found.
Thus there is no straight line however sl-.ort that is

contained an integral nund)cr of times in both tin;

diagonal and siile of a sipiare; or in both the side
and altitude of tin equilateral triancle.

The treatment of incommensurable magnitudes is

too difficult for an eleiiient.-ny text-book, but as in

algebra, the relations that are obtained in geometry
f(M' commensurable magnitudes hold gooil also for

incommensurable mamiitudes,

119. The following .simple algebraic theorems are
useil in geometry :

—

1. If '1 = ', ad = he.

d

If four numbers be in proportion, the product of
the extremes is equal to the product of the means.

2. If
h d' d'

If four numbers be in proportion, the first is to
the third as the second is to the fourth.

i

11 i^

ii I

;

1
',;> ;

i

't

•1

M
j.:i i

\
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' 1

I

Wlieu a proportion is eha!i(r(..l i,, this way the
second proportion is said to bo formed from tiie first
l)y alternation.

In order that a (jiv.Mi proportion may bo clian<,'od
by altei-nation, tlio four magiiitudoa must be of Uie
same kind.

o it.
:,-- . and, by alternation, ^- '^•

10 it. '4 i-t_

,'-..-; but from the proportion ''^-
J'"*^.. ° = ''^^jLI

St. line E area G
another proportion cannot be inferred by alternation.

8. If -" = r, [^ := 'I.

h 1 1 a c

If four numbers be in proportion, the second is

to the first as the fourth is to the third.

When a proportion is chani;ed in this way the
second proportion is sai.l to be formed from tlio first

by inversion.

C (I -{- J) _ c + (J
4. If '1 =

h

If four numbers be in proportion, the sum of the
first and second is to the second as the sum of the
third and fourth is to the fourth.

If
'' = £, 'L-l>
h d d'

If four numbers be in proportion, the difference
of the first and second is to the second as the
difference of the third and fourth is to the fourth.

0. If
a + h

d a

c + d

c - d
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If four nun^bers be in proportion, the sum of the
first and second terms is to the difference of the
first and second terms as the sum of the third and
fourth terms is to the difference of the third and
fourth terms.

If
d

ftc, thou (.;ich of il ic ( (|Ual

fractions ==
il <• + <' + ,.tc.

b + d -[ J + etc.

If any number of ratios, the terms of which are
all magnitudes of the same kind, be equal to each
other, the sum of the numerators divided by the
sum of the denominators equals each of the given
ratios.

8. II' iid = he, - = .
, and '- = '.

a c d

If the product of two numbers be equal to the
product of two o<-^er numbers, one factor of the
first product is factor of the second product
as the remaining or of the second is to the
remaining factor of the first.

120. ^f a ojven straifjlit

H-
p

P in the

a

lino r. N bo dividod internally f]

at a point P, tlio internal

scfrments PM, PN are tiio distances fi'oni

ends of the jt(ivoii strai"''>t line.

Similarh', if a point P ho taken in a (,dvon strai^^^lit

line MN produced, the dis-

tances from P to tlio ends of

the iriven slrjii^hl liii;' PM,

PN, are called the external segments of the straight

M. N

i

ih;

-J {:

9 ?

M
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.1 ;

< i

' i

line, or tlio o;iveii strniglit line is said to ]y- divi<led

externally at tin; point p.

,
121. Tliore is ou)v one—

"

.

^

^ O p '^ poiiii where a strai^lit liii(>

MN is divided internally into

segments MP, PN that li'ive a (,nven ratio ".

F(jr, if possible, ](.t it he divided internally at

P and Q such that ^^, an.l ^ each cduals _PN

Tiien

^.r.,

MP ^ IV10_

PN ^ Qn"

PN QN ^ ' ^ '

MN ^ MN
PN QN
PN - ON.

and .-. Q coincides with p.

Similarly, t]H>re is only one point where a .straight

lino MN is divided externally

into segments MP, PN thai

have a, <rivon ratio - .

H
N

For, if possible, lei it bo divided externally at

(I

h'
P and Q such that p^ and ^^ each equals -

Then

l.r.

and

MP _ MQ
PN ~ QN""

MP - PN _ MQ - QN
PN "" QN '

MN MN
PN ~ QN
PN = QN.

Q coincides with P.

(5, § 119.)

m —'

Aii
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at

Theorem 1

Triangles of the same altitude are to each other

as their bases.

L D K

HypatJirxis.—la As ABC, DEF; AX ± BC, DY ± EF
and AX = DY.

To 2'>^'>i''' ^li'if
ABC
DEF

BC
EF"

C<it)sfrurfl(>i>.—On BC and EF constrnct tlie rect-

anijles HC and LF, liavin^- HB = AX and LE = DY.

Proof.—Let BC and EF contain a and /> \niifs of

length respectively, and AX or DY contain c units.

J. ABC >. HB.BC = h CI. (11—4 p. 100.)

/ DEF - h LE.EF = .', eh.

ABC
DEF I rh "

J,

BC
EF'

122.— Exercises

1. /.s on equal bases are to each other as their altitrdes.

2. If two As >ii-e to Piich otlior as tlicir l)a.-:es, their

altitudes must be equal.

3. Ilgms of equal altitudes are to each other as their bases.

1. Construct a A c-ijua! to
J

of a given A.

.""•. Construct a ||gin equal to i of a given |igni.

:} . Si

m

iii
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m

I

0. ABC, DEF iue tw.,
. ,s liaviiii,' AB = DE iind L B =

L E. Show tli.it ^ ^ ABC : . DEF = BC : EF.

7. The rectangle contained by two st. lines is ji mean
proportional between the sijuares on tlie lines.

8. Tf two 0(mal As I)0 on opposite sides of the same
base, the st. line joining their vertices is bisecteil by the
common base, or the base produced.

9. The sum of the JLs from any point in the l)asc of an
isosceles A to tlie two equal sidos equals tlie i. from
either end of the base to the opposite side.

10. The difference of tlio JLs from any point in tlie hase
proiluced of an isosceles A to the ecjual sides e()uals the

i. from either end of the base to the opposite side.

11. The sum of the J_s from any point witliin an
equilateral A to the three sides eiiuals the X from any
vertex to the opposite side.

12. If St. lines AO, BO, CO are drawn from the vertices
of a /, ABC to any p<,int O and AO, produced if necessary,
cuts BC at D,

A^OB BD
A AOC DC

13. In any /, ABC, F is the middle point of AB, E is the
middle point of AC, and BE, CF intersect at O. Show that
AO produced bisects BC ; that is, the medians of a A are
concurrent.

14. ABC is a A and O is any point. AO, BO, CO,
produced if necessary cut BC, CA, AB at D, E, F respec-
tively, rt,, rt„, ij, h.,, r., c.,, are respectively the numerical
measures of BD, DC, CE, EA, AF, FB. Show that a^ h^ c,

= a., b., <:,. (This is known as Ceva's Theorem.)

15. The four As into which a quadrilateral is divided
by its diagonals are proportional.
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IC. DEF i-> iv Zi ; G is a j)iiiiil ill DE .sucli tliat DG = 3

GE, find H is a point in DF sulIi tli.it FH =^ :{ HD. Show
that

. . FGH . '.)
. . EGH.

17. St. lino.s DG, EH, FK drawn from the vcrtifes of

A DEF to jiu'cb the opposite .sides at G, H, K pa.ss thn,ugli

a coiumoii point 0. Prove tliat
DO EO FO
DG "•" EH "•" FK

\^. In
.
DEF, G i.s taken in side EF .such that EG =

GF, and H is taken in side FD sucli tiiat FH ^ "2 HD.

DG and EH intersect at O. Prove that
l^

DOH
DEF •Jl

i M

ll:

11'

ii

-•i

J
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Theokkm 2

A straight line drawn parallel to the base of a
triangle cuts the sides, or the sides produced,
proportionally.

E. ,0

Hupotliesis.— Til . ABC, DE
!| BC.

7' ./ , BD CE
1<> pforc that - - -

' DA EA

Construction.— Join BE aii<l DC.

Proof.— V DE BC,

.'. Z\ BDE . . CDE (11—5,1). 1<^1)

BDE
ADE

CDE
ADE

V As BDE, ADE liuve the Siuue altitiule, viz., the ±
from E to AB,

. ,
, BDE BD

" ^ ADE ~ da' (IV— 1, J).
219.)

In the Kiiiae wav,

CDE CE
.ADE " EA'

BD
DA

CE
ea'

\

?»si!a:^?^:ssrs:3rrr:
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X.ll. ~ H> ,iy /ihifnii/ D "/' AB (' /" / E AC ' It aU
till'!'' l!<lil I'lr il(f jn'iin/ ilnnli'^ Id illl.

Col'. - Im ilic liist li''Uic,

BD CE . BD f- DA CE -t EA
DA EA DA EA

-^—
}>ii

(idtl il i(/ii.

Ajruin,

AB AC
AD AE

. AD AE

1,

AB AC

BD CE DA EA
t "EA" BD CE'

DA + BD EA-L-CE
BD CE

A3 AC
BD CE

*

BD CE
•• AB AC'

f>i/ ni ri rtniij.

Ill/ I It rrrt I iKj.

1)1/ (((}<' U'kiii.

hi/ lure ri (IK).

.Siiiiihir proofs iiuiv hi; i-ivcii I'or tin; sccoikI and

tliii'd fiii'ures.

Thus we see tha*^ where a line is parallel to the

base of a triangle we may form a proportion by
taking the whole side or either of the segments,

in any order, for the terms of the first ratio, pro-

vided we take the corresponding parts of the other

side to form the terms of the other ratio in the

proportion.

rffl

If

i

if

ii
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J .

Tiik(»I!i:m .'{

( t 'nun /••'f li/' Till III) III .J)

If two sides of a triangle, or two sides produced,
be divided proportionally, the straight line joining
the points of section is parallel to the base.

ll!llH,tlu'si<.^\n _ ABC, ^° ^ ^^.
To jirorc iiiiif DE

i
BC.

Consfrio II.—Draw DF
I BC, to cut AC at F.

Proof.—

(IV- 2,
J).

2±1.)

r.ut

And

DF BC,
BD CF
DA " fa"
BD CE
DA EA'

CE CF
ea fa

'

E cniiicidcs with F.

.'. DE
; BC.

IJ.!. - Exercises

I. Tim St. lino diiiwii tlifuugli tlio iiiiddlo point of on<'

sido of a A, jitid
IJ

to a second sidc^ bisects tlm tliird side

-. TIk! St. line joining tlio middle points of two sides of

a L. is
!|

to the tliiid side.

r>. It two sides of a t[nadnlateral iie
j[, any st. liiu;

drawn
]|

to the
||

sides and cutting the other sides, will

cut tliese other siiles proportionally.

:r '*"•'
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•1. ABCD \ a <iiia(liil(ifi'riil liaviii-,' AB DC. P, Q are

[Miiiits ill AD, BC n's|M(ii\cly mi.1i tliat. AP : PD BQ : QC.
Sliow llial PQ AB or DC.

;>. If two St. lines are cut by a series of

i St. lines, the intercepts on one are propor-

tional to the corresponding intercepts on the
other.

r>. D, E ar«' points in AB, AC, the sidt's

i.f
, . ABC, sucli tliat DE BC ; BE, CD

iiiwt at F. Show tliat . ADF - AEF.

Sluiw also that AF liiscots DE iiml BC.

7. Tlirou;;li D, uriy iioint in tlic .side BC of ABC, DE, DF
ui(^ drawn

||
AB, AC respect ivt-iy and ineetiii",' AC, AB at

E, F. Sliow tliat
. . AEF is a mean jjroportional Ketween

. s F8D, EDC.

8. ACB, ADB a.'-c two . ,s tm the same base AB. E is

any point in AB. EF is
1| AC and meets BC at F. EG

is |! AD and nnets BD at G. Prove FG CD.

9. D is a jioint in tin; .sid.- AB of . ABC ; DE is drawn
BC and meets AC at E; EF is drawn AB and meets

BC at F. Show tliat AD : DB BF : FC.

10. From a j,nven point M in the sidi; DE of DEF,
draw a st. line to meet DF produced at N so that MN is

I'isected by EF.

11. PQRS is a I'gm, and from the diagonal PR eiiual

lengths PK, RL are cut oil". SK, SL whe.i jiroduced meet
PQ, RQ respectively at E, F. Trove EF

i|
PR.

1-. DEF is a . i in which K, M are points in the side

DE and L, N are points in the side DF such that KL and
MN arc both || EF. Find the locus of the intersection of

KN and LM.

13. O any point, within a quadrilateral PQRS Is joined

to the four vertices and in OP any point X is taken. XY

; » *:

r

M
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i f

is ciriiwii
i
PQ to riuM't OQ ut Y; YZ i> ili.iwn - QR to iini-t

OR at Z; .iihI ZV is di.iwn
i RS (> mcfl OS iil V. I'nnt!

tliiit XV PS.

11. O i> u fixed jMiiiiL jiimI P inuM's alnn;; ii fixed .st.

line. Q is u jx.int in OP, of in OP jin«liUTd in citluT

direction, sucli limb OQ : QP is ioii>tnnt. Find tiic io.ns

of Q.

1'). L is any point in tlic siiie DE of n DEF. Kmin

L a iinc! dr.iwn |j EF meets OF at IVI, Kroni F a line

driiwii
II ME ineels DE jtroduied ar N. I'rove that

DL : DE - DE : DN.

IG. If ficun till! vertex of a . j)er|)«'ndieulHrs aic dniwn
to the f»is(!clors of tiie exterior _ s at thu l^a.^(!, tho lin*,'

joining tlie fveb of tiit! perpendiculars is
||

the Irnse.

To divide a given straight line into any number
of equal parts.

(Alfiniiitirc f) roof for I I'roh. S)

A K L M N ^

Let AB he. the given ,strai<;ht line.

At A draw AC niakinij any angle with AB and

from AC cut otK in Kiiccession the re(|uired iniinlier of

equal parts. AD, DE, EF, FG, GH.

Join HB and througli D, E, F, G draw lines ;j BH
cutting AB at K, L, M, N.

Then AK = KL = LM = MN ^ NB.

'V^WT. ^jS^TTH
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In AEL, DK EL,

•• DE KL "^ _, 1
.. 22-2.)

l>ut AD DE, AK KL.

In / AFM, EL FM,

. AE AL
*• EF LM'

But AE - 2 EF, . AL .' LM

.. LM AK or KL.

In tlu* Sfini(! Wiiy it ni.iy 1m' proNol tli.it AK - Ku =

LM - MN = NB.

I'Uiilll.F.M 2

To find a fourth proportional to three given

straight lines taken in a given order.

G H
A-

B-

c K ^

Let A, B, C bo tlio tluvo trivcn st. linos.

From ;i jHjiiit D draw two st. litns DE, DF.

Cut oil" DG - A, GH B, DK C.

.loin GK. Throiinh H flniw HL GK nirctini,' DF
in L.

riicn KL is tlio ro(iuiio<l fourth i)r(3[)ortii>naI.

In /. DHL, GK il HL
, DG DK
•• GH ~ KL (IV—2, p. 222.)

A C^
B ~ KL

/. KL is the re(|uired fourth proportional.

''• B -KL

^n

il

t

^MM
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PitolSLEM 3

To divide a given straight line in a given ratio.

A H B

Lot AB be tlio given st. lino, {ind ? the given ratio.

Dniw AE niakiiiir aiiv / with AB.

On AE cut ort" AF C, FG = D.

Join BG, :iM(l throuoli F dniw FH GB.

In
. ABG, V FH GB,

AH AF
*• HB " FG

But AF C, aiid FG -= D,

. AH C
•• HB ~D*

(lV-2,i).222.)

PUOULEM 4

To divide a given straight Hne similarly to a
given divided line.

D

Lot AB 1)0 tlio given st. line, jiiid CD the given
Hne divided at E atid F,

At A draw AG making any angle with AB.

From AG f nt off AH = CE, HK = EF, KL FD. Join
BL. Through H, K draw HN, KM both

|; BL.
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Then AB is divi(]o<l at N !iii(l M siiuilarlv to CD. [

Tlii()Ui,fli H draw HPQ
, AB.

Proof.—Jn A AMK, NH ii MK,

In

. AN
* NM

AH
' HK

HQL, RK QL.

. HP HK
• PQ KL

(IV— 2, p. 222.)

But HP :^ NM uiid PQ = MB,

. NM HK , „^
•• MB= KL- (1-20, p. 67.)

. AN CE .,,,, NM EF
NM EF MB FD

Both tlii'se relatioiiH afc contained in

AN NM _ MB
CE EF ~ FD"'

124.—Exercises

1. Divide tlio area of a given A into parts that are in
the ratio of two given st. lines.

2. Divide tlio area of a ||gin into parts that are in tlie

ratio of two given st. lines.

3. Find a tliird proportional to two given st. lines.

Show how two tliird proportionals, one greater tlian either
of the given st. lines and tlie other less than either, may
he found.

h Divide a given st. line externally so that the ratio of
the segments may equal the ratio of two given st. lines.

5. BAG is a given _ and P is a given point. Through
P draw a st. h'ne DPE cutting AB at D and AC .-it E such
tliat DP : PE equals the ratio of two given st. lines.

y

f-n

M
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6. Divide ii given sfc. line in the ratio 2:3:5.
7. Construct a A having its sides in the ratio 2:3:4,

and its perimeter equal to a given st. line.

8. From a given point P outside the l XOY draw a
line meeting OX at Q and OY at R so tliat PQ : QR =
a given ratio.

Bisector Theorems

Theorem 4

If the vertical angle of a triangle is bisected by
a straight line which cuts the base, the segments
of the base are proportional to the other sides of
the triangle.

BD
be

BA
AC"

B DC
Hypothesis.—In ^ ABC, AD bisects L BAG.

To prone

CouMfrucHon.—Through C draw CE || AD to meet BA
produced at E.

Proof.—AD
,1 EC, .-. L BAD = L AEC, (1—9, p. 42.)

and L DAC = L ACE. (1—8, p. 40.)

But L BAD = L DAC, hy hypotliesis,

.'. L AEC = L ACE.

.-. AC = AE. (1—13, p. 52.)

'\''l
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In A EBC, AD ii EC,

. BD BA
* DC AE

But AE = AC,

BD BA
•• DC AC"

(IV—2, p. 222.)

Theorem 5

(Converge of Theorem 4)

If the base of a triangle is divided internally
• ' > segments that are proportional to the other
Jes of the triangle, the straight line which joins

the point of section to the vertex bisects the
vertical angle.

Ay,

B D ^
HypotheHi.^. _ In a ABC, ^ = BA^

' DC AC
To prove that AD bisects L BAC.

Cou.^frnet ion.—Bisect L BAC and let the bisector cut
BC at E.

Proof.— V AE bisects L BAC

. BE BA
" EC -AC"
BD BA
DC AC"
BE _ B

p

EC " DC
E and D coincide.

AD bisects L BAC.

(IV—4, p. 230.)

But, by liypothesis,

.; H

n

r. '

if 1

,

f

i i

%

' l

lit

m
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Theorem G

The bisector of the exterior vertical angle of a
triangle divides the base externally into segments
that are proportional to the sides of the triangle.

Hypothesis.—In A ABC, BA is produced to F.

L FAC is bisected by AD which cuts BC produced

^.t D.

To prove
^D^BA.

^ CD AC
Construct ion.—Throuirh C draw CE il AD to meet

AB at E.

Proof.— -: EC il AD, .-. L FAD . Z AEC. (1—9, p. 42.)

and L DAC = L ACE. (1—8, p. 40.)

But, by liypothesis, Z FAD = L DAC.

.-. L AEC - L ACE.

.-. AC = AE. (1—13, p. 52.)

In A BAD, EC AD,

,
BA^BD (IV_2, Cor.,

" AE DC
p. 223.)

But AE = AC.

. BA BD
•• AC ~ CD*
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TilEOIiEM 7

If the base of a triangle is divided externally so
that the segments of the base are proportional to
the other sides of the triangle, the straight line
which joins the point of section to the vertex
bisects the exterior vertical angle.

HypothrsU—ln _ ABC, ^° - ^^. un-l BA is i.r...liu-c(l

to E.

To j>ri)iu: Unit AD ^ 'sects L CAE.

Coiisfrui-fion.— C. ^ EAC bv AF.

Proof.— V AF Ids.'cts exterior L EAC,

. BF BA IX' .

- CF^AC- <l^~<i.
P- -':5-^)

I5ut, by hypothesis. ^° = ^^
. BF ^ BD
' CF ~Cd"
.*. D iuid F coiiK'ide

.'. AD l)isects L EAC.

12.").—Exercises

1. The sides of ix A are 4 em., 5 cm., 6 em. Caleulato
the lengths of the segments of each side made hy the
Ijisector of tlie opposite L-

2. AD bisect.s Z. A of A ABC and meets BC at D. Find
BD and CD in terms of a, b, and c.

ll

fii

[(I

{

In

in

d
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I H^

3. In
. .

ABC, n = ",/> = 5, r = 3. The Insectors of tho

exterior Z-s ut, A, B, C mr>ct BC, CA, AB respectively at

D, E, F. Calculate BD, AE ami AF.

4. Ill ", ABC, the Uiscctnr of the exterior _ at A meets

BC produced at D. Find BD and CD in terms of <i, b and c.

5. If a St. line l)isect^4 both the vertical L and the base

of a /\, the /\ is isosceles.

6. Tiie bisectors of the Z.s of a A are concurrent. (Use
IV— 4 and 5.)

7. AD is a median of /\ ABC ; _ s ADB, ADC are

bisected by DE, DF meeting AB, AC at E, F respectively.

Prove EF
;i
BC.

8. Tlie bisectors of Z.s A, B, C in z\ ABC meet BC, CA,
AB at D, E, F respectively. Hhow that AF.BD.CE -

FB.DC.EA.

9. If the bisectors of _ s A, C in the quadrilateral ABCD
meet in the diagonal BD, the bi.sectors of As B, D meet in

the diagonal AC.

10. If the bisectors of £.s ABC, ADC in the quadrilateral

ABCD meet at a point in AC, the bisectors of the exteiioi

Z-s at B and D meet in AC produced.

11. If O is the centre of the in.scribed circle of ". DEF
and DO produced meets EF at G, prove that DO : OG =

ED + DF:EF.

12. PQ is a chord of a circle ± to a dian.eter MN
and D is any point in PQ. 1'ho .st. lines MD, ND meet

the circle at E, F respectivel}'. Prove that any twn
adjacent sides of the quadrilateral PEQF are in the same
ratio as the other two.

13. The bi.sector of the vertical L of a A and the

bisectors of the exterior Z.s at the base are concurrent.
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14. One circle touches another internally at M. A chord
PQ of tlio outer circle touches the inner circle at T.

Prove that ^]'=j^-^.TQ MQ
]-). LMN is a /, in which LM - 3 LN. The bisector ofLL meets MN i.i D, ami MX ± LD. Prove that

LD = DX.

IG. The L A of A ABC is bisected by AD. which cuts
the base at D. and O is the mi<l<lle j.uint of BC. Show
that OD is to OB as the difiFerence of AB and AC is to
their sum.

17. The ])isectors of the interior and exterior ^s at the
vertex of a A divide the base internally and externally in
tiic same ratio.

18. A point P moves so that the ratio of its distances
from two fixed points Q, R is constant. Prove that the
locus of P IS a circle. (The Circle of Apollonius.)

Divide QR internally at

S and externally at T so

that

QS
SR

QT
TR

PQ
PR"

Z QPS = z SPR.

Z RPl = Z TPV.

Join PS, PT; and pro-

duce QP to V.

.. QS PQ
• SR PR'

.. QJ _ PQ
TR ^ PR'

.-. Z SPT - QPS + Z TPV
- }j St. Z QPV
= a rt. Z

;

and, hence, a circle described on ST as diameter passes
through P.

10. If L, M, N be three points in a st. line, and P n
point at which LM and MN subtend equal _ s, the locus
of P is a circle.

'I

if

6.. |,

Vj

Ml
.3i
:i ':

d
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SiMILAU TniAX(JLEa

Theorem 8

If the angles of one triangle are respectively
equal to the angles of another, the corresponding
sides of the triangles are proportional.

B F' C E F
Hi/pot/wm.^.—Jn As ABC, DEF; L A = L D, LB =

LE, LC = LF.

To 2^rove ^B = ?2 _ C

A

^ DE EF FD
Proo/—Apply A DEF to A ABC so tli.-ifc L E coin-

cides witli L B; the ,\ DEF takincr the position DBF'.

.-. L BD F' = Z. A, .-. D'F
|| AC. (1—7, p. 38.)

•• ^ = wl (IV-2, Cor, p. 223.)

• DE~E~F'
In the .same way, by applyin<,' the As so that Zs

C and F coiuGide, it may bo proved that

AB
DE

BC
EF

BC
EF

CA
FD"

CA
' FD

AB
DE

BC AB DE
EF' •• BC EF'

BC_EF
, CA FD

CA ^ FD '""' AB = DE"
.-. If two triangles are similar, the corresponding

sides about the equal angles are proportional.

J)J'ote.— V

and in the .same way
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TllKoKEM 5)

(t'l'iirrrsf. iif 7'hiin-tm S)

If the sides of one triangle are proportional to the
sides of another, the triangles are similar, the
equal angles being opposite corresponding sides.

Hypothesis.— In As ABC. DEF- ^^ - ^9 - ^^
DE ~ EF ~ FD"

To prove Z.A-Z.D. LB= L DEF, LC - L DFE.
Construction.—'MakL' l FEG - L B, l EFG z. c

/^ A - z. G,
iVoo/.— In As ABC, GEF -' a B ^ GEF,

Iz. C - Z. EFG.
.-. AABCI / GEF.
. AB BC
•• GE " EF
AB BC
DE - EF

. AB AB
•• GE-DE'

Similarly it iiuiy be proved tli;it gF =- DF.

But, by liyijothesis,

(IV—H, p. 23fi.)

.'. GE DE.

fDE = GE,
In AS DEF, GEF ' ef is cuinnion,

Ifd fg.
.-. A DEF - A GEF. (1-4, p. 22.)

.-. L DEF ~- L GEF - Z. B. Z. DFE L GFE - ^ C.
:. remaining z. D = remaininir z. A.

m

1!
M I

M
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120.— Exercises

1. Tho st. lint! juiniiig tlie iniddh' points <»f tin* sides of

a :\ is
I!

to tlio l»iis«>, luid o(juiiI to liulf of it.

2. If two sides of a (|Uiidiiliiterfil he
|j, the diagonals cut

each other proportional ly.

3. Ill tlie ,\ ABC the medians BE, CF eut at Q. Show
that BQ twice GE, and CG = twice GF.

4. lining the tlieoreni in K.\. 3, devise a method of

trisecting a st. line.

5. Tf three st. lines meet at a point, they intercept on
any

||
st. lines portions which are proportional to one

another.

6. In similar .'.s ±h from corresponding vertices to the

opposite sides aie in the .same ratio as the corresponding

sides.

7. In similar /\s t\w hisectors of tsvo corresponding Z.s,

terminated by tho opposite sides, are in the same ratio as

the corresponding sides.

8. ABCD is a ||gm, and a line tlu'oiigh A cuts BD at

E, BC at F and meets DC produced at G. Show hat
AE : EF - AG : AF.

9. If two
II

st. lines AB, CD he divided a: E, F
respectively so that AE : EB CF : FD, then AC, BD and
EF are concurrent.

10. The median drawn to a side of a A bisects all st.

lines
II

to that side and terminated by the other two sides,

or those sides produced.

11. ABCD is a Hgm. AD is bisected at E and BC at F.

Show that AF ai. CE trisect the diagonal BO

12. If the St. lines GAB, OCD, OEF be similarly divided,

the As ACE, BDF are similar.
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13. If the correspond

ll10 St. linns joiniri;( tl

ponding,' .sides of two similar s 1

<UIT<?tlt.

10 fornv-pondini; vorti

s 1.0
II,

rvn uro <iin-

U.
.
LMN

. , PQR, ^L LP and ^ M . ^ Q. LM
7 cm., MN -) cm., LN 9 cm

, QR r. 4 cm. Fir.d PQ
and PR,

15. Jn . . DEF, DE 13 cm., EF -. ) cm. and DF 12
cm. Tlie .\ is folded so tliat die point D fails un tiie

point E. Kind the length of the crease.

16. LMN is H /\ and X is any point in MN. Prove
tliat tiie radii of the circles circumscribing LMX, LNX are
proportional to LM, LN.

17. St. lines POQ, ROS are drawn so that PO - 2 OQ
and RO 2 OS. RQ and PS are produced to moe( at T.
Prove that PS = ST and RQ =. QT.

l^. FDE, GDE are two circles and FDG is a st. line.

FE, GE are drawn. Prove that FE is to GE as diameter
"f circle FDE is to diameter of GDE.

10. p is any point on either arm of an L XOY, and
PN J. to the other arm. Show that ^^ has the .same

value for all positions of P.
OP

ONShow also that ^^ has the same value f„r all positions

of P; and that ^^ has the same v.alue fur all positions

(.f P.

(XoTE.— 7%« ratio ^p- {, called th: sine of the L XOY,
ON . , . PN
OP xs the cosine of that L, and ^^ /,v th.' tangent of the

same Z..)

Jl

'f 31
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20. PQRS IS .|Uiiih-ilul.Tiil insorilicl in n cii.li-. '('In-

diajiuiials Pl>, QS . It X. I'rovi! Unit ^^ ^^

.

SR XS
21. OX, OY, '•"'

. • tliri'P fixed nI. linrs, und P is aiiv

|>nint in C. ! i.r, p, PL is .Jmwn ± OX iind PM I
OY. \'t;,\,-

1 . „ ,-,iti,, PL : PM is f<)ii.-,tant.

'_'•-'. Ill liie I, '.u l.irral DEFQ tlif side DE
|| OF utu.

the dia,i,'<miilH ,>F, \c, out il. H. Tlii(.uj,'Ii H l\u) lint-

LHM is draw. >r ,1 .,•",: EF. DQ at L, M n.s{>ec-

tivi'ly. I'n.vt Ml. HT''

23. KLMN i-, .ju;, li ml i„ whicli KL
|| NM. Pn.vc

tliat tiic iiiM! j., uiii!,' I .iiiddi.. points .,f KL and MN
passes tlin.m,'li .If iuLoiMcti, a of the diagonals KM, LN.

21. DEF is I A and G is any point in EF. Tin
his.-, inr of L DGF na'.-ts DF in H. EH out- DG at

K. FK nir.ts DE at L. Pio\f that LG l)isefts L DGE.

2.). DG 'rd DH hiseet llic interior atid e.^^jLerior _s at

D of a
.

DEF, and meet EF at G and H; and O is the
middle point of EF. Show that OE is a mean proix.rti.mal
IjcLween OG and OH.

2(;. DG hise.ts _ D of A DEF and meets EF at, G.
GK hiserts L DGE and m.'cis DE at K. GH hise.ts

L DGF .-ind meets DF at H. Prove th.u \ EKH : FKH
^ ED : DF.
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TllKOKKM 10

If two triangles have one angle of one equal to
one angle of the other and the sides about these
angles proportional, the triangles are similar, the
equal angles being opposite corresponding sides.

Hf/fXtf/lCflii.—In ABC, DEF, L A

iltxi
AB AC
DE " DF'

lo ni'itre Z\ ABC DEF.

/^•r«//.—Apply tlio As so tliiit L D coiiic-idcs with

^ A iiiul /. DEF takes tl i»! position AE F',

lint

.. AB AC
DE DF

'

, AB AC
•• AE AF"

:. L B L AE F
,

.*.
. ABC

AE'F is the tl'iiiri

.'.
. ABC

EF BC. (IV :{,

3 L AFE, (1- !

p.-_'-24.)

. p. 42.

1

AEF.

le DEF in its jn'\' position
I"

DEF.

cor

The equal ^s B, E ;ire respecti\ 'ly opposilf the

respoiiiliiii; sides AC, DF. also the e(|U;iI £s C, F
i-e respectively opposit. the coiTespoiidiii^r sides ab,

DE.

u

t

: I

r

• 1

It

mm
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Theokkm 1 I

If two triangles have two sides of one propor-
tional to two sides of the other, and the angles
opposite one pair of corresponding sides in the
proportion equal, the angles opposite the other
pair of corresponding sides in the proportion are
either equal or supplementary.

C E F E F G
f'o. 1 Fio. 2

_^P
AB AC ,DEF, jj~ = ^_ and L B =

Hypothesis.—In As ABC,
L E.

Tojmwe eitlier z. C - A F or ^ C+ z. DFE - 2 rt. ^a.

iVoo/.-d) If LA=LD. \r^g~i')
V Lfi. LD, :iii(l L B .'. E, /. ^ C - L F.

In this case a ABC A DEF.

(2) If z. A is not iMpiiil to L D. (Fi„_ 2 )

At D n.ako L EDG
. ^ a um-I pro-luce DG to n.oet

EF, produced it liucessjiry, ut G.

r /L A z. EDG,
III As ABC, DEG ' ^ b l E,

K :. L C - L G.

A A ABC A DEG.

A"? AC
••u: DG' (IV-8. p. 236.)
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AB AC
DE DF

. AC AC
•• DG DF'

243

DG - DF.

Z DFG.In / DFG, V DF - DG, A /_ DGF
But I DGF Z C, .-. L DFG - L C,

L DFE + L DFG 2 it. _ s,

.-. Z- OFE + Z. C 2 It. _ .s.

127.— Exercises

1. Show that certain propositirms of B<M)k T are respec-

tively particular cases of Theorems 9, 10 and 11 of
Book IV.

2j In similar /s.s medians drawn from corresponding
vertices are proportional to the corresponding sides.

3. In a A ABC, AD is .1 iwn J_ BC. If BD : DA =
DA : DC, prove that BAC is a rt. L-

4. If the diagonals of a quadrilateral diviiie each other
proportionally, one puir of sides are

||.

5. A point D is taken within a A LMN and j(.ined to
L and M. A /\ EMN is described on the other side of
MN from A LMN having L EMN ^ L DML, and L ENM =
L DLM. Prove that A DME h| /, LMN.

6. M, N are fixed points on the circumference of a given
circle, and P is any other point on the circumference.
MP is produceil to Q so that PQ : PN is a fixed ratio.

Find the locus of Q.

7. EOD, GOF are two st. lines such that GO : DO =
EG : FO. Prove that E, F, D, G are concydic.

H. GEF, OGD are two st. lines such that OE : OG =
CD : OF. Prove tliat E, F, G. D are concyelie.

9. DEF is a A, and FX 1 DE. Prove that, if DF:FX =
DE : EF, L XFE = Z. D.

r

%l

%

M
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10. Similar isosceles As DEF. DEG are desc-rihe.l <„,
opi.osite sides of DE .such tliafc DF = DE and GD = GE
H is any point in DF and K is taken in GD such thatGK

: GD = DH : DF. Prove .:, KHE I, A GDE.
11. LMN is a J, and D is any point in LM pro.Iuced.

E IS taken in NM .such that NE : EM = LD : DM. Prove
tliat DE produced bisects LN.

12. O is the centre and OD a radius of a circle E is
any point in OD, and F is taken in OD prmluccd such
that OF IS a third proportional to OE, OD. p is any
point on the circumference. Prove L FPD = z. DPE

13. The bisectors of the interior and exterior /_s at L
in the A LMN meet MN and MN produced at D E
respectively. FNG drawn

|| LM meets LE at F and 'lD
produced at G. Prove FN =: NG.

U. If one pair of ^s of two As be e-jual and another
pair of As be supplementary, the ratios of the sides
oppo.s,te to these pairs of Lh are e.jual to each other

Geometric Me.vn.s

Theorem 12

The perpendicular from the right angle to the
hypotenuse in a right-angled triangle divides the
triangle into two triangles which are similar to
each other and to the original triangle.

B D

HypothesU—ln r, asC, l BAC
AD ± BO.

is a ft. L and
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To jn'orn \ABD CAD
. CBA.

Proof.— Tz B is coiniuon.

Ill As ABD. CBA L BDA L BAC, both rt. ^ S.

(
.-. L BAD L BCA.

ABD CBA
Siuiilurly

Cor. 1.

.^ADC CBA.

/, ABD ;; ,CAD .\ CBA.

/.ABD CAD,

BD AD
AD ~ CD'

.-. AD is the moan proportioiiul Ix'tweoii BD .-ukI DC.

Cor. 2.—Because ;\ ABD
,
/, CBA

BD AB
ABBC"

.•. AB is tiie moan proportional between BD and BC.

Similarly

—

AC is the moan proportional between DC and CB.

Cor. 3.—Because ,\ CBA
i A CAD,

CB CA
BA ad"

t.f., the hypot(«nuso is to one side as the other side
is to the per2)en<licular.

i
*•

. IJ

fl
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Problem 5

Book IV

To find the mean proportional between two triven
straight lines.

^

1

A ; B c
t

1

1

1

1

From u st. line cut off AS, EC respectively equal to
the two given st. lines.

It is required to find the mean proportional to AS, BC.
On AC as diameter describe a semi-circle ADC

Fro.n B draw BD ± AC and meeting the aic ADC
at D.

BD is the retpiired mean proportional.

Join AD, DC.

Proof.— V ADC is a semi-circle,

.-. L ADC is a rt. L. (Ill— 9, p. 160.)

In A ADC, L ADC is ii rt. L,
and DB ± AC.

" BD B^' (iV— 12, Cor. l,p. 245.)

.-. BD is the mean proportional between
AB and BC.
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Rkctaxcles

Theorem 13

If four straight lines are proportionals, the
rectangle contained by the means is equal to the
rectangle contained by the extremes.

A.

B.

c.

D-

Hypothesis.—^, b, C, D are four st. lines such tliatAC
B " D*

To j)rove Had rect. B.C = rect. A.D.

liot <i, b, r, (I be tlie mnnerical measures of A, O,

C, D respectively.

Then
<( r

h ,1

.'. be — (id.

But be is the iiunieric.il measure ./!" b.C and ad is

the numerical measure of A.D,

.'• rect. B.C = rect. A.D.

1^

i-i

[

i^ffl

^1
f

I"
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Theorem 1-1

(Converufi of Throrein 13)

If two rectangles are equal to each other, the

leng:th of one is to the length of the other as the

breadth of the second is to the breadth of the first.

D

H

B C F G

Hypothesis.—Rect. ABCD = rect. EFGH.

To prove
BC EF
FG ~ AB'

Proof.—Let a, b, c, d bo the numerical iiiousurcs of

BC, BA, FG, EF respectively.

Tiien since the rectan<;les are eqnal,

ah = fd.

c

d

h'

BC EF
•• FG AB
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Alternative proof of the Pytharjorean Theorem.
{11-13, p. 122)

The square on the hypotenuse of a right-angled
triangle equals the sum of the squares on the other
two sides.

Hypothef>U—BAG is a A having l BAG a rt. I,
and having squares described on the three sides.

To prove that BC' = BA^ 4- AC.

Construction.—Draw AD J. BG.

Proof.— -: BAG is a rt.-^d A vi'ith AD ± tlic hypo-
tenuse BG,

BC
BA

Siiuihirly

|A.
(IV-12,Cor.2,p.245.)

BA» = BG.BD. (IV— 13, p. 247.)

CA' = BG.CD.

BA^ + GA» - BG.BD + BG.GD

= BG (BD + GD)
= BG.BG
= BG«

i.e., BG^ == BA» -f GA'.

•

I

I r

*1
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128.—Exercises

1. Give a general enunciation of TV— 12, Cor. 1.

2. Give a general enunciation of IV— 12, Cor. 2.

3. Give an alternative proof of IV— 13, using the con-

struction indicated in the following diagram :

—

N

-B

G-

M

rV^Q

GH,

HiHr
AB EF
^Q = ^rj- In the rectangles NL, RL, KL = AB, LM

PL = CD and LQ = EF.

Using a similar construction give also an alternative proof

of IV—U.

4. In any two equal As ABC, DEF, if AG, DH be xs
to BC, EF respectively, AG : DH = EF : BC.

5. In any ^ the JLh from the vertices to the opposite

sides are inversely as the sides.

f). In the diagram of IV— 12, show that re^t. AD.BC =

rect. BA.AC. Give a general statement of this theorem.

7. ABC, DEF are two equal As having also LB = Z.E.

Show that ii-- =
E F AB

8. ABCD, EFGH are two equal ||gms having also Z.B =

Z.F. c, ., , BC FE
ohow that = —--

FG B A

9. ABCD L a given rect. and EF a given st. line. It is

required t*^* make a rect. equal in area to ABCD and

having one of its sides equal to EF.
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and having10. Make a rect. equal in area to a given

one of its sides equal to a given st. line.

11. Show how to construct a rect. equal in area to a
given polygon and having one of its sides e(jual to a given
st. line.

12. If from any point on the circumference of a circle a

± be drawn to a diameter, the scjuare on the ± equals

the rect. contained hy the segments of the diameter.

13. Construct a square equal to a given rect.

14. Construct a square equal to a given ||"m.

15. Construct a square equal to a given A.

16. Draw a square having its area 12 s(|. inches.

17. Divide a given st. lino into two parts such that the

rect. contained by the parts is eijual to the square on
another given st. line.

18. If a St. line be divided into two jtarts, the rect.

contained, by the parts is greatest when tlie line is bisected.

19. AB and C are two given st. lines. Find a point D
in AB produced such that rect. AD.DB =^ sq. on C.

20. Construct a rect. eijual in area to a given square
and having its perimeter equal to a given st. line.

When will the solution be impossible?

21. Show how to construct a scjuare equal in area to a
given pol^'gon.

22. In the corresponding sides BC, EF of tlie similar As
ABC, DEF the points G, H are taken such that BG : GC =
EH : HF. Prove AG : DH = BC : EF.

H

I
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Chokds axi) Tancjents

TllEOUEM 15

If two chords intersect within a circle, the
rectangle contained by the segments of one is

equal to the rectangle contained by the segments
of the other.

Miii

Hypothesis.—In the circle ABC, the chords AC, BD
intersect at E.

To prove that rect. AE.EC = rect. BE. ED.

Construction.—Join AB, CD.

Proof— V Z.H ABD, ACD juo in the same sejrinent,

.-. L ABD L ACD. (111—7, p. 156.)

Siniihirly, l BAC - L BDC.

And L AEB L CED. (I— 1, p. 1.3.)

.-.
. AEB DCE.

••

ED =
EC- (lV-8. p. 236.)

.-. rect. AE.EC - root. BE.ED. (IV— l.S.jx 247.)
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TllEOKKM Hi

(t'um'irxi; (if IV— I't)

If two Straight lines cut each other so that the
rectangle contained by the segments of one is equal
to the rectangle contained by the segments of the
other, the four extremities of the two straight lines
are concydic.

HypotheHls—'UxG st. lines AB, CD cut at E so that
rect. AE.EB = rect. CE.ED.

To prove that A, C, B, D aio concyelic.

Cmistruction.—Desci-ibc a circle throuoh a, C, B, and
let it cut ED, produced if necessary, at F.

Proof.— '. AB, CF are chords of a circle,

:. AE.EB = CE.EF. (IV— 15, p. 2r)2.)

But, AE.EB =. CE.ED. {Hyp.)

:. CE.EF - CE.ED.

And .-. EF = ED.

.'. F coincides with D,

and the points A, C, B, D are concyelic.

f

I

M
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Theouem 17

Book IV

If from a point without a circle, a secant and a
tangent are drawn, the square on the tangent is
equal to the rectangle contained by the secant, and
the part of it without the circle.

If

i=f

HyputhesU—PA is a tangent and PCB a secant to
the circle ABC.

To prove that pa' = PB.PC.

Connlraction.—.Join AB, AC.

Proof.— V AP is a tangent, and AC is a chord from
the same jwiiit A,

.-. ^ PAC = ^ ABC. (Ill—15, p. 177.)

r z. P is con»

,
L PBA = L

connuon.

In Z\s PAB, PCA,
j
L PBA = L PAC,

[ and .-. , L PAB = L PCA,

A A PAB
! I ^, PCA.

. PB PA
• PA Pc'

.-. PA» = PB.PC.

(IV—8, p. 236.)

(IV—13, p. 247.)
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If from a point without a circle two straight lines
are drawn, one of which is a secant and the other
meets the circle so that the square on the line
which meets the circle is equal to the rectangle
contained by the secant and the part of it without
the circle, the line which meets the circle is a
tangent.

Hypothesis.—Ph and PBC are drawn u> the circle

ABC so tliat PA- = PB.PC.

To prove that PA is a tan^jent.

Construction.—Join AB, AC.

Proof.—In Z.s PAB, PAC. Z P is common,
and PA^

PA
PB

L. PAB
I PAB

: PB.PC,

11- (IV-14.i,.24.S.)

.PCA. (IV— 10, p. 241.)

Z PCA.

i.i'.

PA coincides with the tangent

at A. (Ill— 15. !>. 177.)

PA i.s a tangent to the circle.

Note.—Prove this proposition loith the. fotloumuj construc-

timi :—Draw a tanyeiU from P, and join the point of contact

and the points A, P to the centre.

ll

->:.'* 5

*!»*<
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129.—Exercises

Book IV

1. PAB, PCD are two soeants draw,, from a poinh p
without a circle. Show that n-ct. PA.PB - root. PC.PD.

From thi.s exercise deduce a i)r(K)f for IV— 17.

2. If iu two .St. lines PB. PD points A. C respectively he
taken such that rect. PA.PB ^ rect. PC.PD. the four
points A, B, C, D are concyclic.

3. If two circles intersect, their common chord oi.secN
their common tanyents.

4. If two circles intersect, the tangents drawn to them
rom any point in their common chor.1 pro<luced are equal
to each otlier.

'

5. Through P any point in the common chonl, or thecommon chord produced, of two intersecting circles two
hnes are drawn cutting one circle at A. B and the other
at C, D. Show that A, B, C. D are concyclic.

6. Through a point P within a circle, any chonl APB is
dr^vwn. If o be the centre, show that rect. AP.PB =

7 From any point P without a circle any seca..t PAB
js^drawn.^ If o be the centre, show that rect. PA.PB =

8. From a given point as centre describe a circle cutting,
a g.ven st. line in two points, so that the rectangle con"
tamed by their distances from a given point in the st
line may be equal to a given square.

9. Describe a circle to pass through two given points and
touch a given st. line.

10. If three circles be drawn so that each intersects the
otlier two, the common chords of each, pair meet at a point.

I J
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11. Find a point D, in tli« side BC) of ,\ ABC, sucli

that the sij. cm AD -= nsct. BD.DC. Vt'lifii is tlie solution

possible ?

12. Use TV— 17 to finil a mean proportional to two
given st. lines.

13. P is a point at a distance of 7 cnu from the centre

of a circle, PDE is a secant such that PD ---- T) cm. and
DE = 3 cm. Find the length of the radius of the circle.

14. In a circle of radius 4 cm. a chord DE is drawii 7

cm. in length. F is a point in DE such that DF 5 cm.
Find the distance of F from the centre of the circle.

15. DEF is an isosceles A in which ED ^ EF. A circle,

which passes through D ami touches EF at its middle
point cuts DE at H. Prove that DH ^ 3 HE.

16. In a circle two chords DE, FG cut at H. Prove that

(FH - HG)" — (DH - HE)^ = FG»— DE".

17. LND, MNE are two chords intersecting inside a
circle and LM is a diameter. Prove that

LN.LD + MN.ME = LM^

18. DEF, HGF are two circles and DFG is a fixed st.

line. Hhow how to draw a st. line EFH s..eh that EF.FH
= DF.FG.

19. P is a point in the diameter DE <>f a circle, and PT
is the J_ on the tangent at a point Q. Prove that
PT.DE ^ DP.PE-f PQ'.

20. P, Q, R, S are four points in order in the same st.

line. Find a point O in this st. line such that OP.OR =:

OQ.OS.

21. The tangent at p to a circle, whose centre is O meets

two
II
tangents in Q, R. Prove that PQ.PR = OP'.

^ f

^ I

H
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n,

Miscellaneous Exercises

1. EFGH is a |!gni, P a point in EF such tliat EP:PF =

vf.ii. What fraction is /. EPH of the ||gm?

2. EFGH is a ||j»m, P is a point in the diagonal FH
such tliiit FP:PH 2:5. What fraction of the ||gra is A
EFP? If FP : PH = m : n find the traction.

3. EFGH is a ||gn), P is a point in the diagonal FH
produced such tiiat FP : PH = 9 : 5. What fraction of the

llgm is the ;. PEH ?

4. KLMN is a Igm. Any st. line EKG is drawn cutting

the sides ML and MN produced at E and G. Show tliat

lialf the llgin is a mean proportional Ijetween /\s EKL and

NKG.

5. The . . PQR lias PQ and QR divided at D and E

«uch that PD : DQ - QE : ER -^ 1 : 3. PE and RD intersect

at O. Find the ratios of the ^.s PDO : OPR : OER : PQR.

6. D and E are points in PQ cr.ul PR sides of the A
PQR such that QO: DP - PE: ER = ?«:n. Compare the

area.s c^ the As QDE and DER.

7. Either of the complements of the Hgms about the

diagonal of a |igm is a mean proportional between the two

llgms about the diasonal.

8. LMN is an isosceles , , having LM - LN, LD is per-

pendicular to MN, P is a point in LN such that LP : LM
= 13. Prove that MP bisects LD.

9. Thn)ugii E one of the vertices of a rectangle EFGH
any st. line is drawn, and HP and FQ are Xs to PEQ.

Prove PE.EQ = HP.FQ.

10. DEF is a A, P and Q are points in DE and DF,

and DP : PE - 3:5 and DQ : QF = 7:8. In what ratio is PQ
cut by the median DG ?
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11. DEFG is a jlgm, and EF is produeod to K so that
PK = EF; DK cuts EG ut P. Show that GP ==

i EG.
12. The diagonals of the ! gin EFGH intersect at O; if

E bo joined to the middle point P of OH, and EP and FG
meet at K, find GK : EH.

13. DEF is a right-angled
. .. E iM'ing the riglit angle.

G is taken in DE produced such that DG : GF =^ OF : EF.
Prove that Z DFG is right.

14. If the perpendicular Ut the base of a . . from the
vertex l>e a mean proportional to the segments of the base,
the triangle is right angled.

15. DGH is any A, and from K the middle poini of GH
a line is drawn cutting DH at E aiui GD produced at F.
Prove GF:FD - HE: ED. Prove the cmverse al.so.

16. AD and AE arc the interior and exterior bisectors of
the vertical angle of /, ABC meeting the base at D and
E, Through C, FCG is drawn to AB meeting AD and
AE at F and G. Prove that FC = CG.

17. HKL is an isosceles
, having HK HL; KL is

produced to D and DEF is drawn cutting HL at E, and
HK at F. Prove DE : DF - EL:KF.

18. DP and DQ are perpendiculars to the bi.sectors of
the interior angles E and F of any /, DEF. Prove PQ !| EF.

19. PX and QY are perpendiculars from P and Q to
XY; PY and QX intersect at R, and RZ is perpendicular
to XY. Piove Z PZX Z QZY.

20. ABC is any
. ,

and AD is taken along AC such
that AC:AB AB:AD; also CF is taken along AC such
that AC:CB ~ CB:CF. Prove BF - BD.

21. The peipcndicular KD to the hypotenuse HL ..f a
right-angled £, KHL is produced to E such that KD : DH
= DH:DE. Prove HE ii KL.

I IJ

1'^
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I f

p?

'

:l
i^

pi

ih-

22. DEF is a A inscrilxnl in u circle, and P ;vti<1 Q aro
taken in DE and DF such tliat DP:PE DQ QF. Sliow
that tlio circle described about D, P, Q touches the «'iven

circle at D.

23. D is a point in LM a side of \ LMN, DE is
|| to

MN and EF
|| to LM, meeting the sides at E anti F.

Prove LD:DM ^ MF:FN.

24. A variable line througii a fixed point O meets two

II
8t. lines at P and Q. Prov<> OP:OQ a constant ratio.

25. If the nonparallel sides of a trapezium are cut in

the same ratio by a st. line, show tliat this line is
|| to

the II sides.

26. ABODE is a polygon, O a point within it. If X, Y,
Z, P, Q are points in OA, OB, OO, OD, OE such that OX :

OA = OY : OB = etc., show that the sides of XYZPQ are
||

to those of ABODE.

27. DE is a st. line, F any point in it ; find a point P
in DE produced such that PD:PE = DF:FE.

28. St. lines PD, PE, PF and PG are sucli that each
of the ^s DPE, EPF, FPG is ecjual to half a ri,<rht angle.

DEFG cuts them such tliat PD = PG. Prove that DG : FG
= FG : EF.

29. GH is a chord of a circle, K and D points on the
two arcs respectively; KH and KD are joined and GD
meets KH produced at E ; EF ||

to GH meets KD produced.
Show that EF is equal to the tangent from F.

30. DEF, DEG are two circles, the centre P of DEG
being on the cinumference of DEF. A st. lino PHGF cuts

the common chord at H. Prove that PH : PG = PG : PF.

31. EF is the diameter of a circle. PQ is a chord ±
to EF, a chord QXR cuts EF at X, and PR, EF produced
meet at Y. Show that EX : EY = FX : FY.
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32. O IS a fixcl point and P a variuhU- jx.int ..n the
circu.nforenco of a cird.- ; PO is piodiu-ed to Q suoh that
OQ:OP = m n. Find th(! locus of Q.

33. LMN is a .\ inscrihod in a ,i,rl,., z. L is hisoctod
l)y LED cutting MM at E .in.l the arc at D. Prove s
LEN and LMD siniihir.

34. The z. D of the
, DEF is hiscctod l.v DP cuttin-

EF in P; QPR is X to DP ini-elin- DE .ind DF at Q
and R; RS is

i|
to EF nl(•(^in^' DE at S. Provi- SE EQ.

35. AOB, COD and EOF aro a.iv three st. lines • ACE
is

II
to FDB. Prove AC:CE BD:DF. State and prove

a converse to tliis theorem.

36. Two circles DEF and DEG infrsect; a tan-ent DF
is drawn to DEG, and EG to DEF. Show that DE is a
mean proportional between FE and DG.

37. EFGH is a quadrilateral, the di)i,-,'on,ils EG and FH
meet at Q. Prove

. EFH : FGH EQ : QG.
38. EFGH is a <iuadriiateral of which the sides EH and

FG produced meet at P. Prove .. EFG : \ FGH EP •

PH.

39. G is the niiddh' point of the st. line MN, PE a st.

line
II to MN. Any st. line EFGH cuts PN at F and PM

produced at.H. Prove EF : FG EH : HG.

40. ABC is a J, havin-; z B - Z C - twice z A, BD
bisects the z B meeting AC at D. tVovc AC : AD ^ AD

:

DC; also prove /,ABC: , ABD ABD : BDC.
41. EFGH is a cyclic <iua<lrilater;d, EG and FH intersect

at O, iui.i OP and OQ an- j_« to EH and FG. Show
that OP:OQ . EH : FG.

4'J. EF is the diameter of a circle <ind R ,uid Q anv
points on the circumfeicnce on opposite .^ides of EF; QR is

1 to EF meiiing EP at S. Prove
. . ESQ EQP.

I
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«
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43. ABC is. a .', inscrilwHl in a circle, centre O, AD a
± to BC, AOE a (iianieter. Prove £}.s ADC and ABE
similar: and AD.AE = AB.AC.

44. EFQ is a .\ inscril)ed in a circle, ED || to the tangent
at G meets the l)ase at D. Prove that FG : FE -^ EG : ED.

45. Find tlie ratio of the segment.s of the hypotenuse of a
li^ht-Ad A made by a perpendicular on it from the verte.x,
if the ratio of the sides b(> (1) 1 : 2

; (2) m : n.

46. PQ is the diameter of a circle ; a tangent is drawn
fn)m a point R on the circumference, PS and QT aie ± to
tlie tangent. Prove Z.s PRQ, RPS and RTQ similar; also
show that A PRQ is half of PSTQ.

47. PQ and PR are tangents to a circle, PST is a secant
meeting the circle at S and T. Prove QT : QS =-- RT : RS.

48. Two circles intersect at E and F; from P, any point on
one of them, chords PED, PFG are drawn, EF?and DG meet
at Q and PQ cuts the circle PEF at R. Prove R, F, G, Q
concyclic

;
also that PQ' is efjiial to the sum of the squa'res on

the tangents to the circle EFGD from P and Q.

49. PBR is a st. line, and similar segments of circles, PAB
and BAR, are described on PB and BR and on the same
side of PR. PAC and RAD an' drawn to meet the circles
at C aiid D. Prove PD : RC ^ PB : BR.

Nf.Ti .-.%w,',(^y of circles are mid to he similar when thy
contain equal aiiylvs.

50. PMQ is the diameter of a circle PRQ, px and QY
are

||
tangents, XRY is any other tangent, PY and XQ

meet at O. 8how that RO is !l to PX ; that RO produced
to M is _L to the dimneter; and that MO ^^ OR.

51. ABCD is a rectan^-'", a st. line APQR is drawn
cutting BC at P, the circle circumscribing the rectangle
at Q and DC produced at R, and such that AC bisects
L DAR. Prove DC : CR = PQ : PA.

^^jm
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52 PQRS is a square. A st. lino PFED cuts QS at F.SR «t E and QR p.-.^luccl at D. Prove FR a ta..«.„t tothe orcle described al,out DER ; also tl.at EF : PF = PF : FD.
r.3. FGHK is a c.vdic qua.lrilateral, tl.e L GFE is ,„ade

e.j..Hl to L HFK and E is i„ gk. Prove . s FEK and

r>4. PA and pb arc tangents to a circle, centre O AB

rr ?n;
"=

':''° ^ ""^ •^^^"'^' ^^ -^ ^ *« ^^^ -dAB and OS producwl meet at Q. Prove (1) P R s O
conc^clie; (2) po.OR . OA^• (3) QD and QC are tangents
to tlie given circle.

nr, DEF is a .-. and P an.l Q are points in ED and FE
.^ch that EP

: PD . FQ : QE, an.l PQ ni-ets DF pr-Kluced at
R. Prove RF

: RD PE^
: PD'. ^Thr,>uyh F .Ira.o a st. line

i|to DE to meet PR.) "

r^6. If a square is inscrilKnl in a rt.-^d
. having one side

on the hypotenuse, show that the three segments of the base
are in continued proportion.

57 FGH is a J. and l G and L H are biseete.1 by st. linos
which cut the opposite sides at D and E; if DE is

|| to GH.
then FG :^ FH.

58. From p, the mi.l.ile point of an arc of a cirdo cut offby a chord QR, any .-hord PDE is drawn cutting QR at D
.Show that PQ^ = PD.PE.

59. Draw a st. line through a given point so that the
perpendiculars on it fron, two oth.-r given points n.av bo(equal (L) one twice the other, (3) throe tin-es' the
other, (4) in a given ratio.

60. LMN is an isosoolos /, ,l.e 1,,,.. mN is produced
hoth ways, m NM produced any point P is takon. and•nMN produced NQ is takon a thin! proportional io PMand LM. Prove Z.s PLQ and PLM similar.

li

^^^^
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Gl. EDOF is the diamfitor of a circlo, centre O. PE nnd
PQ are tangents to the circle; QD is ± to EF. Prove
GD:DE = OE:EP.

62. DEF is a .', inscrilwd in a circle, centre O. The
diameter J. to EP cuts DE at P and FD pro<luce<I at Q.
Prove ^.s EPO and FOQ similar ; and lience OE» =. OP.OQ.

63. ABC is a
. , inscribed in a circle. The exterior J. at

A is l.isecte<l hy a st. lino cutting BC produced at D and
the circumferenro at E. Prove BA.AC - EA.AD.

64. EFGH is a cyelie (luadrilateral, P a point on the cir-
cumference, PQ, PR, PS, PT are J. to EF, FG, GH, HE re-
.spectively. Prove .\.s PTQ and PSR similar: ami PT.PR ^
PS.PQ.

65. Any three
|| chords AB, CD, EF are drawn in a circle,

AC and BD nu-et EF produced at Q and R, P is a point in
the arc EF, and PA and PD meet EF at M and N. Prove
As AQM juid NDR similar; hence show that, for all positions
of P, QM.NR is constant.

66. Two tangents TMP and TNQ are drawn to a circle,
centre O, and the st. line POQ is J. to TO. MN is any other
tangent to the circle. Prove As MPO and NQO similar.

67. DH is a me<iian of the .\ DEF, PQ is i| to EF cutting
DE at P and DF at Q. Show that PF and EQ intersec't
on DH.

6(S. LNM is a inscrihed in a .semicircle, diameter LM.
NM is greater than NL. On opposite .sid.vs of LN the Z LNP is

ma<le e-iiial to Z LNQ, P ami Q lying along LM. Pn.ve
PL : LQ PM : QM.

6t». EFGH is a ilgm, and RS is drawn !| to HF mooting EH
and EF at R and S. Show that RG and SO out otT ecjuai

segments ..f the diagonal FH. Prove a converse of this.
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70. ABC
BD = CE; DE

i« a .-, a„(l AB, AC a.o pnKlnro<l to D, E so that

AD : AE FC : FB
and BC

I •r(.<liicc<l iiioet ut F. SIlow that

71. Tv r'O elf
Jtersect,centres O, F

being on the oircun.ferenco of the oth.r eircl- qDE
rtV

c role .ith conu-e O at G a..,, outs tho ^Zat D. E and EPF ,. a .lian.ot...-. P.ove OGD
i

^ AOEF; and hp„ee, that OO.OE is ommf.nf t n • •

of the tangent. ^ ^ ^"'' "" I""*'^'«"-^

72. Two cirele.s touch externally at P; EF a chonl <.fone crole touches the other at D. Prove PE : PF EDDF
DJ!;n!°r 1

"" '^'""''''" "^ '^ ^''•^'*'' ^^'t'' <^<'"tre O."DP any chord cutt.ng the dian.oto..
; OSQR ± to DP n,ee,:DP at S DE at Q. and PE at R. P.ove

. s EDF andRSP similar; also OQ.OR _ CD'.

74 Divide an arc of a circle into two part.s .so that thecWds winch cut then, off shall have a giten ratio to e.^h

75. LMN is a A and XY
1| MN n.oot.s LM at X and LN atf, MN ,s pr.Hj„o,'d to D .so that ND XY and XP I' ... i n

meets MN at P. Pn-v. MN : ND ND : NP.
7(5. Two cin-los intersec-t an.l a st. lin,. CDOEF ....ts thecircumferences at C. D E F -uid tl. . . . i

,

^' "' *=> *^ J'"<1 tlio coiniiion chord at OShow that CD : DO EF : OE
77. DX ± EF and EY j. DF in

, DEF. Thv lines DXEYcutatO. Prove that EX : XO = DX : XF.
7S. F,o,n a point P without a rur\o two secants PKLPMN are drawn to meet the nrcle i„ K, L. M N Tl... i„..tor of . KPM meets the ehonl KM at E a'nd "the chordLN at F. Prove that LF : FN ME : EK
71) QR is a ,.h..rd

i|
to the tangent at P f, a circle Achord PD ...,. QR .t E. Prove that PQ is a mean p opo:tional between PE and PD.

1 'opor
^1^

i|,
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i,

f

H). DEF, DEQ aro tw(» li\p(l circli'H an*! FEQ is ;i st. linp.

Show that th(» ratio FO : DQ is ciiHtHiit f«.r all positions of
tho fit, lirip FEG.

81. DEF is a t. line, and EG, FH aie any two
|| st. hncs

on tho same si.i.' of DEF .>iwh f liat EG : FN - DE : DF. Pro*'e
that D, Q, H ait« in a si. line.

82. From a /^ivi n point on tho ciic'imforonoo of a circlo

draw two tliordw wliioh nro in u givfn itti-. mul contain a
givon L.

83. DEF is a > and <<i\ DE, DF two DLE, DFM are
doHoriU'd externally such tiiat L FDM - z. EDL nwl L DFM =
L DLE. Prove l:, DLF

, L\ DEM.

84. DEFQ is a ijgm and P is any j,oint in tlie <liagonnl

EG. Tiio St. Hno KPL meets DE at K and FG at L, and
MPN meets EF at M and GD .'t N. Prove KM |1 NL.

85. ABCD is a Hgm and PQ is a st. line
|| AB. The st.

liu's PA, QB meet at R and PD, QC iiteet at S. Prove
RS

II
AD.

86. If the three sides of one ,\ are respectively ± to
the three sides of another /s, th(» two ^.s are similar.

87. Find a poi- t whose J. distances from the three
sides of a / , are in the ratio 1 ; J ; 3.

88. Sijuares are described eacii with one side on one
given St. lino and one vertex on anotlier given st. line.

Find tho locus of tho vertices which are on neither.

89. If the sides of a rt.-Z.d .\ are in the ratio 3 ; 2,

prove that the J. from the vertex of the rt. L to the
hjrpotenuso divides it in the ratio 9 : 4.

90. HK is a diameter of a circlo and L is any point on
the circumforemo. A st. line X HK meets HK at D, HL
at E, KL at G, and the circumference at F. Snow that
DF' := DE.DG.
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the cirru^fii'r;!;':'':' "
''^i

p*^""^ ^^ -"^ ^'"^ -
ratio at P. Prve ,1')"", ""'%'^ ''"''"' '" " «'-"''. ...ve that the locus of p ,„ „ cirelo.

J- DEFQ is a (lua.lrilatoral atui P n r c
DE, EF, FO, GD ,„ch „„a Dp oe' Fq' FE°'%R""t""OS

:
DO. Prove that pqrs i- a „«„,.

"« ' " ' ™ ^ "O '

"« '-'r-
. PF', and tl,;it PQ.PR ^ gP'.

,. T, ,

P^'l-Tticn.! k-t«„.„ pQ .,„, pB_^

Hn»
II to the U«, .re e,|ual

''" " "" ""J' "

Construct tho loc^us of p.
~ ""*' "'!• """•

99. If the tan-eiits from a civen iK.inf t
mtersoctn,,, circles a.o all c.ua Til tho

'"'>'"»"''-• -f

ti.e circles pass thro.,h that pi

[

"'"'""" ^''""^^ "^

circles are e<,ual.
tangents to all the

101. DEF is a .•. having Z E a rt ^ t
• . •

.scrilH.1 with centre D and r-uhus DP .

'"'
' '' '''^

^;-n cutting the cirelo ^ H- ^'^EX i" T
'' "^"'^ ''

«how that D. X. G. H are concydi'c.
""' "^ °'^-

I.
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lit

102. GD is a chord drawii
||
to the diamotor LM of a circle.

LG, LD cut tlio tan-^'oiit at M at E, F respectively. Prove

that LG.GE-I- LD.DF - LM-.

103. LM is a diameter of a circle^ and on tlio tangent at

L equal distances LP, PQ are cut oil". MP, MQ -^iit the

circunifereiice at R, S respectively. Vnjve that LR : RS =

LM : MS.

104. GH drawn in the .'. DEF meets DE in G and DF
in H. From D any line DLK is drawn cuttinj,' GH in

L and EF in K. From L the st. lines LM, LN are

drawn
||

KH, KG and meeting DH, DG at M, N re-

spectively. Prove i._, LMN _ KHG.

105. In a given . \ inscribe an efjuilateral l^ so as to

Iiave one side ||
to a side of the given L^.

106. In a given / , DEF draw a st. line PQ V\ ED

meeting EF in P and DF in Q, so that PQ is a mean

proportional between EP and PF.

107. Two circles intersect at E, F, and DEG is the st.

line J. EF and terminated in tiie circumferences. HEK
is any other st. line through E teriuinated in the circum-

ferejices. HF, DF, KF, GF are drawn. Pr(«ve, by similar

As, that DG HK.

108. In Js ABC the bisectors of Z A and of the

exterior Z at A meet the st. line BC at D and E. Show

2 ahc
that DE = , .

c- - 0^

109. If two circles intercept equal chords PQ, RS on any

st. line, the tangents PT, RT to the circles at P, R are to one

another as the diameters of the circles.

110. DEF is a l\ having DF > DE. From DF a part

DG is cut off ecjual to DE, and TH is drawn !1 DE to meet

!i!
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EF iit H. From GF a j.art GK is cut off iMiual to GH, and
KL is (hawn

|| GH to iiicct EF at L; etc. IVuvc tliat DE,
GH, KL, etc., aiv in continued juoportion.

HI. A circle P touches a circle Q internally, and also

touches two ;' chords of Q. Prove that the J. froni the
centre of P on the diameter of Q which l)isects the chords is

a mean proportional hetween the two e\ femes of the three

segments into wliicli the diameter is divided by the chords.

112. PX is the X from a point P on the circumference of

a circle to a chord QR, and QY, RZ are ±h to the tangent
at P. Prove that PX^ = QY.RZ.

113. Prove, by using U2, tliat if _Ls are drawn to the sides

and diagonals of a cyclic quadrilateral from a point on the
circumference of the cirx-umscribed circle, the rectangh? con-

tained by the Xs on the diagonals is e<pial to the rectangle

contained by the Xs on either pair of opposite sides.

114. The projections of two
|!

st. lines on a given st. Une
are proportional to the st. lines.

115. DEFG is a square, and P is a point in GF such ttiat

DP = FP + FE. Prove that the st. line from D to the middle
point of EF bisects Z. PDE.

116. DEF, GEF are .'.s on opposite sides of EF, and DG
cuts EF at H. Prove thac

. . DEF : ^^ GEF ^ DH : HG.

117. From the intersection of the diagtmals of a cyclic

quadrilateral Xs are drawn to a pair of opposite sides : prove
that these Xs are in the same ratio as the sides to which
they are diawn.

118. P, Q, R, S are points in a st. line, PX QY, RX SY,
and XY meets PS at O. Prove that OP.OS == OQ.OR.

119. From a point T without a circle tangents TP, TQ
and a secant TRS are drawn. Prove that in the quadri-

lateral PRQS the rect. PR.QS = the rect. RQ.SP.
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BOOK V

Areas of Similaii Fiuupks

Theorem 1

The areas of similar triangles are proportional to

the squares on corresponding sides.

B H C E K ^
Hypothesis.—ABC, DEF are similar as of which

BC, EF are corresponding sides.

A ABC BC"
EF'^

To prove that

Const ruCi

Proof.—

A DEF
Construction.—Draw AH J. BC and DK ± EF.

BC (IV_8, p. 23G.)

V ,\ AHC 1 A DKF,

And . . ABC ! /. DEF,

AH ^ AC
DK ~ DF ~ EF

A ABC = i AH.BC, (II—4, p. 100.)

A DEF = h DK.EF,

• i^^^ ^ 4 AKBC
*'

tA DEF 4 DK.EF
AH BC

" DKEF
^ BC B^
EFEF
BC"
EF'

271
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130.—Exercises

1. Tsvo similar .\s .avo corresponding sides in the ratio
of 3 to 5. Wliat is the ratio of their areas i

2. The ratio of the areas of two similar .\s equals the
ratio of 64 to 169. What is the ratio of their eorrespondin^
sides 1

^ "

3. Draw a A having sides 4 cm , 5 cm., G cm. Make a
second A iiaving its area four times that of the first, and
divide it into parts each equal and si.nilar to the first A.

4. Show that the areas of similar ..is are as :—
(a) the squares on corresponding altitudes;

(i) the squares on corresponding medians;
(c) the squares on the bisectors of corresponding z.s.

5. ABC. DEF are two similar A.^ such that area of A
DEF is twice that of J, ABC. What is the ratio of
corresponding sides?

Draw A ABC liaving sides 5 cm., 6 cm., 7 cm., and
make A DEF similar to A ABC, and of double the area.

6. If ABC, DEF be similar As of which BC, EF are
corresponding sides, and the st. line G be such that
BC

: EF = EF : G, then A ABC : ^ DEF - BC : G : that is :—
If three St. lines be in continued proportion, the first isto the third as any A on the first is to the simUar AsimUarly descnbed on the second.

NOTE.—Similar As are said to be similar!!/ described o;>
corresponding sides.

7. ABC is a A and G is a st. line. Describe a DEF
similar to A ABC and such that A ABC : A DEF = BC :G.

Describe another A HKL similar to ^ ABC ,d such that
A ABC : A HKL = AB : G.

Iff
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8. Bisect H given l,y a ,t. lino ,|niu n to ..,,0 .,f its
sides.

9. Fn.m u given .\ cut off a part ...,„h1 to on. thi,,( of
Its .'lira l)y a ... line .I.awn . i,. ,.„« ^f ii.s sides.

10. Trisect a given \ hy st. lines drawn
H to one of its

sides.

11. Show that the e,,uilateral
. . descrihed on the hvpoto-

nuse of a rt.-^d
. . equals the sun, of the e,,uilateral son the two sides.

FXY-^" npc^''
°'' ^ ^"^ ""' ^^ -L ^°- P— that AFXY : , DEF ^ FX' : FD^

13. In the acute-^d
. DEF. DX ± EF EY 1 FD

II V^: \? "- ^'^ "'^' ^" -L ^^- l^-- tl.at XY an,!XZ divide the :, DEF into tluee parts that are pro-
portional to FG, GH and HE.

14. LMN is an cjuilateral ... The st. lines RLQ, PMRQNP are respectively
j. LM, MN. NL. Fi.ul the ratio uiA PQR to J. LMN.

15. A point O is taken in the diameter PQ produce,! ofa circle. OT ,s a tangent, and the tangent at P cuts OT

tc!!:N'L^o=Z:oT "' "'^ ^'"'^' ^"" *'^'

IC H is a point on the .-ircumference of a circle ofwhich FG IS a diameter, and O is the centre. HD J. FG

A inGfPD : DG.
'"' " '"^'" " ' ^-^ ''-' ^^^'

17. DEF. LMN are two zl.s in which L E ^ l M. Prove
that 1. DEF : _ LMN := DE.EF : LM.MN.

18. Shnilar As are to one another as the squares on
the radii of their circumscribing circles.

n
t
i

m
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131. Definition.— If two po'j^vrons of tbo same
number of sides Imvo the un^'les of oiie tiikeii in order
around the Hijure respectively e«iuul to the an<,'les of
tlie otlier in order, and have also tlie corresponding,'

8i(h!8 in ])rop()ition, the polygons are said to be

similar polygons.

PuojiLEM 1

To describe a polygon similar to a given polygon,
and with the corresponding sides in a given ratio.

A B G H

Let ABODE be the given polygon, and QH a st.

line t.iken such that AB is to GH in the given ratio.

It is fe(iuired to describe on GH a polygon similar

to ,nd such that AB and GH are corresponding

si .

,

o AC, AD.

Make z H - Z B, Z HGK = Z BAC and produce the
arms to meet at K. Make Z KGL = Z CAD, Z GKL =

Z ACD, and produce the arms to meet at L. Make
z LGM = Z DAE, Z GLM = Z ADE and produce the
aims to meet at M.

GHKLM IS the required polygon.

Z H = Z B, Z HGK = Z BAC, .. L HKG = L BCA.
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Similmly Z GLK - z ADC. iiii.l / M . z E.

Henc.. Z HKL / BCD. z KLM . CDE an.l / HGM~ Z BAE.

/. polygon GHKLM l.us its zs e.iual respectively to
the zs of poIyj((jii ABCDE.

From the .similar As ghk. ABC, ^*^-

and from the similar As GKL, ACD,

AB
KG
CA

HK
BC
KL
CD'

KG
CA '

. GH
• AB

HK KL
BC CD

In the same manner it may be shown that each of
the.se ratios equals ^^ and .-. e.juals i^.

Hence the corresponding sides <.f the two polycrons
are propouional

;
.-. polygon GHKLM is sin.ilar to

polygon ABCDE; and the two polygons liuve their
correspondnig sides in the given ratio.

132.—Exercises

1. Draw diagrams to shosv that two quadrilaterals „..avhave the s.des of one respectively proportional to the sid^;
of the other, but the z« of one not equal to the corre-
spondmg zs of the other.

2. Draw diagrams to show that two quadrilaterals mayhave the /s of one respectively equal to the zs of the
other, but the corresponding sides not in the same pro-
portion. *

..it,,!^'"'^^.
'.' "". P"'^^'°"- ^""^^'•"^^t a polygon similar toKLMN and havmg each side one-third of the corresponding

side of KLMN. ^ *>
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4. ABCDE is 11 yivcn poly-,'.)!! und QH a jjivpii st. line.

Cut ofl' AQ - QH. Tiike any |)<)int p within ABCDE.

Join P to A, B, C, D, E. Draw QK 1 AP, KF
i
AB, FN

|

AE, NM
II ED, KL

, BC. Join LM.

Show that FKLMN is similar to ABCDE.

6. Twice as many polygons may l»e described on a given
St. line GH, each similar to a given polygon, as the given
polygon has sides.

PUOHLE.M 2

To divide similar polygons into similar triangles.

A E F L

Let ABCDE, FGHKL be similar polygons of which
AB and FG are correspoi ling sides.
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It is r.'<|uiriMl U) .livi.lo ABODE, an. I FGHKL into
siiiiihir /.M.

Tak.' any point P williiii tli.,' polym.n ABODE. Join
PA. PB, PO, PD, PE.

Myki' z QFQ L BAP aii.l . FGQ z ABP, aii.l lit

t!io anus u[' tlios»> /s uiwi. at Q.

Join QH, QK, QL.

/ PAB = Z QFQ an.l l PBA L QQF; :. l. FQQ L
APB. aiul cunsoiiUL'iilly . h ABP, FGQ an; .similar;

. QQ _ FG
" PB A9*

But, l)y (letliiitioii ol' similar poly^'oiis,

FG GH
A B B O

'

. QQ GH
PB BC'

Also Z FGH = I ABC uml Z FGQ - Z ABP;

.•• Z QGH Z PBO.

Th. in s QGH. -B -. ^° - °" an.l z QGH =
Z Pr J.

.• tlif -,8 urc similar. (IV— 10, p. 241.)

Ill tho same m«^-«^ it umw bu sliown that the
romuunnj,' pairs . idin<f , s aro si'uilar.
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278 theohetical geometry

Theorem 2

Book V

The areas of similar polygons are proportional to
the squares on corresponding sides.

A E F

Uiiin</ the diagram i nd construction of Problem 2.

It is rcH;uired to show that P^'^""" ^^^^^
-

^Q'.

polygoi ABODE AB'
V As FQQ, ABP ure similar,

A FQQ
A ABP

QQ>
Bp/ (V— 1, p. 271.)

Similarly
4„QG"

-^
GQ'.

•' A PBC RP»A PBC BP'

. A QQF _ > QQH .. .,
ner)

A QHK
A PCD

A QKL
A PDE

A QLr
A pea"

But, if any number of fract* .be cjual to each
oiher, the sum of their nvunerators divided by the
sum of their denominators eijuals each of tlie fractions.

Now the sum of the numerators of the criual

fractions is the polygon FGHKL, and the sum of the
denominators is the polyi^on ABCDE;

polygon FGHKL ^ A QFG
" poly^'on ABCDE ~

/:i PAB

'
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/. QFQ FQ-

279

But
\ PAB AB

y vj;on FQHKL FQ'

t-''yK' " ABODE AB'"

Theorem 3

If three straight lines are in continued proportion,
the first is to the third as any polygon on the first

is to the similar and similarly described polygon on
the second.

Jhjpotheaia.—AB, CD, E are thivc st. lines such tliat

AB : CD = CD : E, nii<l L, M, similar polyjjons liaviii*,'

AB, CD correspc^ndiiiif sides.

To jn^ove thid polytfon L : |)olyfjon M AB : E.

Proof.-
Polyj^on L ab=

Polyguii M CD-

AB AB
CD CD

AB
cb"

CD
"e

(V—2, p. 27,S.)

iiivp.)

AB
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Prorlem 3

B(K)K V

To make a polygon similar to a given polygon
and such that their areas are in a given ratio.

G H

Lot ABODE be the {riven polygon and FG, GH two
given St. lines.

It is required to make a polygon similar to ABODE,
and such that its area is to that of ABODE as GH is

to FG.

Ci>iislnirli,,ii.— Find KL a fourth proportional to FG,
GH, AB. (IV—Prob. 2, p. 227.)

Find KM a mean proportional to FK, KL. (IV—Prob
5, p. 2-16.)

Cut off AN = KM, and on AN construct a polygon
ANOPQ similar to ABODE.



Proof.—

AREAS OF SfMILAU FKJUUES

AB AN
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• AN "kl'

I)oly<roii ABODE
puly^'uii ANOPq"

AB
KL

.
FQ
GH

— (V-3,i,. 271).)

And .-. H.yK'>» ANOPQ GH
iwlyt^cjii ABODE FG"
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Problem 4

To make a figure equal tc one given rectilineal

figure and similar to another.

Let D iind EFGH bo the j,aven fi<,'ures.

It is reciuireil to make a fi<,'ure similar to EFGH

and e<iual to D.

Construction.—Coustruct the rect. KL - D. and the

rect. FN := EFGH.

Make KM the side of a square which is ecjual to

KL, and FO the side of a sciuure which is etiual to

FN ; so that, KM' - D and FO^ = EFGH.

From F draw a st. line FQ and from it cut oh

FP =. KM and FQ = FO.

Join QE, and draw PR li
QE cutting EF at R.

On RF describe RFTS similar to EFGH.

RFTS is the required figure.
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Proof.- RFTS EFGH,

RFTS RF^

EFGH " EF^'

- QF^

KM*
~ FO-"

"

(V_l,p. 271.)

(IV-2,
I).

222.)

D
EFGH

RFTS D
•'• EFGH EFGH'

and .-. RFTS - D

;

also RFTS was iiiadi) .siiiiiUir to EFGH.

133.—Exercises

1. On a plan of wliicli tho .scale is 1 inch to 2 feet, a

room is represented by 30 s.j. in. Find the area of the

room.

2. On a map of which the .scale is 4 inches to the mile,

a farm is represented hy 10 s.j. in. Find tlie number of

acres in the farm.

3. Construct an equilateral . . equal in area to a given

square.

4. Construct u scjuare equal in area to a given /j..

5. Construct a rectangle similar to a given rectangle and

equal in area to a given square.

6. Construct a square the area of which is 15 sq. in.

7. Bisect a given A by a st. line drawn J. to one side.
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IV-
*

Arcs and An(JLEs

134._Suppose an anj,'l<^ AOB at the centre of a circle

to be divided into a number

of eijual partH AOC, COD, DOE,

EOB.

Then, by III— 13, p. 107, the

arcs AC, CD, DE, EB are ecjual

to each othcr.and wliatever mul-

tiple the an<ile AOB is of the

antde AOC, tlie arc AB is the

same multiple of tlie arc AC.

Thus, if an anf^le at the centre of a circle be

divided into degrees and contain a of them, the arc

subtending the angle will contain the arc subtending

one degree a times.

Theorem 4

In equal circles, angles, whether at the centres

or circumferences, are proportional to the arcs on

which they stand.

Hypothesis.—In the e(pial circles AEB, CFD, the Ls

AOB, CQD at the centres stand respectively on the

arcs AB, CD.

ii
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To prove ilidf
L AOB jirc^AB

L CQD nicTcD

Proof.—Let tlic s AOB, CQD bt^ coiMiiuMiHuniltlt'

having; Z AOH a coiimioii iiicusuit". Suppcsc L AOB
coiituin.s L AOH a times, and Z CQD contains / AOH
h tinu'S.

Tlii'u arc AB contains arc AH " times, and arc CD
contains arc AH h times.

L AOB ft X L AOH o

And

L CQD l> X L AOH h

arc AB O arc AH (I

arc CD }> . aic AH 1,

L AOB i\ I'C AB
L CQD arc CD

A*;ain, .since tlie z.s at tlie circumfercnce.s are

respectively half ttie z.s at tlie centres, on the same
arcs, the Z-S at tlie circumferences are also iji the

ratio of the arcs on which they stand.

AXALYSLS OF A PROBLEM—CoMMoX TaXCEXTS OF

Circles

135. A common method of diacoverintr the .solution

of a problem be<;in.s with the drawintj of the given

figure or figures. The required part is then sketchiMl

in, and a careful examination is made to determine

the connection between the given parts and the

required result. Properties of the figun; are noted,

and lines are drawn that may help in finding the

solution. This method of attack is known as tlie

Analysis of the Problem. Its use is illustrated in

the following sections.

n
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130. Problem.—To draw the direct common tan-

gents to two given circles.

— A

Lot ABC, DEF be two circles, with centrt's P, Q.

It is iv(iuiml to dniw ji direct connnon tiin<,'ent to

the circles ABC, DEF.

Suppose AD to be a direct common tangent touching

the circles at A, D.

Join PA, QD.

PA, QD are both ± AD, and .'. PA ii
QD.

Cut off' AG = DQ. Join QG.

AG is both = and
||
QD, .'. AQ is a gin, and as L

GAD is a rt. - , AQ is a rect.

Dr.av a circle with centre P and radius PG.

PGQ is a rt. L, .'. QG is a tangent to the circle

GHK and this tangent is drawn houi the given point

Q. Tae ratlins PG oi the circh^ GHK is the difference

ot the radii oi" the given circles.

Using the construction suggested by the above

analysis the pupil should make the direct drawing

and prove that it is correct.

Show that two direct conunon tangents may be

drawn.

u I
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137. Problem—To draw the transverse common
tangents to two given circles.

Let ABC, DEF he two circles with centres P, Q.

It is iv(iuire<l to (h'aw ji transverse conuiion tan<,'ent

to the circles ABC, DEF.

Suppose AD to he a transv(u-so conunon tunj^ent

touchinj^ the circles at A, D

Join PA, QD.

PA, QD are hoth ± AD, /. PA QD.

Produce PA to G niakintj AG -^ DQ. Join QG.

Then AQ is seen to ho a rect., an<l if a circh; he

drawn with centre P and radius PG, QG is seen to he

a tanj^ent to this circle. The radius PG of the circle

GHK is the sum of the radii of the crivt-n circles.

From this analysis the; pupil can make the direct

construction and give the proof.

Two transverse common tangents may he drawn to

the given circles

i
•
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1 38. -Exercises

1. Draw (lingnimH to sliow tliat tlit* iuiinl)or of common

t!»i<,'eiits to two riicli'S may ho 4, ", 'J, 1 or 0.

2. Draw a st. lint' t(» cut two given oircU's so that tlio

clionls interccpfj'd on tlif line may l)« ccjual rcspeetivi-ly to

two given st. lines.

X P, Q are tlie centres of two circles. A common

tanyent (cillier direct or transvcrNal) nni'ts llu^ line of

centres at R. Show that the ratio PR : QR e<nial.s the

ratio of the radii of tiie circles.

4. The transverse common tangents and the line of

centres of two circles are concurrent.

5. The direct common tangents ami the line of centres

of two circles are concurrent.

G. P, Q are the centres of two circles am' PA, QB any

two
II
radii drawn in the same direction from P, Q. Show

that AB produced and the direct common tangents meet

the line of centres at the same point.

7. P, Q are the centres of two circles and PA, QB any

two
II

railii drawn in opposite directions from P, Q. Show

that AB and the tiansverse common tangents meet the line

of centres at the same point.

8. Draw the direct common tangents to two eijual circles.

(in
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Miscellaneous Exercises

1. Draw four cirilt's cacli itf ijulius IJ inclio.H, toucliinv;

n lix«'<l I'irclif of radius 1 indi ami also toiirliim^ a st. Iiii»>

li inclM's distiiiit from tlie ft'iilii- <f tlif ciicU'.

2. DE, FQ aic
i|

ciionls of tlic oinlc OEQF. I'lovt- liiat

DE.FG DC DF-.

.'?. If two circloH toll li oxtornally at A ami an- toiirlird

at B, C hy .1 St. litu', tlie st. lijic BC sn'otcmls a rt. _

at A.

4. Of nil . .H of giv«Mi l>as(? and veitii-al _, the isosi-ejes

A has tlie greatest area.

5. ABC is an oijuilatcral
. . inscrilx-d in a linlc, P is

any point (»n the eiicuniftMenco. Of tiie thrt-P st. lines

PA, PB, PC, shiw that one e<|uals the sum of the other

t-.-o.

(5. Construct a rt.- _ d , ,, given the radius of (he

inscribed circle and an acute _ of the \.

7. Tlio diagonals AC. BD of a cydicr rjua<lrilateral ABCD
cut at E. Show that the tangent at E to the circle circum-

scriheil al)out /, ABE is
||

to CD.

H. A, B, C are tlirce j» inis on ;i circle. The hisector

of L ABC meets the circh; again at D. DE is dr.iwri l^ to

AB and meets the circle again at E. Show that DE BC.

1). The side of an e(iuilateral . circumscrihed .ihoiit a

circle is double the side of the eciuihiteral ^. inscrilied in

the same circle.

10. AB is the diamet r of a circle an< 1 CD a clior< 1. EF
is the projection of AB on CD. Show that CE DF.

11. Construct an isosc<'!es given the base and tlle

radi )f tlms or tlie inscribed circle.
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12. Two cirrloH tniicli oxt.-inally. Fiinl tl..- lonin of ill.-

points £.•..,„ svl.ifh tau-ei.tH ,lmwu C U.o rireles are o.iu.tl

to ••acli oilier.

la Two circles, centres C, D, intersect at A, B. PAQ

is a St. line cutting the circles at P Q. PC. QD intersect

at R. Finil the locus of R.

14 Two circle-. t..uch internally at A ;
BC. a cho..l of

the <.uter cir.-le, f.uches the inner circle ni D. Show that

AD hisects L BAG.

ir, p is a <'iven point on the circumference of a circle,

of vvhi.h AB is a given chor.l. Thn.ugh P .Iraw a chord

PQ that is hisecled l»y AB.

16. On a given hase construct a .
having given the

vertical Z and th '- ratio of the two sides.

17. AB is a given st. line and P. Q are two points such

that AP : PB AQ : QB. Hhow that the hisectors of _ s

APB, AQB cut AB at the same p<»int.

IS. AB is a given st. lino and P, Q are two points such

that AP : PB AQ : QB. Show that the bisectors of the

exterior _ s at P, Q of the .
.s APB. AQB n.eet AB

produce<l at the same point.

19 AB is a giveti st. line and P is a point which moves

so that the ratio AP : PB is constant. The hisectors of

the .nteri..r and exterior _ s at P of the
. ,

APB. meet AB

a.id AB prodnce.1 at C. D r.'spectively. Show that the

locus of P is a circle on CD as diameter.

20. AB is a st. line 2 inches in length. P is a point

such that AP is twice BP. Construct the locus of P.

01 Two circles touch externally, and A, B are the points

of contact of a common tangent. Show that AB is a mean

proportional between their diameters.
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2'J. If on oqufil clionls soyinonts <it" ciii-Ifs lie i|< iHmiI

contdiiiiii^ equal _ s, tlic rirclts inf niUiil.

2.'l. Construct a (|ini«liilal<>r!il mkIi tliiit tin- hispt-t rs ol"

the opponite _ s incft on tlif <liii;:oniil-<.

21. \>rn\y n oirclp tr pass through a yivcn poini ;in<l

touih two given st. lines.

2"). !>raw a firclo to tf)ueh a ;ji\i'n ciri'io am' tw.. yi -n

Ht. lines.

2<). Draw a ciicie 'o pass through («

truch a given circle.

'^7. Construct a rt.-_<l A jjiven tli«! \>

radius of the inscr:lH'<l circle.

28. In , ABC the inscribe*! circle

O, E respectively. Tiie line joining; A ^•

the circle at F. Show that F is the cer«T

circle of
. . ADE.

points

use :r !m1 tht!

AB, AC at

a« tM fittt- I uts

'if tli (»-<'! ih-^d

29 The inscril)ed cinle of the rt.- _ .1 ABC
hypotenuse BC at D. Show that rept 9CDC

30. If on the sides of any . . e(juilat' al >

outwardly, the centres of the citcii ribc <

three equilateral s are the verticc> I an «
,j

31. Describe thiio circles t(f tourii each <>

and a given circle internally.

32. Show that two circles can be descriii«-<l

middle point of the liyj)oienuse of a ii.-_d

touch the two circles descril)ed on the twj sides as

diameters.

).. .^«f.
i'

ASC.
f.

tl ,.>rii»*j

f I he

-

'

•i

' iially

H

, Ji ihe

centre ''»
J

33. A St. line AB of fixed len''tli moves as to be

constantly
||

circumference of a

is an equal circle.

to a given st. line and A to i)e on the

given circle. Show that tie locus of B
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lU. ruriHtrm't ivfi iHOHccIcs . wjinil in iiroii to ii givcii A
ami liiiviiig tho v«*rtioftl i wjuiil U» ono «»f tli*' i_^ of the

givi'ii Z\.

35. If two clmrdH AB, AC, drawn from n |M>int A in tliP

cir«'uinf«'ronfc of tho rin'lc ABC, ln' prfMluo'd to nu'ct tin*

tangent at the otlicr pxlrt'iiiily of ihi> (liaiiict<>r throii<.;h A
in D, E n-spfctivi'ly, tiu-n \\w

. . AED is simihir to ,, ABC.

36. If a St. liiu' be divided into two parts, tlie si|. on

the .St. line ecjuals the Huni of the rectangles contained by

the 8t. line and the two parts.

37. ABCD is a (|uadrilateral inacribod in a circle. AB, DC
meet at E and BC, AD nicrt at F. Show that tlio scj. on

EF «'(jual.s the huui of the nqs. on the tanyentn drawn from

E, F to tiio circle.

38. The «t. line AB is divided at C ho that AC 3 CB.

Circles are describtnl on AC, CB as diameters and a

common tangent meets AB produced at D. Sh(»w that BD
equals the radius of the smaller circle.

39. DE is a «liameter of a circle and A is any jmint on

the circumfcience. The tangent at A meets the tatigents

at D, E i> B, C respectively. BE, CD meet at F. 'low

that AF is
||

to BD.

40. TA, TB are tangents to a circle of which C is the

centre. AD is X BC. Show that TB : BC BD : DA.

W. ABCD is a nuadrilat* ral inscri'ed in a circle. BA, CD
produced meet at P, and AD, BC produced meet at Q.

Show that PC : PB = QA : QB.

42. Divide a given arc of a circle into two parts, so that

the chords of these parts shall l)e to each other in the

ratio of two given st. Jines.

4.']. Describ a circle to pass through a given point and

touch a given st. line and a given circle.

'k
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44. LMN is (V It. _.I with L tli.- it. _. On tli.« tUrvo

Hides (••luilatinil . h LEM, MFN, NDL hii- dcvcrilMd mit

wiirtlly. LQ is 1 MN. l'r..v.« that FGM LEM uikI

A FQN . NDL.

iT}. L is tho It. _ i)f u rt.-. 1
. . LMN in wliidi LN -

2 LM. AImj LX 1 MN. Pn.ve th.it LX r MN.

46. A st. liiu- iiK'cts two intiTscotiii;,' riioli-s in P ^hhI Q,

R uiiii S uiid tlifir coiiiinon ehmil in O. I'nn«- thai OP,

OQ, OR, OS, tiikcit ill <i c-«>rtuiii onh'i', are |ii'ii|Hirtiiinals.

47. LMN is a scini-cin-lf nf whirh O is thi« n-ntn', nuil

OM ± LN. .V cIk.i'.I LDE cuts OM at D. l'rnv.> that LM
is a taii<,'ciit to tht; cirrit' MDE.

48. Tho his»>ct<>r of Z. F nf FQH iin'.-is llic Ikim' GH
in E and tlio circuinciicU' in D. Provt- that DG- DE.DF.

4!>. POQ, ROS aro two st. linns such that PO : OQ 3 : I

and RO : OS = 2 : .'). Conipare areas of . .s POR, QOS ; and

also areas of /,s POS, QQR.

50. Trisect a given sijuare l»y st. lines drawn |! to one

of its diagonals.

51. Construct i., ', having its huso 8 cm., tlio other sid«'s

in the ratio of .3 to 2, and the vertical L ^ 7.'>°.

52. In two similar ,\n, tlin parts lying within the
, . of

the right hisectors of corresp(»nding sides have the same

ratio as the corresponding sides of the ...

53. KMN, LMN are .s on the .same base .ind Ixiwccn

the same |!s. KN, LM cut at E. A line tliiougli E, MN,
meets KM in F and LN in G. Prove tliat FE EG.

5t. Construct a .'\ having given the vertical _, the

ratio of the sides containing that _ , and tho altitude

drawn to the ba.se.
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i^*?if

f)."). From a point P without a circle two .secants PFG,

RED are drawn, and PQ -Iniw.i || FD «neets GE produced

;it Q. Prove that PQ is a mean proportional between

QE. QG.

56. LD bisects L L of
. .

LMN and meets MN at D.

From D the line DE II
LM meets LN at E, and DF II LN

meets LM at F. Prove that FM : EN ^ LM^ :
LN^

hi. LMN is a . -rt.-d at L. LD ± MN and meets a

line drawn frn,n M ± LM at E. Pn.ve that .;. LMD is a

mean proportional between s LDN, MDE.

58. Two circles touch externally at D and PQ is a common

tangent. PD and QD pro-luc^l meet the circumferences at

L, M respectively. Show that PM and QL are diameters of

the circles.

59. The common tangent to two circles which intersect

subtends supplementary - s at the points of intersection.

60. Two circles intersect at Q and R, and ST is a

conunon tangent. Show that the circles described about As

STR, STQ are equal.

61. A St. line DEF is drawn from D the extremity of a

diameter of a circle cutting the circumference at E and a

tixed St. line J. to the diameter at F. Sliow that the rect.

DE.DF is constant for all positions of DEF.

6-2. A chord LM of a circle is produced to E .such that

ME is one-third of LM ; a tangent EP is drawn to the

circle and produced to D such that PD - EP. Prove that

A ELD is isosceles.

63. Draw a st. line to touch one circle and to cut another,

the chor<l cut otf being equal to a given st. line.
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64. Two eciu.il circles an> pl.iccd so tliat the tnuisverse

coimiion tanm'iib is e(iual to the nidius. Show that tiie

tangent from the centre of one circle to the oilier ecjuals

the (Hanieter of each circle.

65. Construct a /, having its medians respectively e(|ual

to three given st. lines.

66. Construct a .. given one side and the lengths of the

medians drawn from the ends of that side.

67. Construct a . . given one side, the median drawn to

the middle point of that side, and a median diawn from
one end of that side.

68. Construct a

c - « = 4 cm.

69. Construct a

c ~ rt = 35 cm.

70. Construct a .

LC - Z B - 28'.

having Z A - 2S>\ Z C - 9U , and

having L C ~ l»0°, I, - 6 cm., and

having a - 1 cm., <• - h 'i cm., and

71. If a st. line he drawn in any direction from tJiie vertex

of a llgm, the J_ to it from the opposite vertex ('(iiials the

sum or difference of the J_s to it from the two lemainin"

vertices.

72. PQ is a chord of a circle J_ to the diameter LM,
and E is any point in LM. If PE, QE meet the circum-

ference in S, R respectively, show that PS - QR ; ai.l that
RS J. LM.

73. P is any point in a diameter LM of a circle, and

QR is a chord LM. Piove that PQ- + PR^ __ PL- + PM'.

74. On the hypotenuse EF of tlie ii. „d DEF a GEF
is describe<i outwardly having zGEF -= Z DEF and ZGFE a
rt. _ . Prove that u GFE : _ DEF =-- GE : ED.

'5
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75. Two (luadrilaterfils wIkiso <liiit,'()ii!ils inti'isoot at oiiual

/s aio to QUO another in the ratio of tho rectangles contained

by tlio diagonals.

70. P is any point in tlie side LM of a
. .

LMN. The st.

line MQ, ii PN .meets LN product'd at Q ; and X, Y arc j>oints

in LM, LQ respcclively, such that LX' - LP.LM and LY' =

LN.LQ. Prove tliat /. LXY ;, LMN.

77. EFP, EFQ are circles and PFQ is a st. line. ER is a

diaiiietrr of circle EFP and ES a (lianicltr of EFQ. Trove

EPR : EQS as the sijuan-s on llie radii of the circles.l\

78. I* » is the point of intersection of an external c .mnon

tangent PQR to two ciicles with the line of centres, prove

that PQ : PR as the radii of the circles. Also, if PCDEF is

a secant, prove that PC : PE PD ; PF

79. A point E is taken within a (juadrilateial FGHK such

that LEFK - ZGFH and LEKF = Z.GHF. GE is joined.

ProveAFEG ;.FHK.

80. Through a given point within a circle, draw a chord

that is divided at the point in a given ratio

81. From P, a point on the circumference of a circle,

tangents PE, PF are drawn to an inner concenlr- jircle.

GEFH is a chord, and PE meets the circumference at Q.

Prove L.s PGF, PEH, GEQ similar; also show tliat GQ':

GP' = GE : GF.

82. L is the vertex of an isosceles /. LMN inscrihcd in

a circle, LRS is a st. line which cuts the base in R and

meets the circle in S. Prove that SL.RI LM'.

S."?. PQR is a rt.-zd .. with P the rt. L. PD ± QR

;

DM 1 PQ and DN J. PR. Prove that L QMR L QNR.

84. DEF IS an isosceles :'. with L D U'O." Show that

if EF be trisected at G and H, the ^ DGH is eiiuilateral.
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f^o. AS and AT, BP and BQ an; tani,'orils (Voiii two
points A anil B m a circli-. C, D, E, F .'ire tli»> middle

points of AS, AT, BP, BQ icspectivclv. Prove that CD,
EF, iii'oducpd if iiece.-isaiy, meet on the rii,'lit hisictor of AB.

(Lit O he the cntre n/ l/ir. cirri-: L (Unl M IIk', jxiliifn w/wrr

OA, OB c}(t thi' chords of contact. Pron: A, L, M, B cmi-

cijcUc, etc.)

STi. If from the middle point of an arc two st. lines he

drawn eultiiiL; tht; ciii>rd of the arc and the circumt'crence,

th(^ four points of intersection are concyclic.

1^7. If a st. lino be divided jit two <5iven points, find a

thii'd point in the line, such tliiit its disl;ui<cs from tlie

ends of th(! line may he propurti<jnal to its distances from

the two given points.

S^. Provt- geometrically that tlie arithmetic mean between

vo gi\en st. lines is gi

between the two st. lines.

two given st. lines is greater th.iii the geometric mean

.^9. A snuare is inscribed in a rt.-anglwl triangle, one

side of the stjuare coinciding with the hypotenuse; prove

that the area of the s<pi,ire is eijual to the rectangle con-

tained by the e.vtreme segments t>f the hypotenuse.

90. Any regular polygon inscribed in a circle is tlie

geometric mean l)etween the inscrilu'd and circum.scribeil

regular polygons of half the number of sides.

91. Tiie diagonal and the diagonals of the complements

of tli(! jiaiallelograms about the diagonal of a parallelogram

are concurrent.

92. Develop the formula fur the area of a .'.,

I
.s'(,s' (i) {s - b) (.•>• - c) when; L's ^^ a + 1/ + c ami n, />, c are

the sides.
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Solution of U2. In .. ABC. <lraw AX ± BC, ami let AX

^ h, BX = X. Then CX - « - ^•

Area of A ABC =- i « A-

a- - //- + c-

a- = —

A'-' = c^

4a- A2

2rt

= \a^ c"- {a- - b' + rP-f

= {-Inc + «- - /'- + C-) {-lac - a2 + 6^ - c^)

= {(rt + c)- - //} {//-' - (« - ^•)'}

= (a+ ?< +<•)(«-?' + c){a + h-r){b-a + c)

J a- /i'-^ = Ms - «)J«^j2_ili^Ll_!^
a) (s - /') (i - c).

93. Show from the diagram how

tho distance between two points,

A B at opposite sides of a pond

may be found by measurements

on land.

9i. Show from the diagram how the breadth of a river

may be found by measuv^ments

made on one side of it.

9."). Given a st. line AB,

construct a continuation of it

CD, AB and CD being sepa-

rated by an obstacle.

96. AB, CD are two lines

which would meet oflF the

paper. Draw a st. line which would pass thrc Jgh the point

of intersection of AB, CD, a id bisect the _ between them.
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intersect one

Acute angle :—An L whicli is .^- a rt. Z. . .

"*","

Acute-angled triangle :-A /. mIijcI, I.as tliree acute ^s 07
Adjacent angles

: -Two Zh wlmh have the san.e vertex, an arm
common, an.l the remaining arms on opposite sides of the com-
mon arm

Altitiide of a triangle :-The k-ngthof the ±fn.m'anv'vertex of
the _ ^ to the opposite side

"

j,_

Angle :-Th.^ amount of rotation made hy a st. line when it revolves
about a fixed point in itself from one position to another 8

Antecedent :—
'I'iie first term in a ratio '>1 X

Arc of a circle : -A part of the circumference '.!...!. "17
Axiom :-A statement that is self-evident, or assumed.. ! .

3
Axis of symmetry :-The line aliont wliich a svmmetrical figure

can be folded so that the parts on one si.le will exactly fit the
corresponding parts on the otiier side

Centroid:- The point wJiere the medians of a
another

Ci. circle:—The st. line joining two points on the cir-
cuniiL ice

Chord of contact :-The st. li.ie joining the points of contact of
two tangents

Circle :-The locus of the points that are at a fixed distance from'

a

nxed point
(The name circle is also used forVhe area iticlosedby the ciromi/fJrei.ce)

'

'

Circumcentre :-The centre of the circumscribed circle of a
Circumference :—Same as circle

"•

Circumscribed circle :-A circle which pass'.V through all'the ver'.
tices of a rectilineal figure ^

Coincide : -Magnitudes which fill exactly the same space are said
to coincide with each other

Commensurable magnitudes :-Magnitude3 which' have' a'com'mon
measure

Complementary angles :-Two L^ of which the sum is one' r't
' "l

"|3
Concyclic points r-Points through which a circle may be desmibed 143
Congruent figures : -Figures equal in all respects, so that one may

be made to fit the other exactly ,r
Consequent :—The second term of a ratio.

.'.''''.
213Converse propositions .—Two propositions of which the'h'ypothesis

of each IS the conclusion of the other.
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21

69

17

174

141

144

17

143

41
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PAaR

Cyclic quadrilateral :-A qua.lrilat.Tal of which nil the veiti.<.«

are on the ciicunifercrHe of the same ciiclc •
**

Diagonal :-A st. line joining opposite vertices of a rectilineal

.. 1 (

tigme

Diameter of a circle :-A chord passing throu-h Lhe centra /

Equilateral triangle :- A A having three e<iual si.les 19

Escribed circle of a triangle: -A circle which is touched l.y one

side of a Z\ an.l by tlie other two sides pr.xluoed 187

External segments of a line -The distances from the two end. of

a line to a point taken in the line produced -'
'^

Figure —Any combination of points, lines, surfaces and solids, .

. 2

Geometric mean :-The second of three tern.s that are in continued

^^^ ^
proportion

Hypotenuse -.—The side opposite the rt. Z in a rt.- Z d ,;
^'

Hypothesis: The part of a proposition in which the conditions
^

that are supposed to exist are stated "*

Incommensurable magnitudes :-Magnitudes that have no con,-

^^^^
nion measure however small '

Indirect method of demonstration :-Method of proof that begn.s

by assunnng that the proposition to he proved is not true 41

Inscribed Circle :-A cinde that is within a closed, rectilineal

figure, and which is touched by each side of the figure 187

Internal segments of a line:-The distances from the ends of a

^^^
line to a point in the line -

Isosceles triangle :-A A having two e-iual sides 1

J

Line -That which has length, but neither breadth nor thickness 1

Locus :-A iiguro consisting of a line (or lines) which contains all
^_

the points that satisfy a given condition, and no others / -

(See also page 78).

Major arc of a circle :-An arc that is greater than half the cir-

^_^
cumference

'

Major segment v. a circle :-A segment of which the arc is a
^_^

major arc
" .'

'

,'

'

Means of a proportion :-The second and third of four magn.tu.les

^^^
that are in proportion

;

Mean proportional : -The second of three magnitudes that arc in

^^^
continued proportion _

• ' • •/ ' ,

'

Median :- A st. line drawn from any vertex of a /, to the mi.Ulle
^^^

point of the opposite side

Minor arc of a circle :-An arc that is less than half the c.rcum-

loo
fereiice
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35

lU

2

I

1B9

08

4

inor segment of a circle;— A scj,'nieiil of which tiie arc is a
iiiiiior ai(.' !;-,;{

Obtuse angle :- An L wliicii i^i > a rt. L
Obtuse-angled triangle : ~ A ^ ,

ouu L of wliiih is an ohtus.- L .

Parallel straight lines:— St. lines in tliu sume idaiie whi. h ,.0 not
meet when prodiuLil for any finite distiince in eitiier tlirtition .

Parallelogram: -A quadriiattial that ha? both pairs of opposite
eides

II to each otlier 3^
Perpendicular :— Kach arm of a it. Z. is said to be X t" tiie other

ar.ii

Plane surface :—A surface such that if any two jKjints on it be
joined by a st. line tlie joining line lies wholly on tlie surface.

.

Point :

—
'I'h.it wiiicii has position but no size

Point of contact :—The comnion point of a tangent and circle

Polygon: -A lij,'ure bounde<l ijy more than four st. lines. Also
sometimes used for afigur- bounded by any number of at. lines.

Problem :—The statement of lonstruction to be nmde
Projection of the point on tne line :—The foot of the J. from the

point to the line jog

Projection of the line on the line :—The intercept ou the second
line between the projections of the two ends oi the first line on
the Second J09

Proportion :—The equality of ratios 213
Proposition :—That which is stated or athrmed for discussion 4
Quadrilateral :—A closed figure formed by four st. lines 17
Radius:—A st. line drawn from the centre of a circle to the

circumfereuce j-r

Ratio:—The measure of oue magnitude when another magni' ..ie

of the same kind is taken as the unit 213
Rectangle :— A ||gm of which the /I a are rt. Z s (js

Rectilineal figure :—A figure formed by st. lines 15
Reflex angle :—An Z which is > two rt. Zs, but ' four rt. Zs.. 154
Regular polygon :—A polygon in w hich all tlie sides are e((ual to

each other, and all the La are ecjual to each other 68
Rhombus :—A quadrilateral having its four sides equal to each other 17
Right angle :—An Z wliich is half of a st. Z 10
Right-angled triangle :—A A one L of which is a rt. Z. 27
Right bisector :—A st. line which bisects a st. line of given length

at rt. Z-s

Scalene triangle :—A A having no two of its sides ecjual to each
other

28

19
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m
'i

i

Secant of a circle :-A m. line drawn from n iwint witliout to cut
r*oi

1G9

155

153

158

2

C8

Sector of a circle: A figure IiouikIcI by two ra.lii of a cin U? iukI

e.lher of tlie arcH intentpleil by tiie»e railii

Segment of a circle : A figure boun.Ied by an arc of a lircle ami

tliu chord which joins the ends of the arc

Similar polygons : -Two polygons of the same numhor of xidca

whicli have the Lh of one taken in order around tlio ti«uie

resiMJctively equal to the La of the oth.-r in ordir. au.l have
^

also the correspondinj,' sitlfs in projiortion '-'*

Similar segments of circles •.-SejjnuntM wlii.h contuip equal L». '-'«3

Similar triangles :—Two /^h which ha\c the thne ^s of one

respectively ecjual to the three Z.s of the other

Solid :—That which has lenulh, breadth and tiiickntsa

Square : -A rectangle of which all the Hi<Us are e(i\ial to each other.

Straight angle:— Half of a comidete revolution made by a st. line

revolving about a point in itself

Straight lines:—Lines which cannot have any two points of one

coincide with two points of the other without the lines coin-

ciding altogether

Subtend :—A line drawn from a point in one arm of an Z. to a

point in the other arm subtends the L

Supplementary angles :-Two /.a of which the sum is two rt. L^.

Surface : That which has length and breadth but no thickness.

Symmetrical figure:—A figure which can be folded along a st. line

so that the parts on one side exactly fit the corresponding parts

on the other side

Tangent to a circle :—A st. line which, however far it may be

produced, has one point on the circumference of a circle and all

other points without the circle

Theorem .—The statement of a truth to be proved •*

Tcuch —A tangent is said to touch a circle

Two circles which meet each other at one point and only one

point are said to touch each other

Transversal —A st. line which cuts t«o, or more, other st. lines.

.

Triangle :-A figure formed by three st. lines which intersect one

another ' '
.

'

'

Vertex of an angle : -The point from which the two arms of the

L are drawn

17

1.')

Q

20

169

169

196

35
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